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CHAPTER 1  

Introduction to a Practical Guide 
on Conducting Qualitative Research 

in Parliaments 

Abstract The first chapter introduces the focus and goals of the volume, 
by explaining its hands-on approach to research and outlining its quali-
tative interpretive methodological nature. The aim is to provide concrete 
tips on how to overcome fieldwork obstacles as well as serve as invalu-
able background or context material for anyone who aims to research 
the European Parliament, with useful pointers for anyone who wants to 
work on political institutions and do qualitative interviews. Attention is 
drawn to the utility of the volume for researchers who examine highly 
divisive subjects like equality policies or the ways of dealing with radical-
right actors in qualitative research when holding opposing views. Instead 
of merely analysing research results, the book is an honest account of how 
they were obtained. 

Keywords EUGenDem project · Hands-on guide · Political 
institutions · Gendered perspectives · Intersectional perspectives 
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Introduction 

How is a large-scale qualitative dataset, comprised of interview, ethno-
graphic and document data, gathered from parliaments? In what ways are 
raw data managed in terms of storing and coding? What methods are 
employed to interpret and make sense of coded data? More significantly, 
how are qualitative data that have been collectively gathered and coded, 
transformed into findings for single and co-authored articles? 

This volume addresses these questions in the form of a concise and 
hands-on guide about doing qualitative research in parliaments, exploring 
practical achievements and drawbacks that are relevant to academics and 
students alike. We account for the step-by-step process of qualitative 
research in parliaments, offering a reflexive and analytical perspective that 
moves beyond a textbook or theory-only format. As a companion piece 
to qualitative research in parliaments, we also ‘accompany’ and support 
researchers in the field who may feel they are struggling or have become 
lost. Woven throughout the individual chapters, the book provides mean-
ingful insights into the methodological and normative concerns our 
research process faced. To this end, we include many examples and illus-
trative boxes presenting our research diaries, post-interview notes and 
coding examples to illustrate the distinct processes and stages in our 
research and to demonstrate how our thinking developed leading to the 
final research output. 

This approach has enabled us to provide a more transparent perspective 
on the research process through the views of insiders, as two distinctive 
stages of data gathering (Chapters 3 and 4) and data analysis (Chapters 5 
and 6) unfold to form a coherent whole. In doing so, the insights account 
for different positionalities, epistemological commitments and research 
interests, thus providing useful hints for anyone who wants to study 
and research formal political institutions like parliaments, using qualitative 
methods. Throughout the volume, the experiences we describe, provide 
invaluable ideas for strategies and practices that researchers can adopt to 
overcome the typical obstacles that qualitative researchers might face. For 
instance, we detail in Chapter 4 the strategies we employed for recruiting 
interview participants and for preparing to conduct an interview; and in 
Chapter 5, we provide a number of core points for successful collaborative 
coding.
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In lieu of analysing and outlining research findings specifically, we focus 
on how those outputs were obtained. To this end, the European Parlia-
ment (EP) provided the setting and context between 2018 and 2022, 
for gathering a large and significant volume of interviews, ethnographic 
fieldnotes and documents. Empirically, the volume stands as an important 
background read for anyone aiming to study the European Parliament 
regardless of the methodology. We provide multiple insights on the speci-
ficities of the European Parliament including its monthly calendar, the 
opportunities and obstacles provided by the Strasbourg sessions and the 
challenges of the multilingual and multi-language settings. The book also 
provides extensive insights into studying political institutions like parlia-
ments in general. In this sense, the book makes general observations 
on the functioning of parliamentary work and presents advice based on 
experiences, practices and strategies for any researcher wanting to apply 
qualitative methods and tools to the study of parliaments. 

The Research Project and Findings 

This volume provides an account of a major scientific research project 
conducted on the political groups of the European Parliament, the 
insights from which will have wider and more general applications in 
academia. The EUGenDem project on ‘Gender, party politics and democ-
racy in Europe: a study of the European Parliament’s party groups’ was a 
European Research Council Consolidator Grant funded scientific project 
that provided a systematic analysis of the gendered policies and practices 
of the political groups in the European Parliament. Whilst most research 
on the political groups has been quantitative, EUGenDem research led to 
over 70 scientific publications based on qualitative methods and method-
ologies. We have written about the positionality and reflexivity of our 
research team elsewhere (Gaweda et al., 2022; Kantola et al., 2023) 
suffice it to say our approach was normatively feminist and epistemolog-
ically constructivist, giving it a distinct piquancy from most of the extant 
research in the field. 

Our motivation for this volume was derived from the keen interest of 
colleagues, anonymous reviewers as well as the members of our project 
scientific board, to disclose and elaborate on conducting impactful qual-
itative research (Ahrens et al., 2022; Kantola et al., 2023), and to detail
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our processes of data gathering and data analysis. Following the ideals 
of open, accessible and transparent research, we want to ensure that 
key qualitative research strategies are available to, and reusable by, other 
researchers. In addition, there is a necessity to both invigorate and disturb 
extant academic debates on the use and relevance of qualitative research 
methods in Political Science from a multidisciplinary perspective. Of 
notable importance in this respect, is the particularity of our collective 
approach to conducting qualitative research. In the book, we explain in 
greater detail the extent to which this constituted a significant advantage, 
and how we resolved, or managed, the additional complexities it brought 
about. 

The retrospective and reflexive look at our research field itself also 
yields insights. Reflecting on the qualitative nature of the research project, 
we examine the ways in which divisive questions were often asked, polit-
ical controversies were researched and how we confronted and dealt 
with equality practices, issues of gender equality, racism and radical-right 
populists. Box 1.1 (below) highlights some examples from our inter-
view and ethnographic fieldwork that best describe such moments. Such 
highly divisive subjects, like the study of equality policies and the role 
of radical-right populist parties in parliament, fall within the scope of 
our guide. Qualitative research from a gendered perspective demonstrates 
how actors are positioned in multiple contexts and within variant identi-
ties, which demands that an intersectional lens must be considered more 
systematically, and in-depth, at the beginning of a project. 

We did not shy away from interviewing right-wing actors and concomi-
tantly did not focus only on ‘feminist critical friends’ (Chappell, 2020; 
Chappell & Mackay, 2021). Instead, we emphasised the importance of 
approaching interviews with right-wing actors with a critical and reflexive 
mindset, whilst being mindful of the potential for power imbalances to 
arise. Right-wing participants often used gendered language or stereo-
types that were dismissive or undermining of our normative stances and 
arguments; they also sometimes questioned the legitimacy of our quali-
fications or expertise. For instance, Kantola et al. (2023) illustrated how 
one participant explicitly asked the interviewer: ‘I think it’s just one of 
these throwaway terms that’s been invented by (…), in the same way that 
racism is a made-up term. Do you know what racism means? You’re a 
doctor so obviously you should know, right?’ (EFDD MEP M 290119_ 
4). In another example, a male MEP from the radical-right and a member 
of the Eurosceptic group of the European Conservatives and Reformists
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(ECR) discussed the family in a public seminar. Claiming to be a cook, he 
showed images of meatballs and asserted that vegan meatballs, e.g. those 
made with courgette and parsley, ‘were not real meatballs’ just like non-
traditional family models, e.g. rainbow families, were not real families and 
so should not use the same term (ECR Seminar on Traditional Family 
040220_FN). 

In many cases, qualitative interviews and the ethnographic shadowing 
of participants exposed us to situations that were problematic, tense or 
unpleasant. This book is also a way of describing how we dealt with, 
processed and managed such situations. 

Box 1.1 Quotations from the team research diary after coding radical-
right MEP interviews and post-interview notes with right-wing actors

• ‘First answer clearly sets the tone! It’s very upsetting to 
read. ‘me, myself and I’. I feel so sorry for X having to ask 
him equality questions!!!!! Well done for asking questions on 
gender equality!’ (EUGenDem Research Diary 23 April 2020)

• ‘Interesting stories about PG formation, fascinating how he 
keeps on saying Le Pen and AfD are not racist or antisemitic, 
how the people in Golden Dawn are nice’. (EUGenDem 
research diary, 10 Feb 2020)

• ‘I felt the hierarchy, even though he was very polite. He bowed 
a bit as he shook my hand in the beginning and at the end. (…) 
I felt very awkward asking our ‘gendered’ questions—I physi-
cally felt irritation and displeasure ‘radiating’ off the participant 
when I asked about it, I also heard a small scoff from the
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• assistant on the side’. (Post-interview note 5 Mar 2020)
• ‘The MEP made a friendly impression on me although some 
of the things he talked about were really cringy for me (e.g. 
he is passionate about hunting). (…) I was surprised that he 
talked openly about the past of the Fratelli d’Italia as a direct 
descendant of the fascist party. But I guess, this is ‘common 
knowledge’ so no use denying it. (…) It’s always disconcerting 
for me when right-wing people aren’t nasty interpersonally to 
me as an interviewer (…). When a right-wing person is nice to 
me, I have cognitive dissonance’. (Post-interview note 12 May 
2021)

• ‘Interview was on skype. It was easier to set up than what I 
expected from the initial reaction to my first contact email. 
The participant replied that he can ‘talk about foreign affairs, 
etc.(…) but that he doesn’t understand the topics of gender’ 
(Post-interview note 13 May 2021)

• ‘I respected the MEP for having her own feminism, even if it 
was something that I fundamentally didn’t agree with. I felt 
that it was a very legitimate complaint that she had felt looked 
down upon for being a stay-at-home mum’. (Post-interview 
note 11 Mar 2020) 

By reflecting on a specific research process of data gathering and 
data analysis, we provide a complex picture of the role and methods of 
qualitative research in exploring informal institutions and studying the 
informality of political norms. Through qualitative research, we openly 
debate whether our findings call into question some of the traditional 
assumptions that underpin the ‘mainstream’ research. Our contribution 
lies in the inclusion of interviews and ethnographic data in our research 
process from a normatively feminist perspective. Therefore, we have 
added a distinctively ‘gendered’ look relative to the extant methodolog-
ical literature, as well as anecdotes and diary entries that helped us reflect 
on the whole process.
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Qualitative and Feminist Research in Parliaments 

Qualitative research is time and resource consuming. This is certainly 
reflected throughout the chapters in this book, where we illustrate how 
some of the burdens of such research can be eased by reviewing the neces-
sary preparatory steps. These include, for example, gaining familiarity with 
the parliament and recruiting participants, and structuring the different 
stages of data analysis, such as coding or the interpretation of results. In 
key respects, the book takes a practical approach to the theoretical and 
methodological insights explored in the extant literature, which generally 
fall into three categories: (1) extensive handbooks on qualitative research, 
(2) wide-ranging handbook-style volumes on feminist research; (3) indi-
vidual chapters in larger volumes or peer-reviewed journal publications 
dedicated only to aspects of parliamentary studies or gendered research. 

Research publications and compilations on parliamentary studies, like 
Benoît and Rozenberg’s (2020) Handbook of Parliamentary Studies: 
Interdisciplinary Approaches to Legislatures (Edward Elgar Publishing, 
2020), Denzin and Lincoln’s (2011) Sage Handbook of qualitative 
research or Leavy’s (2020, Second Edition) Oxford Handbook of Qual-
itative Research, explore the research process by focusing on method-
ological considerations and their implications. The former provides an 
interdisciplinary output on parliamentarism from history, law and polit-
ical economy to sociology and anthropology, whilst the latter two are 
mammoth volumes on state-of-the-art theory and operationalisation of 
qualitative inquiry from a methodological standpoint. 

Notable volumes in the second category, to which our research owes 
intellectual gratitude, include Brooke Ackerly and Jacqui True’s Doing 
Feminist Research in Political and Social Science (Red Globe Press, 2020) 
and Maureen McHugh’s Feminist Qualitative Research: Working toward 
Transforming Science and Social Justice (2020). The former has a strong 
feminist theory and International Relations focus. It describes how a femi-
nist research ethic can enrich the research process from start to finish, by 
simultaneously being a guide for feminist research ethics. The authors 
link the core elements of feminist research ethics with being attentive 
to the power of the social and political context, epistemology, bound-
aries and relationships, as well as situating the researcher with nonlinear 
research processes. Similarly, the latter offers an extensive overview of 
feminist research, naming validity and voice as particular challenges in the
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conduct of feminist qualitative research. She predicts the future of femi-
nist research to be within multidisciplinary collaborations that contribute 
to the adoption of new perspectives and methods that ignore boundaries 
set by traditional disciplines that have served to restrict how research is 
conducted. Other works of significance include Tungohan and Catungal 
(2022) who address the most contemporary developments in virtual qual-
itative research in the context of the pandemic, and Bennett (2021), who 
echoes McHugh on the future of feminist qualitative research in consid-
ering what open science means for research methodologies that have 
historically been a home for transgressive and radical questioning. 

Whilst building on this methodological richness, we nonetheless find a 
major lacuna: namely, the absence of a practical and accessible approach 
to the research process in the field and what follows it. Our volume is a 
succinct and hands-on monograph-guide to qualitative research in parlia-
ments with an attendant reflexive attitude that transparently explores the 
successes and drawbacks of a research process in the European Parlia-
ment. As a team effort, the volume offers a coherent, yet multifaceted 
perspective on the research processes outlined in other publications. 
Furthermore, it has the advantage of accounting for major changes in 
research circumstances that arose due to the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Outline of the Book 

This book has seven chapters and is structured around the two main 
vectors of qualitative research: data gathering and data analysis. We 
respond to the demand for greater critical methodological transparency 
by offering unique insights with detailed discussions of the strategies, 
decisions and tools we employed. Moreover, we reflect on the practi-
calities and technicalities applied in the collection, management, analysis 
and interpretation of a comprehensive dataset, consisting of various types 
of qualitative data: 140 interviews, ethnographic fieldnotes and docu-
ment data gathered for the study of political groups over five years by 
six researchers. We explain the pros and cons of undertaking collaborative 
qualitative work by detailing the different stages of collective data gath-
ering, team data coding and the interpretation of the results for individual 
and co-authored studies. 

This chapter has introduced our focus and purpose, by explaining 
its hands-on approach to research and outlining its qualitative interpre-
tive methodological nature. Chapter 2 on the Set up of The European
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Parliament provides an overview of the existing research on the Euro-
pean Parliament and its political groups, as well as key information on 
the Parliament as a setting for qualitative research. It also provides key 
preliminary insights about conducting qualitative research in the Euro-
pean Parliament by engaging with key concepts and discussing them in 
the unique context of the European Parliament. In addition, we stress the 
high level of informality in the parliamentary work of the European Parlia-
ment, highlighting the contributions qualitative research makes to a field 
still largely dominated by quantitative research. The study of everyday 
dynamics and informal practices reinforces the importance of utilising a 
qualitative toolkit and data from interviews and ethnography, as well as 
broadening the range of research participants beyond political elites to 
include parliamentary staff. 

Chapter 3 is the last of the background chapters. Here we intro-
duce our research data and highlight the methodological innovations 
they generated to understand genderedness and intersecting (in)equalities 
in the European Parliament. The chapter outlines our two phases of 
data collection: a pilot study and the main data-gathering period. The 
variety of the data are emphasised by tables which illustrate the distribu-
tion by gender and nationality, as well as the political group affiliation 
and role of the research participants in the European Parliament. We 
explain and demonstrate the recording practices and techniques for 
parliamentary ethnography we employed, which elicited such a detailed 
understanding of informal political group dynamics. Finally, we consider 
how the research data was processed, archived and categorised, drawing 
on valuable lessons from the pilot study. 

The main analytical chapters of the book—Chapters 4 to 7—provide 
details on the data gathering and analysis. Chapter 4 How was data gath-
ered? Doing research interviews and ethnography describes the process of 
gathering data for research interviews and ethnography. First, we discuss 
the ethical review process and the impacts of the General Data Protec-
tion Regulation on interviews and ethnography. Chapter 4 also provides 
a detailed overview of the selection and recruitment of interviewees, how 
the interviews were conducted and describes the preparatory steps we 
took prior to the interviews. It also offers various ethnographic prac-
tices that researchers can use in parliamentary research, which is especially 
pertinent in light of Covid-19, and the impact this had on how the inter-
views were conducted and how the European Parliament operated in 
general.
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In the first of two chapters that delve into the specificities of data 
analysis, Chapter 5 Coding the data, presents the strategies we used, 
and didn’t use, to code dense interview, ethnographic and document 
data. Importantly, we generate important pointers regarding the use of 
software tools for qualitative analysis and highlight the intricacies of 
using such tools as a team with concrete examples. Additionally, we 
outline the technical and logistical issues that we faced when coding data 
collaboratively. 

We move on to key methodological steps and strategies we employed 
for the interpretation of data. Chapter 6 Interpreting the data, provides  
a guide to conducting qualitative analysis driven by research questions 
that are intrinsically constructivist, interpretivist and/or post-structuralist. 
Here we are concerned with moving beyond coding and transforming 
our analysis into material that can be used to produce scientific studies 
for peer-reviewed publications. We cover the practical steps such as 
exporting code reports from ATLAS.ti and reviewing them in a collabora-
tive fashion. It also includes a critical review of epistemological reflections 
that pertain to interpreting qualitative data. In this respect, the chapter 
not only excavates the specificities of how frames and discourses were 
interpreted from coded qualitative data but also how formal and informal 
practices were interpreted from ‘texts’. 

Our concluding chapter offers an open-ended discussion on future 
venues for qualitative research in political institutions in general and the 
European Parliament in particular. In summarising the key elements of 
the book, we stress the informality of many procedures, practices and 
mechanisms we witnessed and discuss their meaning for transparency 
and democracy. We also provide an open and thorough discussion of 
what we would do differently given the luxury of hindsight, offering our 
thoughts on the future direction for qualitative research in the European 
Parliament. 
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CHAPTER 2  

Set up: The European Parliament 

Abstract Prior to conducting any research, it is crucial to understand 
and familiarise oneself with the research context and setting. The chapter 
provides an overview of the existing research on the European Parliament 
and its political groups, as well as key information on the Parliament as 
a setting for qualitative research. Following the step-by-step approach of 
the book, Chapter 2 provides the readers with key preliminary insights 
about the European Parliament with regard to conducting qualitative 
research. It engages with key concepts in qualitative research on parlia-
ments and discusses them in light of the uniqueness of the European 
Parliament. Specifically, the cultural and linguistic diversity and its highly 
technical legislative process and complex institutional context make the 
European Parliament a rich albeit challenging site of qualitative research. 
The chapter stresses the high level of informality in the parliamentary 
work of the European Parliament and highlights the contributions qual-
itative research makes to a field still largely dominated by quantitative 
research. The study of everyday dynamics and informal practices rein-
forces the importance of utilising a qualitative toolkit and data, like 
interviews and ethnography, and that of broadening the range of research 
participants to parliamentary staff from political elites only. 

Keywords European Parliament · Political groups · Informality · 
Institutional context · Research context 
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Introduction 

The initial stage of most research is to gain familiarity with the context 
and the setting—acquainting yourself with previous research findings, 
establishing what is known about it thus far and discerning where the 
knowledge gaps might be. Covering these various aspects of the existing 
literature is a fundamental building block of research as it helps to: (a) 
defend and explain one’s own research focus and topic; (b) pinpoint what 
is already known and what might be missing; (c) compare and contrast the 
empirical findings to the ones that have already been made elsewhere and 
(d) draw preliminary conclusions about theoretical, conceptual, method-
ological and empirical contributions. These steps are very much the 
backbone of any thesis or scientific article—nothing frustrates and disap-
points reviewers more than an evidently untrue claim that a subject has 
not been researched before. 

The questions we wanted answered in relation to this initial scene-
setting phase, included how the European Parliament was working 
within a wider frame of reference, and what it meant for our qualita-
tive research. For us, parliament was the larger field; within which the 
gendered practices, processes and outputs of political groups were situ-
ated. Our main research site was thus the European Parliament located 
in Brussels and Strasbourg and its informal adjacent spaces. As a research 
group, we spent the first years in a fortnightly reading group sharing and 
discussing the existing research on the parliament, and in particular the 
political groups. This chapter introduces the valuable insights that a first 
research step like this generates. 

What Kind of Parliament? 

There are many good books about the European Parliament (Corbett 
et al., 2016; Ripoll Servent, 2018), specialised journal articles and even 
publications about specific aspects of the European Parliament (Whitaker, 
2011; Yordanova, 2013). Of greater significance to us, was an edited 
volume on gendering the European Parliament that we had contributed 
to, as well as journal articles and book chapters about the gendered char-
acter of how the parliament functions (Ahrens & Rolandsen Agustín, 
2019). Our specific angle was to focus on the political groups of 
the parliament from a gender perspective. Understanding our research 
setting, meant familiarising ourselves with the actors and structural
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cleavages within and between the political groups in the parliament. Inter-
estingly, prior to our edited volume, there were no books that covered 
the full spectrum of these political groups (Ahrens, Elomäki & Kantola, 
2022), and certainly no books on political groups and gender. There 
were, however, a lot more articles and book chapters on political groups 
than we had anticipated. 

One pertinent characterisation when undertaking qualitative research 
on parliaments is to distinguish between a debating parliament and 
a working parliament (Lord, 2018; Tiilikainen & Wiesner, 2016). In 
contrast to the UK House of Commons which is commonly depicted 
as a classic chamber focused on debating (see, e.g. Miller, 2021, 2022a, 
b), the European Parliament is most often characterised as a committee-
focused working parliament. Undoubtedly, these are very specific exam-
ples and all parliaments have characteristics of both types, arguably both 
are vital for a functioning parliamentary democracy, yet such distinctions 
can serve as pointers to why certain factors might be seen as partic-
ularly important to research participants. Whilst committees form the 
basis of policy work in a working parliament, understanding how power 
works demands being attentive to policy leadership positions such as 
rapporteurs, coordinators and committee chairs. The notion of a working 
parliament implicitly suggests that parliamentary majorities and coalitions 
are policy specific and flexible, as opposed to being fixed and centralised 
in debating parliaments (Miller, 2022a, b). Consensus and coalition 
building, trust and networking have been shown to be important in the 
European Parliament in a number of studies. Despite this, the influx of 
radical-right populists, Eurosceptics and anti-gender politicians brings in 
actors who disrupt the logics that prioritised the plenary as a main site of 
their action, and who are dismissive, or closed off from, traditional polit-
ical dynamics (see, e.g. Brack, 2018; Kantola & Miller, 2021; Kantola & 
Lombardo, 2021). 

There has been a long-standing debate about the uniqueness of the 
European Parliament relative to national parliaments (Hix et al., 2007). 
After the significant increase and solidification of its legislative and 
budgetary powers, as well as its important scrutiny functions, the debate 
has to some extent been settled. Suffice it to say, the European Parliament 
is surely as powerful, if not more powerful, than national parliaments, 
even if it still lacks the right to initiate legislation. This does not, however, 
mean that unique features are somewhat lacking. On the contrary, its 
distinctive characteristics make both working in, and researching, the
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parliament interesting and more challenging than doing similar research 
at the national level. 

With 705 Members of the European Parliament (MEPs), the parlia-
ment is relatively big (for comparisons to other parliaments see De Feo & 
Jacobs, 2021). More significantly, MEPs come from 27 member states, 
variant political parties and speak 24 official languages. The parliament’s 
multilingual character, and the translation practices that have developed 
around it, is indeed one of its most unique characteristics (Bartlomiejczyk, 
2020; Ringe, 2022). The parliament is also multicultural and constitutes 
an amalgamation of 27 national political traditions and as many gender 
regimes. In this respect, some political groups such as the European 
People’s Party (EPP), possess 176 MEPs, which makes them larger than 
some national parliaments. Yet, the parliament is very homogenous when 
it comes to differences other than the gender with only 3 per cent of 
MEPs representing people of colour (Kantola et al., 2023). 

The European Parliament is also unique because of the highly tech-
nical nature of the legislation that it deals with, and the complexity of 
the institutional context—the interinstitutional relations to the Council 
and the Commission—in which it is embedded (Christiansen et al., 2021: 
484). The challenges for MEPs’ work are well known: the European 
Parliament is a co-legislator together with the Council, and it engages 
primarily with Commission’s proposals, yet MEPs have far fewer staff at 
its disposal, and is heavily reliant on external experts and lobbyists. Whilst 
MEPs can delve deeper into matters that they are either responsible for as 
rapporteurs, shadows, committees chairs or members, they simply cannot 
familiarise themselves with all the technical details relating to every vote 
and report. Instead, they are given voting lists and tend to follow these on 
most matters. Taken together, this places unique challenges of complexity 
for both working and researching in the parliament. 

The European Parliament is governed by Rules of Procedure that 
have been frequently amended. As a research project, we spent extended 
periods reading these rules and discussing them along with some excel-
lent articles tracing the significance of rule changes in the parliament 
(Brack & Costa, 2018a, b; Kreppel, 2002). It was soon apparent that 
the European Parliament is extensively self-regulated. It was interesting 
to discover that the Parliament completely determined its procedures by 
being in charge of its own rules, and the regularity with which they had 
been changed. Moreover, how these changes reflected shifts in the power 
of the parliament—with the direction of travel revealing a trajectory which
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bestowed greater power to political groups, at the expense of individual 
MEPs (Brack & Costa, 2018a). Within this shift of power, we also found 
out that many issues were not governed by the rules, or if they were it 
was ambiguous, leaving their interpretation open to the political groups 
or informal rules and agreements. 

The high level of informality in terms of informal practices and institu-
tional processes suggests that qualitative research, using interviews and 
ethnography, is likely to be better suited to revealing what is going 
on beyond the formal rules (see Box 2.1 and Box. 2.2 below). Other 
scholars, in what constituted a turn to informal politics and micropoli-
tics, used these methods and approaches to bring new insights to a field 
traditionally dominated by quantitative studies of voting patterns and 
formal rules (Brack, 2018; Busby, 2013; Landorff, 2019; Ripoll Servent, 
2018; Ripoll Servant & Panning, 2019; Wiesner,  2018, 2019). To tap 
into this, we draw heavily on Feminist Institutionalism as a theoretical 
and methodological approach to define ‘formal’ and ‘informal’ institu-
tions, the relations between them and their significance for societal change 
(Waylen, 2017; Chappell and Mackay, 2017). Feminist institutionalism 
does not rest content with simply the analytical relationships between 
formality and informality but enables making deeper excursions into rules. 
Used in this way, it has been able to get a more nuanced reading of the 
‘everyday’ dynamics of parliaments (Miller, 2021). 

Box 2.1 Political Groups Formation 

Whilst the powers of the European Parliament increased, little 
research was devoted to the formation of the political groups within 
it. With the political struggles of recent years and the rise of 
radical-right populism, a proper re-evaluation of the functioning 
and importance of political groups within the European Parlia-
ment was necessary. Drawing on 130 research interviews conducted 
with MEPs, political groups and parliamentary staff in 2018–2019 
in the 8th and 9th parliaments, Ahrens and Kantola (2022) anal-
ysed precisely political group formation processes in the European 
Parliament. The findings stress the lack of formal rules in this promi-
nent political performance and highlight the need to study informal 
practices. They found informal practices to be widespread in how
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groups come together. Group formation is shaped by the objec-
tive of maximising their size, sometimes at the expense of group 
unity. In turn, the negotiation of leadership positions varies across 
groups, with some using more standardised practices whilst others 
took decisions on a quasi-ad-hoc basis. Further, left-leaning groups 
tended to prioritise the objective of securing unified policy positions 
when forming their collective identity, whilst others emphasised 
the importance of common values at the expense of unified policy 
positions. On the other hand, radical-right populist groups placed 
greater emphasis on accommodating divergent national viewpoints 
and expressed a preference for open voting, without any motiva-
tion to increase policy coherence. The discussion underscores the 
need to understand political group formation not solely within the 
framework of the European Parliament but also in light of political 
dynamics at the group level—which dynamics are made visible by 
qualitative tools and methods. 

For more, see Ahrens and Kantola (2022). 

Box 2.2 Policy-Making Processes 

Within the European Parliament’s legislative process, political 
groups hold a crucial function. Scholars have given several accounts 
for the high degree of voting cohesion within groups, whilst few 
have explored the mechanism through which the groups arrive at 
their policy positions initially. Due to the internal heterogeneity 
of the groups, the negotiation of policy preferences within the 
groups become ‘all the more relevant for supranational democracy’ 
(Elomäki et al., 2022: 74). In the chapter ‘Democratic Practices and 
Political Dynamics of Intra-Group Policy Formation in the Euro-
pean Parliament’, Elomäki et al. (2022) ask how the groups formu-
late group lines and policy positions and what impact this dynamic 
has on democratic decision-making and intra-group democracy in 
the European Parliament. The findings indicate that political groups 
with greater ability to influence the position of the Parliament tend
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to formulate policy in a more centralised and hierarchical manner. 
For instance, the largest groups—namely the centre-left Group of 
the Progressive Alliance of Socialists and Democrats (S&D) and 
centre-right Group of the European People’s Party (EPP)—placed 
great emphasis on having a unified group stance, with formal 
regulations requiring MEPs to support the group line. For the 
centre-right liberal Renew Europe and the Greens/European Free 
Alliance (Greens/EFA), a unified group line was essential, but 
unlike the two largest groups, not enforced through formal regu-
lations. Groups on the left such as the Left Group (GUE/NGL) 
lacked formal rules and interviewees highlighted big differences 
between national party delegations due to the confederal nature 
of the group. Regarding eurosceptic parties, their formal regula-
tions underlined that MEPs may vote ‘as they see fit’. Amongst 
the formal and informal processes that influence democratic prac-
tices, Elomäki et al. (2022) point out how the formal rule of gender 
balance in groups is limited by informal rules of seniority, resulting 
in men being overrepresented. Moreover, the research points at an 
important dynamic; the role of political groups in policy-making 
is increasing, whilst the power of committee experts is decreasing. 
Notably, a handful of MEPs such as group leaders take key deci-
sions in the group and leaders of large national party delegations are 
decisive actors. Elomäki et al. (2022) conclude that in the European 
Parliament, the pursuit of influence through a unified position can 
sometimes contradict the principles of inclusion, participation and 
deliberation, even in smaller groups. Such contradictions emerged 
from qualitative methodologies. 

In addition to being a working parliament, the European Parliament 
could also be termed an ‘equality parliament’—understanding the struc-
tures, processes and actors behind this has been central to our endeavour. 
Here, our challenge differed from getting a sense of the parliament as 
a working parliament. Some of our own previous research contributed 
to knowledge about the European Parliament as an equality parliament 
(see Kantola, 2010; Kantola & Rolandsen Agustín, 2016, 2019; Ahrens,  
2016; Ahrens & Rolandsen Agustín, 2021; Warasin et al., 2019; Ahrens,  
Meier & Rolandsen Agustín, 2022), and as a consequence, this project
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has involved digging deeper and going beyond what we thought we 
already knew. The notion of the European Parliament as an equality 
parliament is built around several dimensions and includes, for example, 
the high numbers of women MEPs when compared to national parlia-
ments (Aldrich & Daniel, 2020; Fortin-Rittberger & Rittberger, 2014; 
Lühiste & Kenny, 2016); well established feminist governance structures 
of the parliament including a Committee for Women’s Rights and Gender 
Equality, an internationally rare strong commitment to gender main-
streaming (Ahrens, 2016, 2019; Elomäki & Kantola, 2022; Kantola & 
Lombardo, 2023; Elomäki & Ahrens, 2022); successes in defending 
gender policy, strengthening its provisions vis-a-vis the Council and the 
Commission; speaking out, not just for gender equality, but also for 
LGBTQI rights and anti-racism (Mos, 2018; Ahrens, Gaweda, & Kantola, 
2022; Kantola et al., 2023). 

Despite the increasing interest in, and number of scholarly articles 
about, political groups in the broader milieux of the European Parlia-
ment, we were quickly able to identify notable gaps. Some of these could 
be explained by the fact that political groups were considered as actors 
within the formal landscapes of working and equality parliaments, rather 
than as scenes or stages for policy-making and politics, including femi-
nist politics, and as more coherent wholes whilst voting and submitting 
amendments. Academic research had been able to tell whether they were 
cohesive, and how well they built coalitions, but what we were inter-
ested in was the ‘intra-group’ dynamics of the political groups. What 
kind of stages did they occupy for the daily work of their MEPs and 
staff? What norms and structures governed them when they were formed, 
when they formulated policy and took decisions? What were the political 
cultures of each group? What was the significance of national delegations 
and political parties, did some delegations dominate over others? More-
over, how were all of these norms and structures gendered, and how 
did that impact the effectiveness of political work? Eventually, answers to 
such questions helped us to disaggregate the parliament’s equality repu-
tation to reveal the reality of gendered inequalities, the diverging ways of 
advancing gender perspectives and policy at the political group level (see, 
e.g. Ahrens, Gaweda, & Kantola, 2022; Elomäki, 2021; Kantola,  2022) 
and the parliament’s reputation as a working parliament on the basis that 
political groups had widely different practices in policy-making (Elomäki 
et al., 2022; Elomäki & Gaweda, 2022) (see Box 2.3 below).
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Box 2.3 Gendered Leadership 

The issue of gender equality as both a norm and a policy question is 
a highly politicised and contested topic in the European Parliament. 
The political groups of the European Parliament are sharply divided 
in their support and promotion of gender equality, with one-quarter 
represented by radical-right populists who firmly oppose gender 
equality norms and express their dissent both directly and indi-
rectly in plenary debates. In the chapter ‘Gender-related leadership 
in the political groups of the European Parliament’, Kantola and 
Miller (2022) contribute to the discussion on gender in the Euro-
pean Parliament by focusing on how leadership positions provided 
by political groups fail to provide equal opportunities for MEPs. 
The study draws on a large sample of interviews (n = 123) with 
MEPs and staff, covering political, policy and administrative lead-
ership within political groups during the 8th (2014–2019) and 9th 
(2019–2024) legislatures. The research shows that despite the Euro-
pean Parliament’s reputation for gender equality, men still dominate 
political leadership. The leadership of national party delegations 
(NDPs) contains hidden gendered structures, with significantly 
fewer women in leadership positions. In addition, although policy 
leadership (i.e. committee chairs and coordinators) is relatively 
gender-balanced, the Group of the European People’s Party (EPP) 
is an exception in this matter. Despite progress, gendered norms 
and practices still limit the scope of action within leadership posi-
tions, highlighting the challenges of achieving gender equality in the 
European Parliament. Kantola and Miller (2022) reveal that women 
are underrepresented in administrative leadership roles, i.e. as Secre-
tary Generals of political groups. Whilst administrative leadership 
positions are clear on paper, with nominally democratic voting 
within political groups, gender concerns are routinely overshad-
owed by power politics, trust networks and the prioritisation of 
seniority. The pivotal function of Secretary Generals has received 
limited scholarly attention. Thus, securing interviews with these key 
personnel allowed valuable insights on their role. 

For more, see Kantola and Miller (2022).
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One aspect of our research was to gather data, not only from MEPs 
but also from parliamentary staff. Christiansen et al. (2021) noted how 
under-researched the administrative dimensions of representative institu-
tions have hitherto been. For them, this was problematic because the 
‘influence and effectiveness of democratic politics depends not only on 
the activity of elected members, but also on the kind of the administrative 
support upon which mandates can be reliably carried out’ (Christiansen 
et al., 2021: 478). In the European Parliament, administrative support 
staff consists of various types. First, civil servants who work at the parlia-
mentary level for committees, the secretariat, or the political groups, and 
second, there are the personal assistants (APAs, accredited personal assis-
tants) of the MEPs. The latter are governed by different work contracts, 
norms and power relations. APAs, for example, are highly reliant on the 
MEPs who recruited them and are expected to be loyal to them (Pegan, 
2017). The other administrative staff are expected to display political 
neutrality and institutional loyalty, despite often working in and for polit-
ical groups. The high level of turn-over in European Parliament elections, 
close to 50 per cent, means that the parliamentary administration provides 
‘continuity and institutional memory for the legislature’ (Christiansen 
et al., 2021: 478). We also found this to be the case with the Secretaries 
of General (SG) of the political groups, who played a pivotal role in the 
weeks following an election when political groups were formed and new 
MEPs took up their jobs (Ahrens & Kantola, 2022; Kantola & Miller, 
2022). 

Understanding the role of administrative staff is equally crucial for 
gender research. It fits well with the recent turn in gender and politics 
scholarship where parliaments have been understood as gendered work-
places (see Erikson & Verge, 2022). This scholarship has underpinned 
the idea that treating parliaments as special representative institutions 
outside the social norms and laws that govern normal working life, can 
be harmful for gender equality. By doing so, members of administrative 
staff, who are sometimes even more vulnerable than politicians, can be 
exposed to unchecked and unmonitored sexual harassment (see Miller, 
2021; Berthet, 2022; Berthet & Kantola, 2021). Sexual harassment has 
been comprehensively documented as a deeply rooted problem in Euro-
pean parliaments, such as Westminster (Collier & Raney, 2018; Krook, 
2018; Miller, 2021) and the European Parliament. Significantly, the posi-
tion and counter-action by parliamentary staff in the European Parliament 
was absolutely crucial in tackling the issue (Berthet, 2022; Berthet &
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Kantola, 2021). Indeed, it has been the personal assistants of MEPs, the 
APAs, who have played a key role in these struggles (Berthet, 2022). On a 
more general methodological level, interviewing those who seem to have 
less, little or no power can often reveal more about the exercise of power 
than those who have it. 

A number of academic books and articles have been written about 
MEPs based on qualitative in-depth interviews with MEPs. This has a 
number of positives: it is clearly possible to undertake elite interviews with 
MEPs (e.g. Brack, 2018; Cullen, 2018; Kantola & Rolandsen Agustín, 
2019; Sarikakis, 2003; Landorff, 2019; Daniel, 2015; Whitaker,  2011; 
Wodak et al., 2009) as well as participant observation and/or parliamen-
tary ethnography in Brussels and Strasbourg (Abélès, 1992; Busby, 2013, 
2014), of EU institutions more generally (Firat, 2019; Lewicki,  2016; 
Mérand, 2021; Shore, 2000) and MEPs in their constituency (Poyet, 
2018). Slightly more negatively, the European Parliament’s unique nature 
has been a challenging environment for qualitative interviews. Marc 
Abélès (1992) noted the difficulties of doing parliamentary work in the 
European Parliament, whilst some previous studies have only been based 
on relatively small numbers of MEP interviews. For example, Pauline 
Cullen (2018) interviewed six Irish female MEPs, Kantola and Rolandsen 
Agustín (2019) interviewed 18 female Danish and Finnish MEPs. In 
contrast, Landorff interviewed a healthy 42 MEPs (and 8 staff members) 
whilst Brack (2018) had a much larger sample of 101 Eurosceptics MEPs 
and 32 other  MEPs  and staff.  

There are key challenges to carrying out qualitative interviews or parlia-
mentary ethnography in the European Parliament. First, the parliament 
sits in many locations, most notably Brussels and Strasbourg, but also 
online during the Covid-19 pandemic; in the case of physical locations, 
researchers must be able to move between different places (De Feo & 
Jacobs, 2021). Second, the parliament is multilingual and one cannot 
assume interviews can be conducted in English, nor can translations be 
taken at face value; they can be political and meaning can easily be lost in 
the process (Bartlomiejczyk, 2020; Ringe, 2022). The multilingual char-
acter of the parliament can be even more challenging for parliamentary 
ethnographies and methods such as shadowing, where a MEP being shad-
owed can use languages not understood by the researcher (Miller, 2022a, 
b). Third, the parliament buildings are governed by a security system and 
can be entered only through security and accreditation, namely an invi-
tation or study permit. More documentation, notably criminal records, is
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sought from researchers outside the Schengen area. Fourthl most MEPs 
are extremely busy, and time-pressured with their work, which makes 
eliciting interviews difficult (Busby, 2013; Sarikakis, 2003). 

Conclusion 

This chapter described the first stages of the research we undertook on 
the European Parliament’s political groups. It consisted of understanding 
the research setting and context, which for us was getting to know the 
European Parliament, its political groups, actors and the cities of Brussels 
and Strasbourg. We have emphasised the importance of getting to know 
the intricacies of the research setting and how the existing literature had 
conceptualised and understood it. For us, it mattered that we fully grasped 
the powers and competences of the parliament, but more importantly, it 
mattered to understand the political cleavages and power dynamics of and 
between parliamentary actors. As a result, we saw the necessity to extend 
our focus beyond elected MEPs, to parliamentary staff and members of 
the administration, whose influence or expertise is less known, but whose 
knowledge of the parliament, practices and policies were critical to achieve 
a more nuanced account. 
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CHAPTER 3  

Introducing Our Data 

Abstract The data was gathered with the aim to generate empirical 
knowledge about gendered European party politics and the ways in 
which these affect the prospects for democracy and gender equality in 
Europe. It also aimed to innovate the study of formal and informal insti-
tutions and discourses in party politics. This chapter presents the data 
and highlights the methodological innovations they generated in the 
understanding of genderedness of the European Parliament. The chapter 
outlines how data collection occurred in two phases: a pilot study and 
the main data-gathering period. Overall, 140 interviews, 193 pages of 
fieldnotes and a wealth of internal documents from the European Parlia-
ment and its political groups were gathered during these two phases. 
Tables illustrate the distribution by gender and nationality, as well as the 
political group affiliation and role of the research participants in the Euro-
pean Parliament to stress the variety of the data. The chapter explains 
and demonstrates recording practices and techniques for parliamentary 
ethnography, which enabled a detailed understanding of informal political 
group dynamics. Finally, the chapter describes how the research data was 
processed, archived and categorised, drawing on lessons from the pilot 
study. 

Keywords Empirical knowledge · Pilot study · Main data collection · 
Qualitative assessment · Methodological innovation 
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Introduction 

Prior to a critical analysis of our findings, this chapter presents the data 
on which the remainder of this volume is based. We first outline the two 
phases of data collection, followed by a comprehensive overview of the 
data we gathered in its entirety. The final section is attentive to the logis-
tics and technicalities of storing and archiving our data as well as lessons 
learned in these processes. 

Research outcomes are dependent upon the way research questions are 
framed, the consideration of pre-existing textual data sources, time and 
practical skills (cf. Leavy, 2020), as well as more pragmatic issues such as 
access to participants. From the outset, our project was designed with two 
main stages of research in mind: (i) generating new empirical knowledge 
about the gendered character of European party politics and its impact on 
gender equality and democracy in Europe and (ii) methodological inno-
vation in the study of formal and informal institutions and discourses in 
party politics. 

Data collection commenced immediately when the project began. It 
consisted of two extensive qualitative fieldwork phases (see the following 
section for details): the pilot study (2018–2019) and the main data collec-
tion (2019–2022). The processes of data gathering and analysis were 
inextricably linked and developed over time from the pilot study to the 
main data collection, with the active participation and input by all team 
members. The project introduced, and implemented, methodological 
innovations that allowed us to gain a thorough empirical understanding 
of the various ways that gender manifests itself in the EP political groups. 
This was enabled by our data collection, the creation of a unique dataset 
and the systematic development of analytical schemes for filing and coding 
in an iterative team process, which we discuss in greater detail in the 
following chapters. 

Two Phases of Data Collection:  

The Pilot and the Main Study 

The initial data collection involved an extensive qualitative pilot study 
with expert and elite interviews from October 2018 to May 2019. This 
corresponded to the 8th parliamentary term in the EP (2014–2019). In 
total, we interviewed 54 MEPs and staff in the EP, covering all eight polit-
ical groups of that parliamentary term and reflected gender parity amongst
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the interviewees. All our interviews were recorded with the permission of 
the interviewees. If the request to record was declined by the interviewee, 
then the interviewer took notes. The interview data was fully confidential, 
and interviewees were guaranteed full anonymity. Ethnographic fieldwork 
in the pilot study period allowed the team to gain a thicker volume 
of data, but with a finer-grained understanding of (in)formal political 
grouping dynamics. Overall, there were 104 pages of fieldnotes and 79 
formal hours of shadowing and observations. In 2019, the team began 
the in-depth analysis of the interview data by developing codes for the 
different research questions (a more detailed discussion can be found in 
Chapters 4–6). 

Following the pilot study, we held team meetings to reflect on our 
data sample. Overall, good lessons were learnt with a pilot study. We 
formulated the pilot period to avoid putting pressure on getting a high 
total sample, but rather to elicit necessary information about the process 
of data gathering in the EP. The pilot study provided useful material 
for analysis, and throughout the process, we learned, for instance, about 
the importance of the administrative leadership role played by the Secre-
tary Generals in the political groups. It also gave room for reflection on 
the research field, allowing us to ‘learn the ropes’ of EP functioning. In 
this respect, we came to appreciate the value of responding to intervie-
wees, asking follow-up questions and requesting follow-up meetings. We 
also identified ‘black boxes’ that stood out in the extant scholarship, for 
example, the workings of the Bureau and the Conference of Presidents. In 
light of the pilot study, we identified some new targets to pursue, such as 
shadow rapporteur meetings that take place during committee meetings, 
or the possibility of contacting group coordinators if we needed to request 
access. We also realised the value of being able to talk to the secretariat 
staff of committees who had a lot to say about political groups. 

The pilot study allowed us to better define whom we wanted to target, 
and how we prioritised and scheduled our work. We then reached a 
general agreement about how to manage what would be a hectic schedule 
to complete the data gathering as soon as possible, given the time and 
geography constraints both for us and for our interviewees. On reflec-
tion, these pressures resulted in data that was less systematic than we 
had planned for. In addition, we had to resign ourselves to the fact that 
at times the interviews were more ad-hoc than we would have liked. 
Nevertheless, all the interviewees appreciated our flexibility in adjusting 
schedules to fit the interviewees’ changing schedules and we always tried
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to ensure that another team member was available to ‘take over’ if 
necessary. 

The pilot study was also invaluable to the important process of 
reviewing our interview questionnaires. Initially, the length of the 
interview guide proved an issue. On occasion, the interviewees’ time 
constraints made it difficult to stick to, requiring us to be reflexive in 
the prioritisation of tasks and to improvise when necessary. However, 
at times it proved difficult to adjust the schedule when interruptions 
occurred during the interview. Thus, the main takeaway was to make sure 
we inserted enough flexibility into the schedule for the future—including 
multiple follow-up questions and variants depending on the interviewee, 
and questions that could be ‘skipped’ if necessary. The result was that we 
divided the interview schedule into ‘core’ questions and sub-questions 
that we could potentially miss. 

In developing the process for the main data collection, we established 
the number of interviews we wanted to conduct. In team meetings, 
we decided to aim for ten interviews from each of the seven polit-
ical groups in the 9th EP term, making 70 interviews altogether, each 
to include six MEPs, two accredited assistants and two political group 
staff members—whilst at the same time ensuring a gender balance. The 
main data collection was conducted between December 2019 and March 
2020 (in person). Data gathering continued after the onset of the Covid-
19 restrictions through online and telephone interviews between March 
2020 and March 2022. In response to the changing circumstances, the 
team jointly developed questionnaires for MEPs and political group staff 
and also updated the interview schedules to include questions on current 
developments (e.g. ongoing Covid-19 restrictions and their implications 
for parliamentary work). In total, we interviewed 79 MEPs and staff in the 
main data collection as well as seven people from the EP Secretariat (two 
were in one interview); reaching near gender parity amongst the inter-
viewees, and covering all seven political groups as well as non-attached 
MEPs (see Fig. 3.1).

Overview of Data 

Across the two phases of data gathering, several types of data were 
collected: interview data, ethnographic data and documentary material. 
In total, the team interviewed 140 MEPs and staff; reaching gender parity 
amongst the interviewees and covering all eight political groups and the
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Fig. 3.1 Gender division of interviewees by political groups or secretariat

EP secretariat. At the same time, we conducted a parliamentary ethnog-
raphy which included shadowing, participant observation, and fieldwork 
diaries. This was augmented with documentary and supplementary mate-
rials that the entire team collected for analysis (for more details see below 
sections). Quality and selection of the data often determine the qualita-
tive outputs of research (cf. Gilgun, 2020). Since qualitative researchers 
seek to understand the subjective experiences of research participants in 
their contexts, high-quality data result in large part from the degree that 
researchers practise immersion and the degree that both researchers and 
informants develop rapport and engage with each other (as we discuss in 
further chapters) (Gilgun, 2020). Hence, we aimed to collect and often 
triangulate different types of data that would permit us to explore various 
facets of the studied political institution. This was particularly important 
since we aimed to shed light on the practices and informality with unequal 
power dynamics at play in the EP. 

We did not achieve our planned numbers exactly (see Fig. 3.2), espe-
cially in terms of the division between MEPs and staff, but the material we 
collected was more than sufficient for analytical integrity (see Chapters 5 
and 6).
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Fig. 3.2 Position of interviewees in the European Parliament 

When divided by nationality, the interviewees revealed a correlation 
between the highest numbers of member state representatives in the EP 
and the EUGenDem team members’ nationalities and spoken languages 
(see Fig. 3.3). The language skills of the researchers also had a clear 
impact on the numbers of interviewees who spoke English. The impact of 
language and nationality on data gathering will be considered in greater 
detail in Chapter 4, where our strategies for gaining access and obtaining 
interviews are more broadly elaborated. Suffice it to say, for smaller 
national delegations, it was more difficult to obtain interviews as there 
were fewer people to respond and those participants had greater demands 
on their time.

One of the main events to occur during the fieldwork in Brussels was 
the Brexit negotiations ultimately leading to the UK leaving the EU. 
These processes therefore became prominent in our research and led to 
several publications that were attentive to the various impacts of Brexit on 
the EP (see for instance, Gaweda et al., 2022; Kantola & Miller, 2022). 
Brexit had a clear impact on the numbers of most political groups in 
the EP (see Table  3.1.), and as a very salient issue, it also had a notable 
bearing on the numbers of UK nationals we interviewed.
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Fig. 3.3 Nationality of interviewees

Table 3.1 Seats lost by 
each political group 
after Brexit in 2020 

Political group 73 seats from the UK 

EPP 0 
S&D −10 
Renew −17 
Greens/EFA −11 
I&D 0 
ECR −7 
GUE/NGL −1 
NI −27 

Interview Data 

Taken together, during the pilot and main data collection periods, we 
conducted 140 interviews with near gender parity and maintained a 
balance between MEPs and staff (see Table 3.2). The interviews covered 
the democratic practices of political groups, their leadership, MEP/staff 
lives, behaviour and conduct, and policy-making processes. The intervie-
wees signed consent forms concerning data protection. Signing of forms 
became trickier at the beginning and during the restrictions related to
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Table 3.2 Overview of the interviews 

Political group F MEP M MEP F Staff M Staff Total 

EPP 10 4 4 1 19 
S&D 10 7 11 4 32 
ALDE/Renew 4 2 5 5 16 
Greens/EFA 8 2 6 2 18 
Left 2 2 3 6 13 
ECR 2 7 0 3 12 
EFDD/NI 4 6 0 2 12 
ENF/ID 1 4 0 3 8 
EP Secretariat – – 5 5 10 
Total 41 34 34 31 140 

the Covid-19 pandemic. In response, we accepted phone photographs of 
signed forms from our participants. 

Ten per cent of interview participants were from racialised minori-
ties: six MEPs (two women, four men); five group staff (two women, 
three men) and one parliamentary staff member (woman). Two MEPs 
from racialised minorities were shadowed—one woman and one man. We 
consciously avoid giving further information, for example, naming the 
political groups, so as not to compromise the anonymity of the partici-
pants, especially those from smaller political groups where there are fewer 
racialised minority MEPs and staff. 

Post-Interview Notes 

One of the additions we made following the pilot study was to take 
structured notes of our ‘fresh’ impressions immediately after the inter-
views. The post-interview note focused on three facets of the interview: 
the socio-spatial–temporal aspects; the interpersonal and affective rela-
tions; and any practical implications arising from the interviews. Each 
section included prompt questions that helped us reflect (see Fig. 3.4). 
We designed the post-interview notes as types of research diary entries 
that allowed us to record impressions, feelings and immediate reactions 
after the interview. They were also often a way of ‘dealing’ with more 
difficult situations or problematic statements from our participants, since 
the notes were accessible to all team members for reference. The post-
interview notes had also the practical application of recording potential
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follow-ups and snowballing options that could otherwise be forgotten or 
missed in bilateral communications between team members. 

Due to time constraints and the fact that interviews were often planned 
back-to-back because of our participants’ schedules, we managed to write 
up 36 post-interview notes for 79 interviews conducted in the main data 
collection period (a completion rate of about 45%).

Socio-Spatial-Temporal 

Where did they choose to have the interview?  
How long were you kept waiting? Was the meeting rushed or easy-going? 
What were they wearing? 
What is the office like: how is it occupied, are there pictures? 
What was the office set up - who sat where? 

Human Relations/ Affect/ Positionality 

What was the mood of the participant, and how were their interactions with others? 
How did the persons make you feel during and after the interview? How did they relate to 
you? What was your subject position as a researcher? Did you experience or observe 
gender, age, class, etc. hierarchies? 
Was there a point in the interview where the participant became particularly animated? 
What were the power hierarchies in the office? Who fetched the tea/documents etc. 
Has your attitude towards the participant or the group changed as a result of the 
interview?  

Implications for further research 

What would you ask the MEP/Staff member if you could conduct an interview with them 
again? 
Are there any follow-ups from the interview? Did they promise 
contacts/documents/further meetings? 
Did they suggest any names for you to contact? 

Fig. 3.4 Post-interview note template 
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Ethnographic Data 

Parliamentary ethnography was our main methodological innovation. It 
allowed us to gain a finer-grained understanding of (in)formal political 
group dynamics that otherwise would have been hard to reveal. In total, 
we shadowed nine MEPs and had access to ten political group meetings. 
During the main data collection period, our team member Dr. Cherry 
Miller secured a two-month placement at the European Parliamentary 
Research Service, which allowed by-appointment targeted observations 
of political groups, as well as other activities in the EP. Overall, this 
amounted to 55 days (or 440 hours) in the field. In terms of recording the 
data, our progressive focus on the 9th Parliament consisted of pioneering 
a five-concept observation protocol alongside a fieldwork diary (see 
Fig. 3.5). In total, we uploaded 193 pages of fieldnotes to ATLAS.ti 
(Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software) and coded as a 
team (for details, see Chapter 5). Due to Covid-19, some of the obser-
vational activity in the latter part of the fieldwork was cancelled due to 
restrictions on meetings for both staff and visitors in the parliament. 
Covid-19 restrictions were disappointing, but the wealth and breadth 
of the already collected data allowed for the deeper analysis and wider 
research into overarching topics and themes that we wanted.

There are several ways to record parliamentary fieldnotes. Bussell 
(2020: 471), for example, suggests more structured forms of note-taking, 
structuring fieldnotes chronologically around a unit of observation, such 
as a column for time. In this sense, researchers take detailed field notes 
after every relevant fieldwork event (e.g. meeting, phone call conversa-
tion, informal chat, etc.). One such moment was after being approached 
by a member of the parliamentary administration who had moved from 
a political group and had a ‘gripe’ session. Whilst some ethnographers, 
faithfully record everything that happened in the meeting, we wished to 
be ‘as inconspicuous as possible’ (Mykkanen, 2001) and as a rule did 
not record meetings. One exception was a surprising invitation from the 
accredited parliamentary assistant of an EFDD group meeting, to openly 
record the proceedings. Such a material offer of using a Dictaphone 
potentially demonstrated that Dr. Miller had acquired a presence in the 
field as a qualitative social researcher (Laube, 2021). 

Similarly to Mykkanen’s (2001) observations of the Centre Parliamen-
tary Party in the Finnish Parliament, during the pilot study our team 
members kept a running log of the meetings by hand. Despite not being
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Event setting 

*Date, *Duration, *Location, *Organizers, *PGs represented, *External visitors yes/no, * # to follow on 
Twitter, *MEPs/Staff in attendance 

Power relations 

*Hierarchy, *Interactions, * Leadership, *Seating arrangements 

Democracy 

*Information-sharing, *(Non) decision-making, *Speaking Time, *Representation, *Transparency 

Gendered practices (considered intersectionally) 

*Division of labour, *Gendered language/ humour, *Valuing expertise, *Embodiment, *Des Rep.  

The Political Group as a Workplace 

*Attendance, *Responsibilities, *Skills and trainings, *Collaborations, *Rules 

Affect 

*Moments of arousal/intensity/ (dis) engagement *Socio-material environment, *Strong language 

Researcher role 

*Own views, *Reactions, *Comments, *Affects, *Positionality  

Fig. 3.5 Ethnographic observation protocol template

verbatim reports, they were as faithful to the words of the participants as 
possible. Quotation marks that were placed around certain words certainly 
were verbatim. During the pilot stage of data collection, there was no real 
unit of observation because the coding framework had yet to be devised, 
and given that our research was primarily interpretive, we were able to 
find the precise empirical focus iteratively. Therefore, the observations 
remained holistic and chronological. 

During the main data collection, we developed a systematic observa-
tion protocol based on a structured form divided into seven sections. 
The sections were driven by Feminist Institutionalist conceptual lenses:
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event setting (to convey the role of context, such as which attendees were 
in the room), power relations, democracy, gendered practices, the polit-
ical group as a workplace, affect and researcher role. Counter to more 
positivist methods that might be more categorical for aggregating data 
statistically, our ethnographic notes were more descriptive and subjective 
(see Fig. 3.5). 

Since one researcher was conducting all the ethnographic fieldwork, we 
implemented a practice of a weekly phone conversation between Brussels 
and Helsinki taking place every Friday. Instituting a set of debriefing prac-
tices with a supervisor or colleague is related to recording data. This may 
involve sending fieldnotes, observation protocols or an overview of activi-
ties attended that week to a peer for comments and discussion. Debriefing 
also occurred in the process of presenting findings and ideas at confer-
ences, as well as to participants in the field, for example, to informal staff 
groups, in ways that ensured anonymity and confidentiality. 

This section has been attentive to some of the practices and techniques 
useful for the recording of parliamentary ethnography. In our experi-
ence, there were many research questions organised around phenomena 
in parliaments that made ethnography a rich and fruitful methodology. 
Amongst other things, we discussed and shed light on, the nature of 
organisational change, new political and parliamentary contexts, such as 
new country accessions and democratic experiments like Spitzenkandi-
daten, new forms of (feminist) leadership, elections, conflict and contes-
tation; all of which will be considered in greater detail in the following 
chapter. 

Document Archive 

Our team collected a wealth of internal documents from the EP and those 
covering the practices and policies of the political groups, consistent with 
fieldwork using ethnographic observations and interviews. These not only 
fed into the context and interview analysis but were also crucial in our 
publications (see, e.g. Ahrens & Kantola, 2022; Elomäki & Ahrens, 2022; 
Elomäki & Gaweda, 2022; Kantola et al., 2023). 

Formal Political Group and EP Documents 

The documents we collected included all the political group statutes 
which were either accessible online or after we had requested them from
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their staff by email (see Table 3.3). This did not include the documents 
of groups like the Left, because they do not have formalised statues. We 
gathered the statutes of all groups largely through our contacts, using 
direct means. In this way, we were able to access documents that were 
not available otherwise, such as internal guidelines, internal gender action 
plans and documents related to procedures on harassment. Documents 
that relate to the internal activities of the political groups are usually not 
publicly available, with only some publishing their statutes freely online 
(e.g. Greens/EFA, EPP, ID). Statutes govern the formal rules of the 
groups and were important to us as we published articles on their internal 
working practices.

Position papers and press releases on specific issues that groups often 
published on their websites were also collated. Political groups tend to 
share their positions more openly in press releases rather than during the 
policy process because decision-making in the EP is consensus-oriented. 
We collected the internal documents, position papers and press releases, 
as well as EP documents (EP rules of procedure that govern the organ-
isation and function of the Parliament with relation to policy-making) 
and published debates. Access to these textual documents varied by 
political group. Some groups updated their websites and social media 
frequently, whilst others only posted occasional or topical content. Each 
type of document had a different role in the research and they comple-
mented each other and the interviews. Most of our document archive 
was compiled for the purposes of individual articles, without shared 
data collection guidelines. For example, besides using the interview and 
ethnography dataset, Gaweda et al. (2022) collected national party elec-
toral manifestos, as well as political group electoral programmes from the 
2014 and 2019 EP elections for their study of the conservative ideology 
in the ECR group. 

Policy-Related Documents 

Beyond interviews, our data consisted of text derived from policy docu-
ments to which we applied content analysis. Amongst other things, 
reading documents about parliamentary work helps researchers famil-
iarise themselves with policy narratives and their development across time 
(Prior, 2020). We discuss in greater detail how we analysed the docu-
ments in Chapter 6; however, here we want to discuss what was collected. 
We took a broad understanding of policy documents as any written
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records about EP policies and activities, which were gathered on a case-
by-case basis, dependent on the research articles we were working on. 
These included transcripts of plenary debates, committee meeting videos 
and adopted legislative and non-legislative resolutions of the EP, along 
with draft report and committee and plenary amendments. For instance, 
Ahrens et al. (2022) produced an in-depth analysis of nine plenary debates 
dedicated to questions of human rights, gender equality and religious 
issues in addition to relevant interviews and ethnographic materials from 
the project dataset. 

We analysed the economic policies of the political groups (e.g. 
Elomäki, 2021; Elomäki  & Gaweda,  2022), next to interview data, 
through a dataset composed of non-legislative reports on the European 
Semester drafted by the Economic and Monetary Affairs Committee 
(ECON), and the Employment and Social Affairs Committee (EMPL). 
The dataset included draft reports, amendments, adopted texts and 
committee and plenary speeches and allowed the identification of differ-
ences between the political groups and committees in terms of construc-
tions of gender equality, constructions of the social/economic relation-
ship and specific social issues and economic ideas underpinning policy 
proposals. 

Regarding policy tracing, we typically gathered draft reports or 
proposals, the amendments submitted by groups and MEPs in the rele-
vant committee with appended explanations, the adopted committee 
reports, the last amendments submitted at the plenary stage and the final 
text adopted in plenary with the explanations of votes. These followed the 
journey of policy adoption, from committee negotiations to plenary vote 
(Ringe, 2010). Whilst the draft report reflects the views of the rapporteur 
and its political group, the amendments reflect the views of other political 
groups and MEPs sitting in the same committee. The latter shed light on 
the diverging priorities and contestations amongst, and within, the polit-
ical groups. Once a compromise is reached at committee level, a report 
is adopted and may move to the plenary level where more amendments 
can be made. These documents are publicly available on the EP website 
as part of its commitment to transparency and can be easily found via a 
keyword search on the Public Register of Documents website of the EP. 
For each legislative and non-legislative process, the EP keeps records of 
all policy documentation on its ‘Legislative Observatory’ website. 

We also gathered published records of debates at the committee level 
and plenary level. Unlike many other parliaments, the EP committee
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meetings are open to the public and video recordings are openly available 
on the EP website. These are important to study because they indicate the 
priorities of the political groups and if they support the view presented 
by the rapporteurs. The plenary is the most important deliberative space 
of the parliament, it provides the political groups and MEPs a forum 
for public attention and for sending messages to their constituencies 
(Brack, 2018; Kantola & Lombardo, 2021). Plenary debates are mainly 
performative, as a negotiated text already exists. 

Plenary debates can also be found on the EP Public Register of Docu-
ments with a simple keyword search. One particularity of the European 
Parliament as a research context is that it has 24 official languages and 
MEPs often use their native language in the debates. Video recordings are 
available in the original multilingual form, as well as simultaneously trans-
lated into all official languages. For the plenary debates, the EP publishes 
written reports of all speeches in a multilingual form. For the committee 
debates, we relied on simultaneous English interpretation, when our 
own language skills fell short. For the plenary debates, we either used 
the English simultaneous interpretation or translated the native language 
speeches. 

Debates complemented amendments and interview data as they high-
lighted contested and polarising issues. We found these kinds of debates 
to be revealing about the core positions of the groups and the views of 
individual MEPs, bringing out the tensions within the groups (Ahrens 
et al., 2022). When the purpose was to analyse strategies of opposi-
tion to gender equality (Kantola & Lombardo, 2021) or contestation 
of women’s and LGBTQI rights (Ahrens et al., 2022), debates were 
selected to cover those that illustrated the greater level of contestation 
(i.e. convenience sampling). Such a strategy does not aim at generalising 
according to incidence and prevalence criteria (Soss et al., 2006: 136; 
Weiss, 1994), but rather to highlight the interpretative accounts of the 
group and MEPs regarding their strategies and discourses (Kantola & 
Lombardo, 2021; Yanow, 2006: 9)—core to our research questions (for 
more on the replicability of qualitative research see Ritchie et al., 2013; 
Seale, 1999). Finally, we did not approach debates by paying attention 
to gestures, tone, facial expressions and physical environment but rather 
as a written text channelling a political discourse (see for instance, Holm, 
2020 for visual methods).
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Data Storage and Archiving 

As previously noted, all interviews were recorded (if the participant 
agreed) and all data (including notes and transcripts) were stored on 
the protected drive of the host university. Following the pilot study, we 
decided to name all our files according to a jointly established system. 
First, the data files were sorted into the following five categories: MEP, 
APA, SG, PG staff, and PRESS. Then, all file names followed the prefix 
format: GROUP; POSITION; GENDER; DATE of interview (some-
times we included a NUMBER, if there were more than one interview 
within the same group on a given day). In addition, all ethnographic field 
note file names ended in _FN and post-interview notes in _IN. We also 
created several ‘metadata’ lists and tables that included information on 
nationalities, genders and the specific position of the interviewees. 

A local transcription company recommended by the university 
completed all the transcriptions of Finnish and English interviews. One 
team member anonymised and uploaded the transcripts, submitted all 
the recordings and kept track of the ongoing cataloguing and archiving 
of data. This made the process more reliable and the cataloguing more 
consistent. Individual interviewers arranged transcriptions of interviews 
in French, German and Polish from national transcription services on a 
case-by-case basis. 

During the pilot study, we attempted to translate some French inter-
views into English so that all team members could access them equally 
for analysis, but the quality was unsatisfactory and we felt that a lot of the 
nuance was lost in translation. For that reason, we transcribed, stored and 
later coded the interviews in their original languages, still maintaining the 
same cataloguing system (just adding language suffixes to name files, e.g. 
_pl for Polish or _de for German). 

Conclusion: Qualitative Assessment of the Data 

This chapter presented a thorough overview of the various types of data 
collected in the research project, including a description of our inter-
views (including post-interview notes), ethnographic field notes and the 
wide range of document data related to the EP and its political groups 
that we collated. Whilst we sought to undertake 170 interviews when 
designing the data-gathering period, we managed to get 140 interviews 
(still maintaining a gender balance in the dataset). Despite not reaching
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the numbers we expected, we were more than satisfied with the quality 
and content of the data, which provided us with a considerable tranche 
of material for analysis. The following chapter will cover in greater detail 
the logistical challenges we faced, suffice to say, ‘objective’ obstacles aside 
(e.g. the Covid-19 pandemic) the scheduling, rescheduling and ‘juggling’ 
of numerous interviews within weeks, and sometimes days, proved chal-
lenging. It imposed greater limits on our research than we would have 
liked. 

In retrospect, our major takeaway from handling the data might seem 
trivial, but proved to be essential—we learned the hard way the impor-
tance of keeping track of the data and the locations of the files. Only after 
the pilot study were we forced to rethink and adapt older files; later we 
developed our archiving and labelling system for data files which was time 
well spent. Since we had files in various formats (audio, video, text, etc.), 
we needed a system that enabled us to be in control of their numbers and 
names, as well as our protocols for archiving, whilst maintaining partici-
pant anonymity and privacy. The sheer volume of data coming in during 
fieldwork would have been challenging to keep track of, had we not 
systematically maintained and regularly updated lists and tables of data 
files with information on gender, nationality, and positions in the EP. 
Concomitantly, writing up post-interview notes and ethnographic field 
notes proved easiest and most effective immediately after the events or 
interviews, despite the time constraints imposed by continuing fieldwork. 
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CHAPTER 4  

How Was the Data Gathered? Doing 
Research Interviews and Ethnography 

Abstract The chapter describes the process of gathering data for research 
interviews and ethnography in the context of the European Parliament. 
First, the ethical review process is reviewed and discussed in light of 
the impact of the General Data Protection Regulation on interviews 
and ethnography. This chapter provides a detailed overview of how the 
interviews were conducted, outlines the selection and recruitment of 
interviewees and describes the preparatory steps ahead of the interview. 
It also offers various ethnographic practices that researchers can use in 
parliamentary research. Simultaneously, the chapter discusses the speci-
ficities of the research site that influenced data gathering. For example, 
in the European Parliament Strasbourg site, the long hours and close-
knit community provided unique opportunities for building relationships 
and gaining credibility as ‘insiders’ through informal dialogues and shared 
experiences. However, the intense schedule and overlapping meetings 
made it challenging to secure interviews. Finally, the impact of Covid-19 
on how the interviews were conducted and how the European Parliament 
operated, in general, is also discussed. 

Keywords Data gathering · Interviewing practices · Ethnographic 
practices · Challenges · Covid-19 
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Introduction 

How can contacts for elite interviews be established? How can interviews 
be secured with politicians when they are too busy to answer their emails? 
Which type of interview questions are likely to be effective for generating 
new knowledge and information? How can parliamentary ethnography 
be practically conducted? What needs to be considered in an ethics 
review for the undertaking of qualitative interviews and ethnography in 
a parliamentary environment? What are the specificities of interviewing 
parliamentarians and staff members in the multilingual context of the 
European Parliament? 

This chapter addresses the above questions by focusing on how we 
gathered data through research interviews and ethnography in the context 
of the European Parliament. We draw on extant research employing quali-
tative methods, as well as our own experiences in conducting a large-scale 
qualitative study in the European Parliament. First, we provide insights 
into the meaning and practice of an ethical review in the context of 
researching the gendered practices and policies of the European Parlia-
ment’s political groups. At its best, an ethical review can help researchers 
to clarify a number of practical issues, as well as ensuring that the research 
is ethically sound. Second, we discuss strategies for the selection of inter-
viewees, strategies for contacting them and obtaining consent for the 
interviews. We go through the preparatory work required for securing 
elite interviews and outline our research interview questions and the 
choices we considered in drafting them. Third, we provide a practical 
overview of doing ethnography in parliaments. We show how we gained 
access to the research field, as well as providing a practical explanation of 
the ethnographic practices we used in the field. 

Ethical Review 

As with any research project, one of the very first steps was to undergo 
an ethical review with the funder (European Research Council) and with 
the host university (Tampere Region Ethics Council). Prior to the task 
of data gathering, this helped us clarify not just the ethical issues about 
how to proceed but also the practicalities of producing all the docu-
ments we needed for elite interviews and the parliamentary ethnography. 
Overall, the purpose of any ethical review is to protect the well-being
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of the research participants and to prevent abuses by scientists (Wasse-
naar & Mamotte, 2012: 268–269). Importantly, ethical reviews ensure 
public trust in the integrity of the research process (Bond, 2012: 102). 

From the point of view of the ethics review, the first thing was to 
explain that the interviews with the Members of the European Parliament 
(MEPs) and parliamentary workers were elite interviews, considered as 
such because of their privileged position as politicians and workers within 
the European Parliament. We stated that the interviews were based on 
voluntary informed consent, confidentiality and anonymity. At the time 
of the initial contact, and prior to the actual interview, we outlined our 
commitment to a research procedure whereby the usage of the research 
data was anonymous, solely for the purposes of this project, its publi-
cations and wider dissemination. It was explained by the interviewer to 
the interviewee that the data would be stored securely and in line with 
recommended procedures. 

In a multilingual setting such as the European Parliament, misunder-
standings over language could compromise informed consent if not all 
the interviewees understood English. We made sure that the interviews 
we conducted in English were with participants who had high levels of 
spoken English and comprehension. In some cases, they asked to either 
see the interview questions beforehand or to bring a personal assistant or 
a colleague to assist with the interview in the event that clarification was 
required. These were of course allowed for. We also approached intervie-
wees and conducted interviews in Finnish, French, German, Italian and 
Polish in which case the information was translated into these languages. 

All interviewees were promised full anonymity. An informed consent 
form, which was signed by the interviewee and interviewer, detailed this 
issue, though this was only part of establishing informed consent. We 
have included the form as Appendix 1 as a reference for our project, but 
we are aware that different universities have their own procedures and 
templates with regards to ethics reviews. We also drafted the information 
sheet about the project, see Appendix 2, which detailed the purposes of 
the research, the conditions of full anonymity, that usage of the research 
data was solely for the purposes of this project, its publications and 
dissemination and the secure storage of participant observation notes. 

We explained that interviews were to be recorded unless the inter-
viewee requested otherwise, in which case notes would be taken. This 
arose in the actual interviews, where we had around 5 interviews out 
of 140 where we took notes instead. We clarified in the ethics review
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that interviews were to be conducted in public locations chosen by the 
interviewee or in their offices. The interviewees retained the right to 
withdraw from the interview process at any time, and to stipulate that 
the interview data was not to be used. The confidentiality criteria also 
included a statement that interview content was not to be discussed with 
any other participants. Given that the interviews might concern gender 
equality practices and informal institutions that could hinder or advance 
gender equality within the political groups, we were sensitive to matters 
of gender discrimination, racism or sexual harassment arising in the inter-
views (see, e.g. Muasya & Gatumu, 2013). All the interviewers would 
have information about the European Parliament’s procedures for such 
cases, as well as contact details of relevant public or voluntary organisation 
support services which could be offered after the interview. 

One of the trickiest ethical questions to address was how to acquire 
informed consent when carrying out a parliamentary ethnography. The 
first matter of note was that participant observation would occur in 
many locations, including plenary meetings of the European Parliament, 
different public events organised by the political groups, and public 
committee meetings. We explained that many of these, especially the 
plenaries and the committee meetings, were public events and as such 
were commonly televised or recorded. When undertaking participant 
observation in these places no personal data (e.g. names, nationality) was 
to be recorded. 

The second measure was that we were committed to the principle that 
our research was to be conducted openly. The European Parliament was 
to be informed about the ongoing research and an information sheet 
was to be available to those chairing meetings and all participants. The 
researchers conducting the participant observation would also offer to 
discuss the purposes of the research project with the political groups 
and the committees. To that end, we undertook to organise an opening 
seminar in the European Parliament in Brussels to disseminate informa-
tion about the ongoing project and our findings in the final stages of the 
research. We stated that an open approach to participant observation will 
also enhance the commitment of the institutions and actors in question. 
Subsequently, the opening and closing seminars were organised on 30 
January 2019 and 7 February 2023, respectively, in the European Parlia-
ment in Brussels with the participation of our project researchers, other 
academics, our expert board members, MEPs and staff.
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Thirdly, ethnographic research was also to be conducted in some closed 
meetings of the political groups or subgroups of the European Parlia-
ment. In such cases, we proposed the following procedure: the researcher 
would negotiate with the person in charge to obtain a permit to under-
take participant observation, and amongst other things, explain the ethical 
principles followed in the research and make the information sheet avail-
able to all participants. The leader would inform the group about the 
ongoing research and the group could potentially discuss it. In such a way, 
everyone who participated in the meeting would have been informed, and 
nobody would have been under observation without knowing about the 
research. 

Notwithstanding this comprehensive approach to ethics, full informed 
consent is difficult to meaningfully achieve in ethnographic research. 
Specifically, total anonymisation is difficult and if participants provide 
data on third parties, these third parties cannot give their consent. 
However, the opening project seminar allowed us to establish a presence 
as social researchers in the parliament, and to a large degree making the 
ethnographic research both noticeable and accessible to the participants 
(Laube, 2021). We also showed the ethnographic observation protocol 
on one occasion of seeking access to a political group meeting and shared 
interview research questions with participants in advance. Furthermore, 
informed consent was not regarded as a one-off agreement. As a project, 
we frequently reflected on how we could establish and sustain our pres-
ence as social researchers of the European Parliament. For example, we 
maintained an active Twitter account and a frequently updated project 
website.1 

In addition to these project-specific ethical principles, we committed 
not to gather or record any personal data (e.g. names or identity traits) 
and to follow the duty of not harming participants (e.g. by disrupting 
political careers). We only kept track of aggregate data that was already 
publicly available (like nationality or gender) for our own records, and 
presented it in our publications in general ‘meta’ terms. We undertook 
to continually evaluate the risk of identification by removing any indi-
rect identifiers (e.g. nationality, occupation, age) prior to the publication

1 For further discussion of the entree and access in ethnography as an in situ way of 
gaining informed consent, see below. 
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of any citations. The ethics review also included a detailed data manage-
ment plan that described how we would keep transcribed interviews and 
fieldnotes securely and confidentially on the university drive. 

Overall, during the whole research process, we noted the increased 
importance given to ethical considerations, not just by funding bodies, 
such as the European Research Council, but also by some high-ranking 
academic journals, such as the American Political Science Review for 
whom we were required to submit a full overview, and statements of our 
ethics review, when our article was accepted for publication. 

In recent years, academia has witnessed debates about whether strict 
ethics reviews are making qualitative research particularly difficult. For 
instance, Fouché and Chubb (2017) in their literature review on ethics 
reviews and research involving participants, demonstrated that the criteria 
used for ethical review have been slow to adapt to the emergent and 
participatory nature of this research. This has resulted in researchers 
reporting negative attitudes towards, and experiences with, review boards 
and ethics review processes. Social science researchers’ negative experi-
ences with ethical reviews can be attributed to ‘time delays involved in 
obtaining ethics reviews’ due to the infrequent convening of university 
ethics committees (Wassenaar & Mamotte, 2012: 271). Yet, as we have 
outlined above, there are strategies for managing the ethical review that 
can be utilised that we recommend in order to conduct participatory 
research in an ethical manner. 

Finally, the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) which 
came into effect in May 2018, obligates any organisation who ‘target’ 
or collect data related to people in the EU to adhere to specific rules. 
Because the regulation is admittedly large, far-reaching, and fairly light 
on specifics, compliance with it can become a daunting prospect, the 
EU launched a dedicated portal with guidance on compliance (https:/ 
/gdpr.eu/). Since 2018, GDPR has had an impact on ethical ques-
tions for interview-based research or ethnography as well as the scope 
of scientific choices available to researchers. Within the context of the 
GDPR and the sensitive status of personal data, there is a concern that 
academics will increasingly restrict their research choices to safer options. 
This may involve, for example, reusing anonymised datasets, selecting 
populations based on expediency rather than theoretical appropriate-
ness or outsourcing fieldwork to professional data collection companies 
(Molina & Borgatti, 2021: 13). Scholars argue that the social sciences are 
particularly vulnerable to the intersection of ethics reviews and personal

https://gdpr.eu/
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data collection, given the methodologies involved in the research field 
(Molina & Borgatti, 2021: 13). 

Whilst the GDPR puts more demand on obtaining valid consent from 
research participants and is rooted in ethical principles to safeguard funda-
mental rights, Molina and Borgatti (2021: 18) call for the establishment 
of more specialised social science ethics committees to address these 
ethical dilemmas facing the social sciences in the new digital age. At the 
outset of our research, the GDPR was just beginning to be implemented 
and both researchers and universities were not yet aware of how to enact 
the requirements. In the subsequent years, most institutions have estab-
lished rules and procedures regarding GDPR and participant research, 
making it necessary to add GDPR compliance as a step in a comprehensive 
ethics review. 

In conclusion, there is a constant need to commit to high ethics stan-
dards, with a very clear picture of what research is actually planned, and 
to conduct research according ‘to the rules’ established and agreed on 
with participants at every stage of the process. 

Doing Interviews 

The clear, principled and relatively straightforward world of the ethics 
review confronts a messy reality when interviews and ethnography actually 
begins. This messy reality is marked with constant negotiations around 
getting agreements for interviews from and actually interviewing, very 
busy people who can sometimes dedicate only 15–20 minutes in the 
corridor, to a researcher who wants to talk to them in a silent office for 
at least an hour to cover all the important interview questions, whilst 
conforming to the ethics requirements (see Box 4.1). 

The initial step prior to beginning the interviews is to imagine the 
sample—ideally, who do you want to interview and why? For us, it was 
primarily MEPs, across all genders, all political groups and from different 
member states that were the main interviewees. We also wanted to inter-
view parliamentary staff who are employed within, and by political groups, 
which added scholarly and practical benefits to our work and strengthened 
our research findings. The insights from these interviewees significantly 
helped our conceptualisation and analysis of power relations, informal 
institutions and gendered norms. Moreover, we heard the voices of those 
who have ‘less power’, but might nonetheless exhibit less restraint in
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talking about what they have observed, vis-à-vis parliamentary relation-
ships, more acutely and/or from a different angle. In scholarly terms, 
as we argued in Chapter 2, there is a real gap in researching parliamen-
tary staff. We interviewed many Accredited Personal Assistants (APAs) of 
MEPs, of whom it may be argued, were the most vulnerable category 
in our research material. Two of our research topics—sexual harassment 
and racist practices within the parliament—would have very much bene-
fited from research interviews with caterers, cleaners and care-takers in 
the parliament, who had, unfortunately, fallen outside of our planned 
interviews and the ethics review. 

Secondly, we wanted to include interviewees from different hierarchical 
positions to get a full sense of the gendered relations and practices of 
the political groups. We were not concerned with how representative 
certain statements or views were, which would have involved counting 
very carefully the number of interviews, and by whom, in which such 
statements were made, and ensuring that the sample was representa-
tive (see Goplerud, 2021). Rather, we sought to establish the qualitative 
dimensions of issues such as informal decision-making institutions, which 
underpinned our interest in talking to people in different positions. The 
highest echelons of power in our interview data were represented by the 
leadership of the political groups and administrative leadership, namely, 
the (Vice) Secretary Generals. We also targeted people across committees 
and in different positions within them, including the powerful positions 
of chairs, coordinators, rapporteurs and shadow rapporteurs. In addition 
to the above, we also wanted to ensure that those we interviewed were of 
different ages and stages of their political careers. 

Even though our research was about gender equality, it was impor-
tant that we did not target only those MEPs and staff who had shown 
interest in, or commitment to, gender equality during their political or 
work careers. To be more precise, we wanted to interview ‘everyone’— 
not just women or feminists—but also men, and those who were not 
interested in gender equality or even opposed it. For us, this was a way 
to go beyond the ‘usual suspects’ in gender and politics research, and to 
locate discourses and practices of gender equality within political groups 
(see also Elomäki & Ahrens, 2022). This was aided by the parliamen-
tary ethnography that went beyond, and renewed, ‘the usual’ pool of 
participants in studies of parliaments. 

We did, however, (with mixed success, see Box 4.1) want to target 
some key actors in the setting who would have a greater knowledge about
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gendered practices and policies than others. These included the coor-
dinators of the political groups in the Committee on Gender Equality 
and Women’s Rights (known as the FEMM Committee), political group 
staff working for the FEMM committee, as well as gender mainstreaming 
administrators from all committees. For the specific policy issues— 
economic policy, social rights pillar and violence policy—it was essential to 
interview MEPs and staff who were working on these topics, on relevant 
files or in relevant committees, to enhance our understanding of policy 
processes. 

Box 4.1 Reflections Post-Interview with Actors Involved in Gender 
Equality 
‘It was a corona interview and I had 20 minutes negotiated between 
appointments. (…) but because of this short time, it felt that the 
interview lacked a narrative to it as I had to keep jumping between 
topics to cover the specific policy questions. Some of her inter-
view performance betrayed a confusion around the proliferation 
of different structures, initiatives, and actors dealing with gender 
mainstreaming, especially when she is a usual suspect to be part 
of the initiative—her staff member was present and reminded her 
which gender initiative it was and her (non)role in this case: “you 
were sat in the room with them, but not part of the meeting”. 
It perhaps shows even more who conducts the labour of being 
a gender equality actor. Affects and researcher role—the role of 
laughter in inappropriate situations—finding ignorance of gender 
simultaneously bizarre and funny, but also serious—this reminds me 
of Hochschild’s “feeling rules”. Feminists are not supposed to find 
the dire situation of gender and institutions funny, but sometimes 
they do’ (EUGenDem research diary 9 Apr 2020).
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Strategies for Recruiting Interview Participants 

Several recruitment strategies for qualitative research are developed in 
the literature including probability sampling, maximising range sample, 
comparison cases and so on (see Weiss, 1994 for more). We combined 
convenience sampling with snowballing. 

For us, the recruitment of participants started with convenience 
sampling (Weiss, 1994). In our case, this meant reaching out to actors 
we identified as allies. We understood allies in a broad sense, as anyone 
we had already made contact with, anyone potentially interested in our 
research topic or anyone with a similar nationality to ours. In this regard, 
our feminist and European networks helped greatly. Many of our partic-
ipants were recruited based on their expertise on a specific issue. For 
instance, when analysing a policy issue, we targeted MEPs that were 
members of the committee in charge of it (e.g. MEPs in the Committee 
on Economic and Monetary Affairs when analysing economic policies). 
Reaching out to MEPs for an interview by appealing to their exper-
tise, triggers their interest and increases the chances of receiving an 
answer. This strategy demands necessary and ‘ultra-important’ (Lilleker, 
2003) preparatory work to find such expertise and to learn about the 
participant’s background. 

Overall, across the four years the data collection took place, we 
contacted around 500 people, which resulted in the 140 interviews 
that formed the core part of our data. Over the course of sending the 
emails, we learnt the importance of mixing a short official style—including 
mentioning the funding body and the university affiliation—with some 
personal details. Personal hooks included stating the reasons why we 
contacted this person in particular: on someone else’s recommendation 
(i.e. a colleague in the European Parliament) because they worked on a 
particular file (i.e. they were an expert) or they held a particular posi-
tion we were interested to know more about (i.e. a leadership position). 
Because MEPs and staff are very busy, and not always physically present 
in the European Parliament’s locations of Brussels and Strasbourg, it was 
important to mention that the interview could be arranged whenever, and 
wherever, they saw fit. 

Some participants were also recruited by researchers with similar 
nationalities. Thanks to having a team of six researchers from five different 
nationalities (Finland, France, Germany, Poland, the UK), we used our 
respective nationalities strategically to recruit MEPs. In the supranational
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context of our research, appealing to regionality and local references 
helped in building connections with MEPs and thus in augmenting our 
response rate. We found it useful to stress regional similarities in our 
invitation emails, for instance, by mentioning attendance at the same 
schools/Universities or similar citizenship, which tends to be particularly 
decisive for small member states like Nordic or Baltic countries (e.g. by 
being Finnish). However, we found out that this strategy remains context 
specific. Whilst it worked well for the Nordic countries, it did not result 
in any success with Polish or French radical-right groups. 

As seen in Fig. 3.3 in the previous chapter, we obtained the most inter-
views based on linguistic and citizenship affinities—we had a high number 
of British participants, but also Germans, and Finns. It was easier to 
obtain interviews with participants who spoke English, e.g. we had more 
Irish interviewees than we could have expected based on the proportion 
of parliamentarians relative to member states. 

For some nationalities, it was not possible to do interviews in English. 
For example, many Polish or Greek speakers were unwilling or unable to 
answer in languages other than their own. Some potential interviewees 
were particularly hesitant because they did not speak English at all and 
the arrangements for potential translators or interpreters would be too 
much hassle. To counteract this, we offered to do interviews in partic-
ipants’ native languages whenever we could. The composition of our 
team meant that we could offer interviews in English, Finnish, German, 
French, Italian and Polish. When asked, we also provided the inter-
view questions beforehand in the native language and we also provided 
a printed interview guide in a clear accessible format, for participants 
who wanted to read particular interview questions. We also had several 
experiences, with Italian participants who were happy for interviews to 
be conducted in English, with one participant’s assistant boasting that 
the MEP could equally do the interview in Italian, English, Spanish or 
French. The language politics of the European Parliament suggest an elite 
English dimension to relationships within the institution context of the 
willingness and ability to use English structured along North–South and 
East–West lines (Ringe, 2022). 

The above-mentioned convenience sampling strategies increased the 
likelihood of getting an answer and establishing entry points to the 
European Parliament. Thereafter, we continued with a snowball sampling 
strategy by asking for recommendations after each interview to expand 
our pool of participants (Weiss, 1994). However, as Weiss (1994: 29)
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pointed out, we were aware of the pitfalls of snowballing strategies, espe-
cially the potential to under-represent the experience of those with little 
or no social contacts or networks. 

Not only did we write emails according to the expertise and nation-
ality of potential participants, which in some cases meant translating the 
email, but we also had to deal with conservative/radical-right populist 
actors. For the latter, we emphasised ‘equality’ more broadly as a focus 
of our research about ‘men and women in the European Parliament’— 
as opposed to ‘gender’, even though these terms did not always reflect 
the normative foundation of our research. Although we cannot expect 
policymakers or non-academics to understand theoretical distinctions 
between different terms, this choice sometimes felt like self-censorship 
or self-imposed restriction. 

As a rule, if a participant was not available for an interview we would 
ask if they could recommend potential participants in the same way as 
we did at the end of an interview. Our post-interview note also had 
a section on follow-ups that included a request for information about 
possible interviewees or research materials. Beckmann and Hall (2013: 
200) present a useful concept of ‘informed probing’ at the end of the 
interview stage by adopting a more direct approach if familiar names are 
volunteered, and asking more generally about adjacent participants, for 
example, ‘what about potential participants in X field?’. According to 
them, this allows for the building of further connections with the next 
participant in the invitation email, which they refer to as a ‘name-drop’ 
to elicit ‘toehold respondents’ (Beckmann & Hall, 2013: 201). 

Once emails are drafted and sent, there is no guarantee that they will 
be answered. Therefore, both patience and persistence were required. We 
followed up the interviews with phone calls. In the European Parliament, 
phone numbers are usually displayed on the MEPs’ webpage, and assis-
tants can be contacted by changing one digit only (e.g. a 5 becomes 7). 
Due to their busy schedules, some elite interview participants prefer to 
handle demand with rapidity. For example, as MEPs and their staff are 
highly sought-after by various actors (i.e. lobbyist, researchers, national 
policymakers, grassroot organisations), they may be more receptive to 
immediate phone call demands, rather than to emails that can be archived 
or are easily lost amongst the masses received every day. In addition, when 
in the parliament, we also used door knocking and simply approached 
parliamentary actors on the spot.
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Because we sought the widest representation of participants in the 
European Parliament as possible, we developed an activity log in which 
we documented and kept records of whom we contacted and recruited. 
The log helped us to ensure our pool of participants reflected a gender 
balance and fairly represented the range of political views in the Parlia-
ment. Each contacted participant was thus registered in the log with 
information about their gender, associated political groups, and also the 
date of the first invitation emails sent as well as follow-up emails or phone 
calls. The log was a key element in the development of a successful 
recruiting strategy. In this regard, systematically followed up on invita-
tions, shared the workload with members of the team and assigned tasks 
of contacting some participants to those familiar with specific languages. 
This log was stored completely separately from the coded data and the 
metadata, ensuring that no crossover or identification could be made. 

Preparing for Interviews: Preparatory 

Work, Locations and Interview Questions 

Elite interviews are often hard-won, short and resource-intensive 
(including the participants’ time). Therefore, preparatory work for each 
participant is essential to know their parliamentary and work biography; 
policy expertise, voting record and public statements. This allows for 
smoother follow-up questions and ensures that the interview material is 
not a duplication of publicly available data. Targeted follow-up questions 
allows researchers to steer the conversation beyond ‘pat answers’ (Chap-
pell, 2020). There can be some risks related to preparatory work, not 
least over-determining the interview; anticipating answers in advance and 
ventriloquising participants. It also has workload risks on scholars less 
acquainted with the fieldsite, its political developments and participants or 
on early career scholars who feel the need to make expertise visible in the 
interview (although the benefits of the naive, unthreatening researcher, 
may be overrated). 

At times, the activities of the European Parliament can feel over-
whelming. Actors are busy and constantly moving from one city to 
another. The calendar of the European Parliament, known to all in the 
‘Brussels bubble’, gives important information about the organisational 
structure of the parliament and its activities. The calendar, released in 
advance each May and voted on in a plenary, has eleven plenary sessions 
that must be held in Strasbourg. The working months are divided into
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four weeks; a pink week for Committee work, a blue week for Group 
work, a red week for Plenary work and a green week for Constituencies 
(Busby, 2013: 99). Each Friday is reserved for constituency affairs. In 
that sense, MEPs are constantly expected to travel between constituen-
cies, Brussels and Strasbourg—making their time ‘a precious commodity’ 
(Busby, 2013: 146) and the calendar an important tool for scheduling 
interviews. For the parliamentary ethnography we undertook, the weeks 
when MEPs were in their constituencies—if they were not on delega-
tions—were a good time for conducting interviews with staff and online. 
Furthermore, the first green week in February was used to contact some 
UK members who had left the parliament, since the experience of Brexit 
was still fresh in their minds. 

With regard to the locations of the interview, several issues had to 
be considered. We asked participants to propose a location that was 
both accessible and comfortable for them. This mattered especially with 
disabled participants where further accessibility requirements could be 
made such as sign language skills (Evans & Reher, 2022: 700). Many 
matters were considered when arranging interviews, such as guaranteeing 
anonymity, the opportunity to record, safety considerations regarding 
Covid, as well as practicalities like allowing for enough time to get 
through security. 

Our interviews were semi-structured. Semi-structured questionnaires 
correspond to adopting a conversational format with open-ended ques-
tions for in-depth interviews (Soss, 2006).  Compared to structured  
interviews, they allow some leeway to follow-up on whatever is deemed 
important by the researcher (Brinkmann, 2020). To guide the inter-
views we developed a joint interview guideline, which we revised after 
the pilot study and then again two years into the project to reflect new 
research agendas, such as the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the 
work of the MEPs and staff. Time with the interviewees was always 
constrained. Consequently, we dropped some interview questions that we 
felt were already covered, including sexual harassment, a topic on which 
we published early in the project (Berthet & Kantola, 2021). We had a 
separate interview guideline for MEPs and staff, and separate interview 
questions for the topic of Brexit and for specific policy fields, such as 
economic, social and violence policy. 

We opened the interviews with a very short background question. Such 
questions are often considered important as they can warm up the inter-
viewee, relax the interview situation and build trust. Initially, we had two
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rather general questions: ‘In which positions, and for how long, have you 
worked in the European Parliament? Who and whose interests do you see 
yourself as representing in European level politics?’ After the pilot study, we 
quickly dropped these due to time constraints for us, and the amount of 
time it took the MEPs to answer these. Instead, we opened the interviews 
with a question that we thought took us directly to issues that would 
provide better insights into our research questions: ‘If you were to advise 
a new MEP on how to be an effective MEP in your political group, what 
would you stress? What’s important to understand about the group?’. For 
us, these questions provided insights about the informal institutions and 
hidden power structures of the political groups. 

Our initial interview guideline included well-balanced parts, and the 
questions evolved over the course of the project and as our own knowl-
edge increased they became more focused. For example, we dropped a 
whole section dealing with national politics and elections as we realised 
that this was not providing insight to our research questions. Instead, 
most interviews became focused in a very detailed way on the political 
group level, where insights on the democratic functioning of the political 
groups in terms of gender equality could be acquired. By the end, we had 
reduced the interview questions to practically one part relating to this. 

When we asked about the MEPs’ everyday involvement with the polit-
ical group, we were attentive to their descriptions of decision-making in 
the political group; what they thought makes an effective group leader 
and whether gender played any role in this. We also asked about the signif-
icance of the political group meeting for the interviewee and the relations 
the MEP had to the group leader, the Secretary General, to other MEPs 
and staff. Our specific questions about gender equality followed these 
questions and were formulated as: ‘How would you describe your political 
group from the point of view of gender equality more generally? What other 
differences are important?’ and  ‘What kind of practices for gender equality 
do you have within the party group? (quotas, work-life-balance, etc.)’. The 
question alluding to ‘what other differences are important’ was designed 
to seek insights about other bases of inequality than gender, including 
race and ethnicity, disability or sexual orientation. We were interested in 
asking the question openly to see what basis of inequality the interviewees 
would see as most relevant. However, on reflection, we did think that we 
should have guided the interview more strongly in relation to intersec-
tionality and inequalities other than gender, including racism (see, e.g. 
Kantola et al., 2023).
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We had specific interview questions about policy-making in the political 
groups which included: ‘How does policy-making work in your group? What 
are your possibilities for influencing group priorities and policies? Have you 
actively put yourself forward to some positions and failed/succeeded? What 
had an impact on your success/failure? How do you persuade people within 
the group, to whom do you go?’ We also asked about conflict and informal 
socialising within the political groups—always including the question of 
whether gender played a role in either. We also asked about the MEP’s 
working relationships with other political groups and any obstructive 
behaviour between them. In addition to these policy-related questions, 
we asked about speaking in the plenary, and what made this effective, or 
conversely, hampered it. To complement these, we had a list of specific 
questions about the impact of Covid-19 on MEPs and political group 
work on Brexit, Europarties, codes of conduct and sexual harassment 
within the groups. 

With these questions and follow-up enquiries, we were tapping into 
the practices and informal institutions of the political groups: how they 
worked in relation to power; informal politics; norms; practices; gender. 
One of our findings revealed that it was not easy for many intervie-
wees to talk about such matters, whilst discussing specific policies and 
policy content came more easily and far more naturally to them. This 
relates to several important points for research: gendered hierarchies and 
informal institutions are difficult to study because they are invisible and 
embedded in the very power structures which are difficult to perceive 
and to talk about. Parliamentarians are generally concerned about being 
re-elected, which is realised on the basis of the policy work that they do, 
not for making their political groups or parliaments work better and in a 
more democratic way. This is also where the value of qualitative research 
reveals itself most intuitively: gathering a data set of qualitative interviews 
where several interviewees try to talk about the same topic, will generate 
multiple qualitative insights about things that are difficult to talk about 
for individual interviewees. 

This ought not obscure the fact that elite interviews present many chal-
lenges. Beyond those related to recruiting participants, scholars pointed 
to the difficulties of accessing knowledge during interviews with polit-
ical elites (Holmes et al., 2019). Many discussed the power dynamics at 
stake between the interviewer and the political interviewee. This includes, 
for instance, the possibility of receiving a ‘political talk’ since ‘politicians 
are used to evading difficult questions’ (Cowley, 2021: 3). Katharine
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Sarikakis convincingly shows that even if the researcher asks the ques-
tions, a reversal of power hierarchy can function between the researcher 
and the participants (2003: 423). In our case, such reversal occurred 
when participants asked us, for instance, to define concepts like racism. 
Another challenge includes the lack of trust between interviewee and 
interviewer during ‘fly in fly out’ interviews (Chappell, 2020: 135) that 
only ethnographic methods can provide a balance (Brown, 2018; Miller, 
2022). 

Doing fieldwork requires much data management and paperwork for 
both the researcher and the participant. Not only signing the consent 
form but also carrying around confidential paperwork. Efficiency is key, 
otherwise, it can put additional burdens on participants. There can be 
problems if participants do not sign the consent form immediately, which 
creates considerable additional work to print, sign and scan. In order to 
keep all of this safe and anonymous, we scanned consent forms to the 
server and then destroyed their hard copies. 

Some Additional Hurdles: 

‘Stressbourg’ and Covid-19 
Strasbourg provided both an opportunity and a challenge for conducting 
qualitative research. In terms of opportunities, the long hours and 
informal community in Strasbourg created opportunities for dialogue in 
the margins of meetings and spaces to build rapport. The change in atmo-
sphere is palpable and the culture is more contained. Parliamentary actors 
all stayed in hotels, rather than returning home, were more dressed up, 
drank Crément d’Alsace, and frequented bars and restaurants and thus 
there were plenty of opportunities to speak and develop a rapport in 
a distinct way. Arguably, we gained greater credibility as an ‘insider’ at 
the margins of meetings, and in the practice of travelling to Strasbourg 
alongside political group staff, interpreters and members of the parliamen-
tary administration in a carpool. Moreover, in Strasbourg, political group 
meetings are held in the evenings, rather than in the morning or in the 
afternoon in Brussels, which creates later days and a different atmosphere. 
Political group leaders’ press conferences are all held in Strasbourg and are 
open to attend. 

Strasbourg also provides its own distinct challenges. Busby (2013: 99), 
for example, has noted how some assistants referred to the Strasbourg 
week as ‘Stressbourg’, reflecting the long hours and hectic schedules.
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Assistants would often not schedule interviews with themselves, or with 
MEPs, for that week because many pre-booked meetings would be 
running simultaneously, such as with lobbyists, group meetings or the 
plenary. To counter this, we were able to do ethnography in a political 
group meeting. Helped by a senior contact, we were able to attend a polit-
ical group meeting organised by the Left Group (also known as GUE/ 
NGL), which was not recorded and published online, but was marginally 
more accessible than other political group meetings (Miller, 2022). 

Brussels, by contrast, provided very different experiences. Some less 
active MEPs, or those who were not in positions of seniority in their 
political groups, were reluctant to host researchers, saying ‘there’s not 
much on this week’, for example, during some committee weeks. 

Whilst the fieldwork was multi-sited in Brussels and Strasbourg, the 
geographically dispersed and transnational nature of the MEPs, meant 
that they were often present in national capitals and cities of team 
members who could approach them for interviews. For example, the Left 
Groups (also known as GUE/NGL) held their study days in Helsinki, 
whilst some of our interviews were conducted in London and Berlin 
depending on the locations of both the MEPs and our team researchers. 
After the onset of Covid-19, this changed yet again, and our telephone 
and online interviews were conducted with participants either at home or 
in their ‘local’ offices in member states. 

Like every aspect of normal daily activities, our data collection 
endeavour was equally transformed by the Covid-19 pandemic and 
accompanying restrictions. Due to the latter affecting parliamentary activ-
ities and access to the Parliament, we had to modify our recruitment and 
interview strategies. A major impact on our data collection was the closing 
of the Parliament as a whole, which by definition ended the ethnography. 

When the Covid pandemic had just begun, various changes impacted 
our activities. The status of the Visitor’s pass became ambiguous, and clar-
ification had to be continuously sought about its status. Project resources 
and data collection very quickly had to be balanced against safety for 
others in the parliament as well as for the researchers. In the earliest days, 
events were attended, such as a Press Conference given by David Sassoli, 
then President of the European Parliament, about the openness of the 
parliament who alluded to how the key democratic functions of the insti-
tution would be retained. Eventually, however, meetings became closed 
to everyone except MEPs, and interviews were conducted in person and
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then eventually online, or by telephone call. Exceptionally, the parliamen-
tary calendar was updated and trips to Strasbourg were cancelled. This 
meant that travel arrangements had to be undone at the last minute, and 
our ‘exit’ from the ethnography was unconventional, not least because 
traditional thanks could not be given, but also due to the field site itself, 
which became inaccessible to its members who had moved their work 
online. 

As a project, we were forced to reassess our logistics and switch to 
online and phone call interviews. This generated advantages and disadvan-
tages. Amongst the advantages, online and phone call interviews allowed 
for acting spontaneously and quickly, instead of limiting the schedule to 
when the researcher is visiting the location (in our case, Brussels and Stras-
bourg). These interviews are also easier to record and the presence of 
the dictaphone is less obvious. However, amongst the disadvantages, the 
interviewee can end meetings more easily, either due to bad connections 
(real or imagined) or to distraction from homeschooled children. In addi-
tion, these interviews create a distance which makes it more difficult to 
build a connection, to create a normal conversation or to observe body 
language. A further practical disadvantage is the difficulty to get consent 
forms signed and returned. 

In relation to plenary debates, the Covid-19 pandemic significantly 
changed the setting, with debates being conducted within a hybrid 
format. In these circumstances, only a few MEPs were present in the 
European Parliament, and most contributed from their homes in Brus-
sels or in their home countries. It was quite odd to see the MEPs in 
relaxed clothing, in their living rooms or separate office rooms, even in 
their kitchens. 

Doing Ethnography 

Ethnographic research within parliaments offers many advantages in the 
exploration of how the functions of parliaments are entangled (Crewe, 
2021), especially the symbolic dimensions of parliaments such as their 
architectures (Verge, 2022: 1053), and how political work is differently 
carried out (Crewe, 2015). Ethnography reveals multiple interpretations 
of the same event or process, such as parliamentary work at the time of 
Brexit (Kantola & Miller, 2022); institutional hierarchies (Lewicki, 2017); 
how working worlds in parliaments are reproduced through everyday 
gendered relations (Miller, 2021) and what concepts such as gender,
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gender hierarchies, gendered relations and their redress mean in and for 
everyday lives in parliamentary settings (Miller, 2022). This short section 
shows how ethnography may be fruitfully done in one parliament. Other 
parliaments may differ: some are far smaller, which makes some practices 
more difficult, since the researcher might become more visible and collab-
orations with other parties might be more visible, whilst others may be 
larger, making a finer-grained analysis more complex. 

As discussed above, our research design consisted of a pilot study to 
shadow nine MEPs from five political groups and a longer stay as a study 
visitor. This ethnography took an explicitly political focus, centring on 
activities, rules and practices of the political groups of the European 
Parliament in the so-called 8th and 9th Parliaments (the legislatures of 
2014–2019 and 2019–2023). Whilst an interpretative approach was taken 
to the European Parliament (Geddes & Rhodes, 2018; Miller, 2021), 
‘aspects of power central to politics, such as competition, conflict and 
interests’ (Firat, 2019: 16) were also attended to. 

Here we present some strategies and tradeoffs for those wishing to 
produce ethnographic data on parliaments. First, there are different entry 
routes into parliaments where permission needs to be sought to conduct 
research. It should be noted that a parliament is not a unified entity, 
they consist of many different actors with different jurisdictions, and 
so any permission to enter needs to be reflexively considered, especially 
with regard to issues of informed consent. One entry route we used was 
the two-month European Parliamentary Research Service placement. This 
was good for establishing a base to make contacts and request attendance 
at meetings, though access through this route provides no guarantee of 
gaining a presence in the myriad political worlds of parliament (Niemi, 
2010: 107–113). Prior to the placement, the researcher can use personal 
and academic networks to identify participants who might be able to 
cooperate with the research and request to attend meetings. 

Another route is through parliamentary leadership, political leadership 
or administrative leadership. In the European Parliament, this would be 
through the President, Vice-President, Bureau; political group leaders and 
the Secretary Generals of Political Groups. We did attempt this, although 
it proved to be our least successful strategy for several reasons. The Parlia-
mentary and political leadership is likely to be more defensive in order 
to preserve the reputation of ‘the good institution’. We quickly found 
out that trying to negotiate access at this level involves a meeting, the
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production of materials (beyond the information sheet) and an explana-
tion of what the research is interested in. There may also be reciprocal 
responsibilities tied to such an opening, for example, presenting a final 
report or giving evidence to a committee. Entry through the parlia-
mentary leadership may deliver cooperative benefits, but when feeding 
back research findings to different groups in the hierarchy, field members 
might feel they are being watched by the parliamentary leadership, leaving 
researchers in the role of reinforcing hierarchical structures of control. 
Finally, there is the inherent risk of institutional patronage: these leader-
ships might change and concomitantly jeopardise the continuation of the 
research. 

The third, and the most effective point of entry for us, was through 
individual MEPs’ offices. Here, an MEP might share their calendar and 
find a time in the placement for an interview. Gaining access with an MEP 
might be more successful (in our case) if they are a feminist MEP, have 
a shared policy interest or have expressed an attitude or experience in 
public sympathetic to the research project. Strategic positionality (Reyes, 
2018) matters here, and the nature of what will be ‘strategic’ will vary by 
parliaments. As discussed above, nationality and language played a signif-
icant role in the European Parliament, meaning a multilingual team was 
advantageous in negotiating access. Political party activism and regional 
links also helped. 

Persistence with contacting the relevant office was important, and so 
too was stressing our flexibility. One MEP wanted to cancel a shad-
owing placement on the same day that we were flying to Brussels, due 
to the fact that there was ‘not much interesting’ happening. This was 
potentially problematic because we did not have access via the Euro-
pean Parliamentary Research Service at the time, and thus a significant 
part of the trip would be cancelled and resources wasted. In the end, 
we emphasised how we were interested in observing all aspects of the 
parliamentary calendar and that we would be able to use the opportu-
nity to conduct interviews. Luckily, we also had a shadowing placement 
scheduled later on that week. The lesson learned was to make sure we 
scheduled multiple activities whilst in Brussels. It is fortuitous for those 
seeking to conduct parliamentary ethnographies, that MEPs hire several 
assistants. This can increase the capacity for hosting a parliamentary shad-
owing placement, though inevitably places strains on staff working days. 
In smaller parliaments (Niemi, 2010: 105), this opportunity is squeezed
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as parliamentarians have smaller staffing budgets with which to employ 
multiple assistants. 

Arguably, the key to entry is transparency. Formally, the information 
sheet and the email approaching the person needed to grant access and 
acquire ‘informed consent’ were important. Informally, more dynamic 
conceptions of consent are likely to involve discussing ideas and first 
impressions with parliamentary actors to (1) develop ideas and (2) ensure 
that the participants do not forget why you are there. In some ethno-
graphic research of parties, all elements of transparency have not been 
followed, such as revealing party identification when reporting the find-
ings (Bellè, 2016). With regard to informed consent, parliamentary 
researchers need to be pragmatic. MEPs were busy, consequently securing 
informed consent at the outset of a busy shadowing day was sometimes 
difficult, if we were attending a breakfast meeting, or being taken to see 
them in committee. Our strategy was to send all the project details well 
in advance and try to be very clear with the assistants, so in theory, at 
least, the MEP and their staff can be legitimately assumed to have read all 
documents about the project. In practice, we recognise that this is a grey 
area. 

Remaining consistent with the principle that parliaments are publicly 
elected places and should be accountable, we were acutely aware that 
some participants may be in a position of vulnerability, especially staff. 
The pragmatic realities of informed consent, as well as the normative 
imperatives of being a critical researcher around social justice agendas 
matter; together they combine to impart a professional responsibility to 
the next cohort of researchers. We ensured the principles of no harm and 
anonymity by having a trusted colleague read the work and check that no 
one is identifiable or compromised. 

Once inside the parliament, more bottom-up research access can be 
found through parliamentary researchers, Trade Union members and staff 
in the parliamentary administration. Immersion when inside the parlia-
ment can, to some extent, reject or at least ameliorate the affects of 
established gatekeepers. They might also value your research insights to 
be fed back to them. However, it should be borne in mind that staff might 
lose their influence due to staffing changes and rotations of responsibility.
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Ethnographic Practices 

The choice of each research practice within Parliament may vary by 
research stage and by priorities. In terms of the degree of control over 
fieldwork, timing can be considered important with regard to the types 
of practices that are engaged in at each stage. An observation schedule is 
a loose itinerary of activities a researcher may wish to follow in a parlia-
mentary ethnography, using the aforementioned parliamentary calendar. 
Planning can sometimes be accomplished. Nadia Brown (2014), for 
example, conducted a ‘focused ethnography’ of the Maryland legisla-
ture which is akin to Chappell et al.’s ‘rapid ethnography’ (2017). In a 
different example, Niemi’s (2010: 75) study of the parliamentary admin-
istration in the Finnish Parliament, Eduskunta, was heavily guided by her 
exit from the field, which involved much data generation. In terms of the 
ability to plan in the European Parliament, timing and access in the elec-
toral cycle and also unpredictable situations, in this case, Brexit deadlines 
and Covid, affected the planning of our ethnography. 

We used three ethnographic research practices: shadowing, meeting 
ethnography and hanging out. First, shadowing is the practice of accom-
panying actors throughout their daily work lives, and was useful at the 
beginning of the research stage (Bussell, 2020: 471), to provide a gener-
alised overview of the kinds of activities that MEPs participated in vis-à-vis 
their group. In general, shadowing helps guide a researcher in a field at 
the beginning. Emma Crewe uses an alternative term to shadowing and 
talks about ‘following closely’ her local MP. She describes one of the chal-
lenges she faced by saying that she ‘had the perpetual feeling that I was 
in the wrong place at the wrong time’ (2015: 5). We shadowed nine 
MEPs from five different political groups over a period of half a day to 
three days. We followed throughout their day and took notes on how 
they related to their political group. This also gave us important access to 
political group meetings. 

Secondly, meetings are ubiquitous in the European Parliament, and 
meeting ethnography is developing conceptually as an analytically distinct 
practice that explores what meetings do (Brown et al., 2017; Sandler & 
Thedvall, 2017). The type of meetings attended may depend on the 
type of parliament and the form of activities. For the purpose of our 
research project, the political group meetings, working group meetings 
and national party delegation meetings were of interest. However, with 
the Covid-19 pandemic other meetings became important too, such as
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President Sassoli’s Press Conference on European Parliament’s Covid-
19 restrictions. We were able to observe and record in field notes how 
the group’s ‘top brass’ were present for the Press Conference. We also 
recorded how attendees were filming the meeting, and how people were 
walking into the room later than the scheduled time, almost as if they 
knew the real routines and rhythms of the meeting. 

Although some meetings were open in the parliament, in order to 
access others, we often asked an MEP’s office if we could accompany 
them. To prepare, we asked in advance what the substantive content and 
political context of the meeting was like, and either the MEP or the assis-
tant would sometimes provide a briefing. A chair, for example, allowed us 
into a pre-trilogue meeting. Prioritisation is equally important. Political 
groups hold their meetings in the same week, often at the same time, 
therefore researchers must prioritise and ask themselves, what is more 
important, group representation, or how a particular group, National 
Party Delegation or actor are going to behave if they come under fire? 
Such deliberations are not always easy. 

Thirdly, in elite settings, the ethnographic practice of hanging out 
offers an alternative possibility for immersion. This is a more diffused 
and dialogic practice than meeting ethnography. Hanging out requires 
three facets: ‘a period of continuous residence amid members of a field, 
engage[ment] in informal, ludic and sociable interactions sited outside 
or at the side-lines of members’ professional habitats and participa[tion] 
in activities where striking and sustaining rapport is as important as the 
goals of the research’ (Nair, 2021: 10). Densely clustered institutional 
spaces, such as the European Quarter, provide several immersive oppor-
tunities (Lewicki, 2017; Nair,  2021: 23). Being present also allows the 
researcher to recruit non-traditional participants. Hanging out, however, 
also creates demands—dealing with a posture of openness, transparency 
and reciprocity means the obligation to go to meetings or events that 
one is invited to. In terms of the research data that is achieved, hanging 
out provides better access to dissenting voices. For example, we observed 
dissenting voices from the civil society participants in the European 
Parliament’s events on anti-racism (Kantola et al., 2023). 

Finally, it is worth noting that other practices, such as interviews, can 
be conducted during the ethnographic fieldwork in high intensity. Nadia 
Brown, for example, conducted 49 interviews over a period of just nine 
days (2014: 185). This may reflect on the type of fieldwork relation-
ship, trust and time with interlocutors that has been established. Similarly,
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Emma Crewe compared UK MPs to UK Lords. She suggested ‘peers are 
perfect informants: leisurely, candid and reflective. MPs are the opposite 
in every possible way’ (Crewe, 2015: 5).  

Conclusion 

This chapter has discussed different aspects of gathering data through 
research interviews and parliamentary ethnography. Both the amount 
of preparatory work and the need to be creative, persistent and flex-
ible were evident in our deliberations. The preparatory work included 
passing an ethical review, preparing forms, making decisions about whom 
to interview, considering different strategies to approach the intervie-
wees, and doing background research about their political careers and 
work interests, all of which are undertaken prior to the interview or the 
ethnographic practice of shadowing. This required a constant willingness 
to evaluate the chosen strategies, interview questions and the ability to 
be reflexive when some choices were not bringing the desired outcomes. 
This chapter has strongly demonstrated the time-consuming and labour-
intensive character of data gathering. Data analysis, which we turn in the 
next chapter, is no different in that sense. 
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CHAPTER 5  

Coding the Data 

Abstract Next to gathering qualitative data, coding of data lies at the 
core of qualitative research. The chapter is the first of two that dig into 
the specificities of data analysis. Coding is one way of organising dense 
data and making sense of it, for instance by identifying patterns. Whilst 
there exist various approaches to coding, this chapter presents a set of 
strategies to code dense interview, ethnographic and document data. 
Additionally, we present the technicalities of coding data collaboratively, 
as part of teamwork. Importantly, Chapter 5 yields important tips and 
concrete examples regarding the use of software tools for qualitative anal-
ysis, such as Atlas.ti and the intricacies of using it as a team. Specifically, 
the chapter discusses the initial stages of developing code lists in induc-
tive and deductive ways, the technicalities pertaining to actually coding 
the text of the data with Atlas.ti, and presents an overview of the advan-
tages of some tools, such as creating code families, to make sense of the 
data. Throughout the chapter, we discuss the collaborative nature of our 
coding work by reviewing the pros and cons and by examining issues 
pertaining to intercoder reliability. 
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Introduction 

Coding organises dense data into manageable amounts and helps to make 
sense of it by revealing trends and patterns. Whilst Chapters 3 and 4 
introduced the data and explained how it was gathered, the next two 
chapters are attentive to how we moved towards data analysis. Here we are 
concerned with the processes and strategies for coding qualitative data, 
whilst amongst other things, Chapter 6 looks more closely at rendering it 
more accessible to interpretation. 

There are various ways to code qualitative research (Saldaña, 2021), 
but most coding processes typically trigger the emergence of dominant 
themes which can then be analysed (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996; Strauss, 
1987). Whilst some see coding as a way to merely organise the data 
(Coffey & Atkinson, 1996), we see the organisation of the data as 
more than a preliminary stage prior to analysis (Weston et al., 2001); 
for us, coding and interpretation are necessarily intertwined (Corbin & 
Strauss, 2008; Tesch,  1990). Coding is an important element because 
it helps to make sense of the data in relation to one’s research ques-
tions and objectives (Elliott, 2018) and sets rigorous foundations for its 
interpretation. 

In practical terms, the coding process can be thought of as circu-
lating between reading, coding and thinking about the raw material in 
terms of overarching concepts and categories, whilst also comparing and 
contrasting the coded material. This corresponds to adopting a flexible 
and iterative approach to coding, in the sense that it is possible to revise 
the initial code list and to code the data multiple times in a back-and-forth 
process that allows for recalibration and refinement, and the investigation 
of new research questions that emerge from the data (Yin, 2011). In prac-
tice, this means being open to the kind of patterns and ‘meta-narratives’ 
that can arise in the data, and concomitantly being willing to go back to 
‘square one’ in terms of research assumptions and expectations. 

This approach can be especially successful when new research themes, 
questions and eventually findings emerge through immersing oneself in, 
coding, discussing and interpreting data as an ongoing interaction rather 
than as separate stages. From our own experience, prominent illustrations 
of what such a strategy can bring include important findings that went 
beyond the main themes of our research project—‘gender equality’—and 
extended to findings on racism (Kantola et al., 2023), Brexit (Kantola & 
Miller, 2023), the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic (Elomäki & Kantola,
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2022) and on the role and powers of national party delegations in the 
European Parliament (Elomäki et al., 2023). These unforeseen insights 
were revealed by a flexible coding scheme in which we could collab-
oratively discuss missing themes in the initial code list, and develop 
additional codes as we were coding the data (Deterding & Waters, 2021). 
We applied systematic and transparent principles by keeping track of 
our discussions and decision-making processes in a research diary (see 
Box 5.1). In doing so, we respond to the lack of transparency regarding 
decision-making in collaborative research processes (Reyes et al., 2021), 
which we seek to make visible to other researchers here. For practical 
purposes, this meant that we all needed to be fully acquainted with 
the material, even if we were not the ones who conducted particular 
interviews. 

Box 5.1 Examples of Team Research Diary Entries

• ‘Coded my first two ethnographic fieldnotes. Feels quite 
different from interviews due to the structure. A lot more 
on affects and embodiment, very nice!’ (EUGenDem research 
diary 19 Feb 2021)

• ‘Was strange to code after such a long time! First I needed to 
re-read the code definitions to pick the right ones. And then it 
was a written one which has such a different flow… Was funny 
though that there were quite some affects in the responses, also 
regarding the researcher role!’ (EUGenDem research diary 17 
Nov 2020)

• ‘A little difficult to follow—Interviewee sometimes talking 
about other things, such as her phone battery dying.’ 
(EUGenDem research diary 17 March 2020)

• ‘Surprising almost how little the interviewees talk about Covid, 
it is often present implicitly, in the goodbyes (stay safe, these 
strange times), or in references to having to postpone stuff or 
change plans’. (EUGenDem research diary 22 Feb 2021)

• ‘I remember I had a feeling in the interview that the guy really 
didn’t feel like talking to me and that everything I asked was 
somehow obvious to him. Reading the transcription through,
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it’s not too tragic (even though rather short)’. (EUGenDem 
research diary 9 Nov 2020) 

Due to the research design of our project, interviews and ethnography 
notes were compiled together in ATLAS.ti and coded collaboratively, 
whereas document data were selected and coded separately for the 
purpose of research articles according to their own research design and 
questions. Therefore, we begin by discussing the process of developing a 
collaborative coding strategy using ATLAS.ti, before discussing the chal-
lenges this posed for a large team of researchers, and presenting how 
documents were finally coded. 

ATLAS.ti 

ATLAS.ti was used to code and analyse our data. There are several 
scientific software packages for coding qualitative data but we opted for 
ATLAS.ti, not least because we had the expertise for this software within 
our team, and it was available freely (to us) through our institutions. 
The greatest volume of data we collected came in the form of interview 
data—the type of data for which ATLAS.ti is best suited. ATLAS.ti is best 
thought of as the vessel that houses the data, and along with researchers, 
facilitates a less complicated navigation through the coding process. In 
this sense, it stores and exchanges anonymised data; shares the workload 
of handling and coding dense data; keeps track of errors and inconsis-
tencies amongst coders; and significantly highlights new ideas for codes. 
By using it collaboratively and extensively, that is by making full use of 
its functionality, helped respect the principles of transparency that are so 
important to the integrity of qualitative research (Reyes et al., 2021). 
The package offers export functions that enable the team to save and 
export entire ‘projects’—including raw data, code-books, coding links and 
research diaries (memos). The latter is described by some as ‘the substan-
tive heart of qualitative data analysis’ (Reyes et al., 2021, 6) as they keep 
track of researchers’ reflections during the coding process, and help to 
make the decision-making process more transparent. 

Whilst ATLAS.ti is self-explanatory and intuitive, some preparation 
from all the researchers is recommended, in particular if the team intends 
to code the data as it is gathered. Such preparation includes reading
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selected academic texts on software-based data coding (Ahrens, 2018; 
Friese, 2012; Paulus & Lester,  2016), familiarisation with the ATLAS.ti 
handbook and watching tutorial videos.1 The fact that we had in our team 
a member who was already familiar and experienced with the use of such 
software was beneficial, as she could explain and teach ATLAS.ti to the 
rest of us. However this is by no means a precondition and ATLAS.ti does 
provide detailed instructions. 

Developing a Collaborative Coding Strategy 

for Interviews and Ethnographic Data 

Along with familiarity with ATLAS.ti, it was essential to develop a coding 
strategy. Both the design of the research project and the nature of 
the data gathered will influence the coding strategy. In our case, the 
coding strategy accommodated two levels of complexity: first, our data 
consisted of two different types of very dense data in the form of inter-
view transcripts and ethnographic notes, and secondly, this had to be 
coded collaboratively. Our coding strategy combined the interviews and 
ethnographic data so they were treated as analogous and subjected to the 
same coding framework. This was our preference, although we acknowl-
edge that scholars have debated this at great length, differing over how, 
and if at all, ethnographic data should be shared with other researchers 
(Contreras, 2019; Guenther, 2009; Jerolmack & Murphy, 2019; Reyes, 
2018). 

After gathering the first set of data, the team leapt straight into testing 
ATLAS.ti with everyone selecting one interview to code, applying any 
labels that emerged when reading. This process of inductive coding 
helped us to draft a list of initial codes (Chandra & Shang, 2019; 
Corbin & Strauss, 2008). Whilst much qualitative research adopts a 
deductive top-down approach by defining concepts first and coding 
second, we combined top-down and bottom-up approaches oriented 
towards grounded theory (Corbin & Strauss 2008; Creswell, 2013). A 
bottom-up approach means developing concepts and their dimensions 
inductively whilst coding. However, we contend it is not possible to 
analyse data without having pre-existing theoretical foundations in mind, 
as we are inevitably cognitive of (and arguably influenced by) them by

1 See for instance https://atlasti.com/video-tutorials. 

https://atlasti.com/video-tutorials
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virtue of our knowledge of previous research. Thus, our initial list of 
inductive codes was completed by codes that were derived from the 
previous knowledge we gathered via reading groups and discussions of 
the literature as mentioned in Chapter 2. 

The pilot study—or the first phase of data gathering (see Chapter 3)— 
offered a premium opportunity to develop and test a functioning collab-
orative coding process. Several focused team meetings served as the loci 
to collectively discuss, agree and develop a collaborative coding strategy. 
In these meetings, we agreed on broad definitions for each code and 
determined inclusive as well as exclusive criteria to explicitly clarify the 
situations in which each code would apply, using examples from our ‘trial 
coding interviews’. This helped to ensure that the meaning of codes 
was understood by all, even those coders who joined the team later 
to promote intercoder reliability. Such meetings were crucial in taking 
important decisions that would enable us to code the data systematically, 
even though the way we split the workload meant that not everyone read 
nor coded all the data. For example, this included agreements on coding 
large chunks of text, and on the inclusion of interview questions so that 
each quotation would be in context and remain intelligible to those who 
did not code it. 

Based on this first practical exercise, we compared codes and identified 
similarities, but also revealed several differences in the way we used codes. 
Here again the research diary and notes proved invaluable in keeping 
track of our observations, and often our doubts, as we often left ques-
tions to each other in the memos. The team member that chaired our 
meetings collected questions from all the diary notes and we addressed 
them together. The exercise was designed to improve intercoder relia-
bility by discussing in detail our different understandings. We did not 
calculate intercoder reliability scores, but rather followed a more inclu-
sive and collaborative approach for developing a code list, by defining 
the codes and determining how to use them. In other words, we refined 
and debated our choices collaboratively, so that understanding was consis-
tent as it could be across all team members (Reyes et al., 2021). We 
explored recurring contradictions and solved them as part of subsequent 
brainstorming sessions, in which we added further codes inductively and 
deductively after the first rounds of coding. 

The first code list was further refined and extended in comprehensive 
team meetings where two practical activities were undertaken to inspire 
code development. First, team members coded five interviews from their
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own ATLAS.ti project and were encouraged to develop new codes; this 
helped everyone to learn the technicalities of coding and to flag difficul-
ties in doing so. Secondly, to counter the risk of early software-coding 
routines leading to narrow coding practice by using only certain codes, 
or using keyword searches instead of reading carefully, each team member 
hand-coded several interviews. Hand-coding is a technique that whilst 
considerably slowing down the coding process—it consists of flipping 
through printed material instead of scrolling on a screen—it tends to 
produce new codes. 

We debated code names and definitions and jointly decided to ensure 
everyone used them correctly and systematically. This was one of the most 
important steps in the team coding process and re-occurred as a relevant 
practice throughout the coding stages. Clear definitions increase inter-
coder reliability, ensure consistency in coding, train potential incoming 
members and make important interview segments visible to others. They 
must also specify what to include or exclude and when to use or not use 
the code. For instance, the code ‘Sexism’ was defined as instances where 
the interviewees ‘describe sexism, sexist experiences, language; prac-
tices discriminating directly’, whereas the code ‘Gendered practices’ was 
defined as ‘all instances where genders are treated differently; speaking 
time, divisions of posts, vertical stuff; not sexism’. Furthermore, three 
additional subcodes completed the code ‘Gendered practices’: ‘Gen-
dered practices_discrimination’, ‘Gendered practices_division of labour’ 
and ‘Gendered practices_hierarchies’. Each of these had a specific defi-
nition that differentiated them. For example, we defined ‘Gendered 
practices_discrimination’ as instances where, ‘the word is used, also 
including mentions of bias, indirect discrimination etc.’; ‘Gendered prac-
tices_division of labour’ as highlighting the ‘separation of women’s and 
men’s policy areas’ in interviews; and ‘Gendered practices_hierarchies’ as 
all instances where the interviewees mentioned ‘women having difficulties 
getting reports, leadership positions etc. vertical segregation’. 

Without clear definitions, such a collaborative, supportive and inclu-
sive team coding process would not have been possible and would have 
obscured key elements of the data. Trusting each other to signpost impor-
tant and relevant topics within the dense data was key to the success of the 
research project and considerably speeded up the process. Simply put, the 
first stage of coding allowed us to categorise the raw data under important 
and jointly developed topics, which then helped individual researchers 
to investigate them further. Without this, the screening and coding of
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all the dense data for each individual study would have been far too 
time-consuming and overwhelming. 

In our view, codes and definitions should not be ‘set in stone’ because 
the coding process requires their constant adjustment and extension. We 
followed this practice whilst the project was in full flow, with the conse-
quence that we re-coded interviews depending on what revisions were 
implied. For example, if a code was split into two, we also re-coded the 
respective code segments and ensured that the new codes were applied 
to other quotations where appropriate. Likewise, when we merged codes, 
we re-coded the relevant data. 

Our iterative approach to coding meant that we could complement 
our initial list of codes with new codes that emerged at later stages of 
the research process. We complemented and informed our list of codes 
deductively with ideas from literature, documentary research, and on 
the basis of pre-selected keywords relevant to the main objectives of 
the project. These included, for instance, ‘democratic practices’, ‘political 
groups’, ‘economy’, ‘gender-based violence’, ‘affects’ or ‘social policy’. 
Whilst inductively, we supplemented the list of codes with emerging 
themes, such as ‘political group meetings’, ‘resistance to gender equality’ 
or ‘sexual harassment’. In total, the first brainstorming sessions resulted 
in a list of 99 codes, including 55 main codes and 44 subcodes; where 
subcodes were the code families for main codes. 

Codes that were added during the process of reading and re-coding of 
the material, were the starting point of many of our published findings; 
they were not initially planned, but made possible because we diligently 
travelled back-and-forth between coding and new analysis of the data. 
For instance, we extracted unexpected insights from our data on the 
power dynamics of national party delegations in the European Parlia-
ment, because we added the code ‘National party delegations’ (Elomäki 
et al., 2023), on normative whiteness and racism consequent upon the 
added code ‘intersectionality_race’ (Kantola et al., 2023) and the role of 
gendered religious claims after the addition of the code ‘religion’ (Ahrens 
et al., 2022).
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Managing the Technicalities 

of Collaborative Coding 

In addition to the intellectual work of designing a code strategy that 
was applicable to all researchers, team coding required finding solu-
tions for technical and organisational issues intrinsic to the project (see 
Box 5.4). The shifting geographical locations of team members had an 
additional impact on the process, and not least, the Covid-19 pandemic 
had a profound impact on planned in-person meetings which became 
impossible for an extended period. 

The team being split between places became problematic when we 
worked on a joint ATLAS.ti ‘project’—as recommended by ATLAS.ti. We 
initially planned to place the so-called ‘copy bundle’—that is the exported 
ATLAS.ti ‘project’, including all coded and raw data, list of codes, infor-
mation on codes and memos—in our joint drive at Tampere University. 
However, this turned out to be impossible as running ATLAS.ti via VPN 
on personal laptops often failed. Instead, for the pilot study, we decided 
to follow the second option recommended by ATLAS.ti, whereby every 
team member sets up their own ATLAS.ti ‘project’ with the interviews 
assigned to them, and then one team member would merge all the 
projects. Nevertheless, with the high number of team members coding 
simultaneously this proved to be impractical. Whilst the coded interviews 
were rather unproblematic when compiled, shared or revised, memos 
were not easily merged and had to be put together manually—a step 
which would have been far too time-consuming. 

As a result, we agreed on a different sharing process for the main 
study. One team member was ‘in charge’ of the copy bundle, of which 
they supervised, managed and controlled the whole coding process. That 
person assigned interviews to each team member who was then respon-
sible for coding. This meant that each team member coded certain 
interviews, including the ones not available in English but in their mother 
tongue. We established a rotation system with one coder coding at a time 
in the same ATLAS.ti ‘project’, before exporting it as a copy bundle and 
sending it via university email to the next coder in line. The rotation 
system respected a clear order of names (e.g., coder A before coder B; 
and coder E after coder D) with each coder knowing who coded before 
them and who would receive the copy bundle after them. 

Similarly, the person in charge assigned interviews on a rolling basis, 
typically two interviews per round, and coders knew approximately which
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day of the week the copy bundle would come to them. They could thus 
reserve time for their allocated day to code the two interviews and send it 
to the next coder in time. We built in a degree of flexibility to allow for the 
possibility that days might need to be switched with another coder, but 
this needed to be clear to the whole team so that the entire process kept 
rolling smoothly, and did not affect the allocation of interviews which 
remained the same. 

To ensure that nothing got lost in the process of exchanging copy 
bundles, we created one single email thread for sending them and all the 
information related to coding. Whenever someone finished their coding, 
they would send the new copy bundle in this thread along with important 
features of the interviews that needed to be flagged up. Every Thursday, 
the copy bundle would return to the team member in charge, who would 
add new interview data as they came back from transcription and allocate 
them to coders for the upcoming coding weeks. This ‘rolling coding’ 
strategy meant that with six coders, each coder had a coding-free day 
every other week due to the maximum of four coding days per week. 
During the project, we sometimes had to code with fewer people due to 
long fieldwork periods, illness, or care responsibilities during lockdowns. 

As well as coding, the team member in charge was responsible for all 
other technical issues. Each Friday, they checked the latest copy bundle, 
saved it and resolved errors, a task made easier by the research diary— 
or ‘memo’—as we kept all the entries made by the coders in one place. 
In fact, each coder had to report on the research diary after each coding 
session. The research diary turned out to be a central element to our 
coding strategy, as it made the collective coding process transparent to 
other coders, kept track of ideas or thoughts whilst coding, highlighted 
errors or inconsistencies, and significantly, stressed any doubts that needed 
to be discussed in upcoming meetings. All the minutes from coding meet-
ings were also stored as a memo directly on the ATLAS.ti ‘project’, as a 
means of increasing access and transparency during coding. In fact, these 
very lines are written on the basis of the notes we kept in the research 
diary throughout the coding process. Each coder recorded aspects like 
new ideas for codes, problems with coding or specific interviews, ques-
tions to discuss in meetings and also comments on funny quotes, oddities 
or levity in the interviews (see Boxes 5.2 and 5.3). After the basic check-
up, the person in charge uploaded new anonymised transcripts, allocated 
them to coders, and documented everything in the research diary.
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Box 5.2 Examples from Our Research Diary of Exchange of Thoughts 
Whilst Coding

• ‘I coded the interview ‘Renew MEP M 081,119 Brexit‘. I 
understand that it was particularly meant for the Brexit paper, 
but was still a bit surprised that other main questions from 
our interview list were not addressed. Would have been inter-
esting to gather more information on gender aspects, too.’ 
(EUGenDem research diary 27 Jan 2020)

• ‘What struck me most when comparing these two interviews 
is the stark contrast of how the two describe their start and 
how gendered it is: the female says it is hard to get into posi-
tions because there are of course many returning MEPs who 
can choose first and she’ll have to wait; the male says he was 
surprised how easy it was to get the position he wants and 
how many requests he got.’ (EUGenDem research diary 22 
Apr 2020)

• ‘I feel that in Zoom meetings it is hard to build rapport and 
it is easier for participants to say: ‘I’ve got to be somewhere in 
half an hour’ because you have spent less effort going to meet 
them in person in the parliament.’ (EUGenDem research diary 
13 Nov 2020)

• ‘Since coding the notes, I would really see the need for the 
‘power relations’ code—political influence just doesn’t cover 
what is in the notes.’ (EUGenDem research diary 25 Feb 
2021)

• ‘I like that when coding ethnographic notes I get to use the 
codes that I felt I was often underusing when coding the 
interviews: ‘embodiment’, ‘EP spaces’, ‘researcher role’, etc.’ 
(EUGenDem research diary 13 Apr 2021)

• ‘A usual issue came up with codes, which is whether to include 
a code when it is referred to in the negative e.g. the EP as a 
unique parliament. I coded the section as this, even though the 
respondent says that it isn’t a unique parliament.’ (EUGenDem 
research diary 28 Jan 2020)
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Box 5.3 Moments of Levity in Our Interviews that We Highlighted 
to Each Other in the Research Diary

• ‘I would also say that men are often the ones who have been 
in parliament for a longer time. So, those [persons/men] who 
have divided things here already for three or four terms; the 
others are still searching for the toilets, and while they still 
don’t know where the toilets are in the house, the men have 
the jobs already divided’ (Female S&D MEP March 2020)

• During an interview in the midst of the Covid-19 restrictions: 
‘Thank you. I think I’m a little… I haven’t been speaking to 
anyone this week and so maybe that’s why I don’t find the 
words.’ (Female Left assistant March 2020)

• ’X comes back to the office. X says ‘I must go, I am late for 
my life’ and their assistant notes that this is a pithy saying and 
outlook.’ (Ethnographic field note shadowing a female EPP 
MEP November 2018)

• ‘R: Talking about, you had some extraordinary word in there 
I had never heard of before, ethno-something-or… 

I: Ethnography… 
R: Never heard of it.’ (Male ENF MEP February 2019)

• ‘We don’t believe in the European Union, so we’re just here 
because we want to destroy it.’ (Male EFDD MEP January 
2019)

• ‘They say politics is rock music for ugly people.’ (Male ENF 
MEP February 2019) 

We put each newly uploaded interview transcript into document groups, 
covering categories like the political group, female/male, MP/Staff/ and 
nationality. As will be explained below, this simplified both code outputs 
and the analysis. Then, if applicable, the team member in charge would 
create, revise or merge2 codes as agreed in team coding meetings. When

2 Merging codes means combining two or more previous codes into one new code, 
for instance, when previous codes were too detailed and resulted in very low numbers of 
coded material that could be equally well represented by one overarching code. 
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all these steps were completed, the new copy bundle was sent in the 
email thread with an overview of who was next in the rotation system 
(with dates), and the process would begin again. Finally, our person in 
charge collected questions, code proposals and any other business to be 
presented and discussed during the next coding meeting. 

Once we finished coding most of the interview data, we moved on to 
the ethnographic data using the list of codes we had already developed. 
The ethnographic notes were an excellent way to contextualise interview 
data and elicit new perspectives. In the interest of simplicity and clarity, 
we used the existing list of codes rather than developing new ones, which 
was justified by the already extensive (and saturated) list of codes (in total 
112 codes) we had already generated (see Box 5.5). 

Overall, the strategy of collective ‘rolling coding’ ensured that the 
data was very quickly available after transcription for further analysis and 
interpretation. Furthermore, such a closely intertwined and intrinsically 
collective process kept all coders in the loop, encouraged constant cross-
comparison between coders, and resulted in fruitful in-depth discussions 
of potential research questions that emerged from the data (see Box 5.4). 
The flexibility we built into a process that utilised so many coders, allowed 
us to be reflexive in response to people’s changing circumstances and 
unforeseen complications. Nonetheless, our periodic coding meetings 
revealed only minimal dissimilarities in the ways in which coders under-
stood some codes, which was a testament to the constant and transparent 
communication required amongst all coders. Given the differences in 
research foci, and the very high number of codes, coders did not always, 
systematically attend to all of the codes, which at times left parts of the 
data less visible. To address this issue, we organised additional rounds of 
coding where all coders rechecked their assigned interviews for occur-
rences of specific codes, and invested additional time on an ongoing basis 
to assess where the coding process stands and to engage in discussions.
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Box 5.4 Core Points for Successful Collective Coding

• Develop the code list with code names and definitions collec-
tively (mention situational inclusion and exclusion, if neces-
sary).

• Allow for constant adjustment of codes, their definitions, 
adding new ones and for splitting/merging existing ones.

• Trust your choice of codes, whether they are deductively or 
inductively developed, and encourage using codes as often as 
possible.

• Ensure communication transparency has the highest priority: 
establish a research diary for the whole team to collect notes 
and ideas on the process for extending and adjusting codes; 
share all information related to coding in one email thread or 
drive folder.

• Appoint one person in charge: a team member, researcher, 
and coder that supervises and manages the collective coding 
process. This person’s tasks need to include collecting remarks 
from the research diary and raising them for discussion in team 
coding meetings.

• Make a clear plan including responsibilities for everyone but 
allow for flexibility and be prepared for interruptions.

• Try to keep the coding and discussion process continuously 
rolling to make the most of memorising content and techni-
calities. 

Organising and Sorting the Coded 

Interview and Ethnographic Data 

Once the raw interview and ethnographic notes were coded, we applied 
two main sorting mechanisms to make sense of our coded data. We used 
‘code groups’ and ‘document groups’—functions defined by ATLAS.ti. 
‘Code groups’ offered the opportunity to select specific topics, such as 
specific policy fields, parliamentary bodies, actors, relationships or affects, 
whereas ‘document groups’ categorised interviews along specific descrip-
tive categories, such as male/female or MEPs/staff and per political
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groups or nationalities. This allowed us to work with coded data quickly 
for such descriptive groups, making our dense data more manageable and 
analyzable, by extracting quotations that intersect with one code and one 
political group (eg., ‘sexual harassment’ and ‘EPP’). 

In total, our ATLAS.ti project included 112 different codes, made up 
of 69 main codes and 43 subcodes grouped into 16 code families, which 
helped bridge codes that complemented each other on similar themes (see 
Table 5.1 for examples). Other functions of ATLAS.ti, such as ‘output 
tables’ or ‘reports of co-occurring codes’ and ‘reports of neighbouring 
codes’ provided an easy way to extract data for analysis. 

Box 5.5 Different Types of Codes 

The codes comprised different kinds with the following constituting 
the main aspects:

• Codes relating to process and sequencing: when and how polit-
ical groups were formed? how specific policy proposals moved 
through different stages? (e.g., ‘political group formation’, 
‘democratic practices’, ‘EP elections 2019’; ‘political group 
internal policy formation’, ‘political influence’);

• Codes related to policy fields (e.g., economic policy, gender-
based violence and social policy);

• Codes on specific topics (e.g., ‘leadership’, ‘civil society’, 
‘opposition to gender equality’, ‘gender mainstreaming’, 
‘reproductive rights’, ‘Covid-19’ and ‘Brexit’);

• Codes for internal communication, either ethical aspects or 
reminders to ourselves for further steps, such as new names 
for interviews or requests for the confidentiality of single 
comments (e.g., ‘researcher role’, ‘to follow-up’, ‘confidential 
text in interview’);

• Codes on relationships between actors inside and outside 
the European Parliament (e.g. ‘Europarties’, ‘political groups 
about other political groups’, ‘MEPs vis-a-vis political groups’, 
‘negotiations and compromise between political groups’ and 
‘interinstitutional relationships’);
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• Codes on certain bodies and functions (e.g., ‘political groups 
identity’, ‘political groups organisation’, ‘National party dele-
gations’, ‘EP administration’, ‘Secretary General’, ‘rappor-
teurs’, ‘coordinators’);

• Codes on internal practices (e.g., ‘political groups as work-
place’, ‘political groups conflicts_internal’, ‘MEPs daily work’);

• Other relevant codes (e.g., ‘racism’, ‘Spitzenkandidatur’, ‘reli-
gion’, ‘sexism’, ‘feminism’, ‘populism’, ‘Euroscepticism’).

By creating ‘document groups’, researchers were able to extract all data 
relevant to their research questions at once. For instance, if analysing 
the gendered aspects of leadership in political groups, researchers could 
quickly extract the relevant data by exporting quotes that intersect with 
the document groups ‘Greens/EFA political group’ and ‘female MEPs’, 
and with the code group ‘leadership’. Working with such combinations 
extracts data in ways that make further analysis manageable by restricting 
the searched volume of data to the most relevant part. This was particu-
larly helpful for codes that we applied often. The code ‘National party 
delegations’, for example, generated roughly 500 quotations or over 
200 pages of coded data. Intersecting that code with other ‘document 
groups’ or ‘code groups’ helped simplify the process of data analysis. 
Thus, when combining the code ‘National party delegations’ with the 
document group of all political groups, we generated 42 pages of coded 
data—making the data analysis considerably more manageable. 

ATLAS.ti includes various tools that help to organise, sort and make 
sense of the coded data in view of interpreting it. Some tools allowed for 
the tracking of connected codes, concepts and theoretical thoughts that 
emerged whilst coding. For instance, coders were able to link codes and 
quotations with relations such as ‘contradicts’, ‘is associated with’ or ‘is 
part of’. ATLAS.ti easily allowed the application, merging, or splitting of 
codes, and writing and attaching memos to any part of the data deemed 
relevant. More advanced features included sorting the coded data into 
networks of codes, which helped to quickly visualise the co-occurrences 
of codes and the relations between quotations. As a result, and by playing 
with and visualising the coded data differently, researchers can become 
more familiar with its material and develop a ‘professional vision’ towards 
it (Goodwin, 1994, in Elliott, 2018).
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In sum, most of ATLAS.ti’s tools and functions help to zoom in 
on specific narratives, rhetoric and frames under one or more code(s), 
allowing a closer reading of our data in relation to our research questions. 

Coding Documents for Research Article 

Whilst all the researchers coded our interview and ethnographic data, 
document data was coded separately for each individual research article. 
Nonetheless, this followed a similar pattern of organising dense data into 
manageable chunks, and preparing the text for interpretation. In this 
respect, we followed the approach to coding that envisaged an evolving, 
rather than fixed strategy, to be used throughout the project-related 
publications (Elliott, 2018). In that sense, the coding strategies developed 
for research articles largely depended on their research questions. 

As Chapter 3 showed, we collected a wealth of internal documents 
from the EP including practice (e.g., rules of procedure and codes 
of conduct) and policy-related documents (e.g., reports, amendments, 
position papers and press releases). We gathered such documents on 
a case-by-case basis, dependent on the research design and research 
question germane to a specific research article. As a result, we coded docu-
ments according to frameworks developed by the researcher(s) in charge 
of the article: either single or group coding approaches (see Box 5.6). On 
occasion, this framework was used to code both the document data, and 
to re-code chunks of coded interview and ethnographic data. In these 
instances, the interview and ethnographic data were coded in a first stage 
of collective coding, as explained above, and then re-coded along with 
additional material such as documents with a coding strategy (i.e., a new 
code list, code definition, etc.…) developed for the research article. For 
example, in one research article we focused on the policy-related issue of 
the ratification of the Istanbul Convention on violence against women and 
domestic violence by the EU. At the first stage of collective coding, the 
code ‘Istanbul Convention’ was applied to any mention of it in the inter-
view and ethnographic data. At the second stage of coding for individual 
study, the research design and research question required the expansion 
of research material to include specific documents, such as transcripts of 
debates, and the re-coding of the pre-coded data under ‘Istanbul Conven-
tion’ in a separate ATLAS.ti ‘project’ with a new list of tailored codes 
(Berthet, 2022a). Both the document data and the pre-coded interview
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and ethnographic data were re-coded with the same code list developed 
at the second stage of coding to ensure a systematic process. 

Coding documents is demanding. Written records of amendments and 
debates, for example, can be lengthy, consisting of large amounts of text 
that need to be closely analysed. By way of illustration, we analysed over 
1090 amendments for the pay transparency draft directive and 750 for the 
work-life balance draft directive (Copeland et al., 2023). The more salient 
the topic, the greater the amount of amendments there were to analyse. 
For instance, the non-legislative draft report on sexual and reproductive 
health and rights in the EU, which included provisions on abortion rights, 
generated over 500 amendments at the committee level (Berthet, 2022b). 
Similarly, a plenary debate on a salient topic could include over 500 oral 
and written interventions. In this sense, coding document data was useful 
for reducing the data into ‘manageable proportions’ (Coffey & Atkinson, 
1996, 28). 

A recurrent form of document data was amendments made by MEPs 
and political groups to committee reports. Whilst these are important 
when analysing policy processes, because they allow for the identifica-
tion of group positions that are taken, we adopted different approaches 
to coding amendments for different research articles. When a study was 
attentive to different discursive constructions, we selected and coded 
those amendments that were relevant to the discursive analysis of one 
specific issue (e.g., abortion rights). Equally, when a study was interested 
in identifying group positions and comparing them in a quantifiable way, 
we coded all amendments made to a specific report (e.g., how often 
groups weakened the proposals and which groups) (Copeland et al., 
2023). 

Box 5.6 Coding Document Data for Research Articles 

We coded documents based on our interest in specific policy issues, 
for instance, abortion rights (Berthet, 2022b), economic policy 
(Elomäki, 2021), economic and social rights (Elomäki & Gaweda, 
2022), austerity politics (Elomäki, forthcoming) and strategies 
of opposition to gender equality (Berthet, 2022a; Kantola  &
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Lombardo, 2021a, 2021b). We also coded documents to investi-
gate the influence of groups on Commission Directive proposals 
(Copeland et al., 2023) and the power dynamics and modes of 
decision-making in groups (Elomäki et al., 2022). In these cases, 
coding had an analytical function; it helped with ‘(a) noticing rele-
vant phenomena, (b) collecting examples of those phenomena, and 
(c) analysing those phenomena in order to find commonalities, 
differences, patterns, and structures’ (Seidel & Kelle, 1995, 55–56). 

Because we coded documents based on the research question(s) specif-
ically developed for each research article (see Box 5.7), the coding lists 
were developed deductively and inductively according to the specific theo-
retical and epistemological approaches taken (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996, 
32). In some cases, the development of codes took place in multiple 
steps, starting from the descriptive level and moving towards analytical 
typologies. This confirms that our coding was dynamic, and influenced 
by theory-driven interpretation(s), as well as analytical. 

Box 5.7 Example of a Coding Strategy for a Research Article 

In one research article on economic ideas about austerity and its 
alternatives in the European Parliament, (Elomäki, forthcoming), 
amendments and plenary interventions related to ten of the EP’s 
own initiative reports on EU economic governance, were initially 
coded through a code list that involved four categories: (i) approach 
to austerity (opposing/supporting), (ii) rationales for supporting 
austerity, (iii) rationales for opposing austerity and (iv) alterna-
tives to austerity. The categories ii–iv involved several options each, 
deducted from a combination of existing scholarship and matters 
that emerged from the data. In the analysis and writing process, the 
emphasis moved from rationales to paradigms. The final coding of 
the data consisted of classifying the amendments and plenary inter-
ventions into three main pro-austerity paradigms and three main 
paradigms providing alternatives.
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Some of the ATLAS.Ti tools, for instance, the co-occurrence and query 
functions, eventually helped us identify patterns of meanings (Bazeley, 
2009a). In this respect, during the adoption of a report, we were able to 
observe how some political groups in the European Parliament discussed 
public services more often as a cost or as an investment. Likewise, we 
could assess if and how they discussed gender equality via economic 
rationales or as a value in itself.  

Although our analysis was always qualitative, some of us used the 
possibilities provided by ATLAS.ti to generate quantified comparisons 
(Bazeley, 2009b). Although quantifying was for us often a preliminary 
step, with our emphasis being discursive-interpretive analysis, journal 
reviewers often asked specifically for quantified data—which we were 
happy and able to provide. Our process meant that we could compare 
the distribution of amendments from political groups that either strength-
ened, weakened, or verified/clarified a specific draft directive, allowing us 
to see at a glance where political groups stood relative to each other, 
or how the patterns of strengthening and weakening differed by direc-
tive. Quantification was also useful to understand patterns of change over 
time in those cases where longitudinal analysis of recurring EP reports 
was conducted. Through the code/document function of ATLAS.ti, we 
could observe shifts in the positions adopted by EP as well as political 
groups—for instance, a shift from austerity to investment in at least some 
EPP MEPs discourse, or how the initial acceptance of austerity by some 
S&D MEPs in the early 2010s turned into an outright rejection (Elomäki, 
forthcoming). 

Since our research objectives concentrated mostly on the lines of 
convergence and conflict between the groups, it was important to iden-
tify them correctly. Consequently, when documents covering amendments 
and debates were coded, for example, we paid particular attention to the 
political affiliation of the speakers. Ensuring the integrity of our iden-
tification often required extra work, which was particularly the case with 
amendments, as they were not always attributable to a particular group. It 
also became important to note the nationalities of MEPs since fault lines 
in groups and cross-group alliances tend to form on the basis of shared 
nationalities. Such codes are descriptive but necessary for later analysis 
(Elliott, 2018; see  Box  5.5). 

Similar to the challenges of coding interview data collectively, when 
problems relating to different interpretations of codes and content 
emerged during co-authorship, we strove for intercoder reliability via
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discussion and interaction during the coding process. This included 
several discussions about our coding framework and definitions, testing 
the coding framework before starting the actual coding work and 
comparing it. For example, co-authors exchanged parts of the coded data 
to see if others would have coded it differently, and any emergent differ-
ences were addressed and settled in our resolve to ensure transparency in 
coding-related decision-making. 

Conclusion 

Like any other aspect of the research process, data coding using analyt-
ical software provides benefits and challenges. As we have demonstrated, 
coding is one way of organising dense data and of making sense of it 
by identifying overarching patterns. Whilst various approaches to coding 
exist, this chapter was attentive to the strategies we implemented to 
code dense interview, ethnographic and document data collaboratively. 
We have provided important tips and concrete examples of using soft-
ware tools for qualitative analysis, such as ATLAS.ti, and the intricacies of 
using it as a team. Specifically, we addressed the initial stages of developing 
code lists in inductive and deductive ways, the technicalities intrinsic to 
coding the text of the data with ATLAS.ti, and presented an overview 
of how we took advantage of some tools, such as creating code families, 
to make sense of the data. Our main focal point throughout the chapter 
was to highlight the collaborative nature of our coding work by reviewing 
the pros and cons, and by examining how issues of intercoder reliability 
were resolved. Our approach to data analysis was firmly rooted in collab-
orative work and provided the basis for all further interpretative analysis 
through individual or co-authored research articles, as well as collabo-
ration with external scholars. Having a more nuanced understanding of 
the processes we followed, and the techniques we established throughout 
the coding process, provides a firm foundation to better understand our 
interpretation of the results, which the discussion of we turn to next. 
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CHAPTER 6  

Interpreting the Data 

Abstract Once the data (or part of it) is coded it becomes possible 
to move on to the next step, which is to interpret the data in view of 
answering research questions. Interpreting the data is a crucial step in the 
qualitative research process—it is core to qualitative data analysis. Hence, 
the volume dedicates a whole chapter to it. This Chapter presents key 
methodological steps and strategies to interpret the data for the purpose 
of individual studies for peer-reviewed articles. It covers practical steps 
such as exporting code reports from Atlas.ti and reviewing them in a 
collaborative fashion. It also includes methodological steps, such as the 
review of epistemological reflections pertaining to interpreting qualita-
tive data. The chapter further digs into the specificities of interpreting 
frames and discourses from coded qualitative data, but also interpreting 
formal and informal practices from ‘text’ and, finally, extracting infor-
mation about the parliamentary policy processes. The chapter provides 
a guide to conducting qualitative analysis driven by research questions 
that are inherently constructivist, interpretivist and/or post-structuralist. 
In particular, we explore how qualitative data can be interpreted in a way 
that sheds light on the power dynamics, genderedness and informality of 
parliamentary work. 

Keywords Interpretative strategies · Research question · Discourses · 
Policy tracing · Formal practices · Informal practices 
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Introduction 

The previous chapter outlined the strategies and specific steps we took 
to code interview, ethnographic and documentary qualitative data collab-
oratively. This chapter explores the epistemological and methodological 
steps involved in interpreting qualitatively coded data in greater detail. For 
many scholars, interpretation ‘happens wherever and whenever meaning 
is made’ (Willig, 2014: 137) thereby ‘creating a new narrative from the 
data’ (Reyes et al., 2021: 6). When a researcher asks, ‘what does this 
mean?’, the number of answers can be unlimited as there exist variant 
ways to interpret the same thing. Thus, interpretation is always shaped by 
assumptions made by the researcher in the form of previous knowledge, 
personal preferences and the researcher’s experience and background in 
terms of class, race, gender, (dis)ability and sexuality. It is also conditioned 
by what is, or is not, available in the data—i.e., own limitations. Put more 
directly, how we interpret our data is not only shaped by our position-
ality, but also by the epistemological and ontological views we harbour 
prior to embarking on the project of interpreting (for more on position-
ality, see Ackerly & True, 2020). Whilst interpretation can be shaped by 
the above factors, it can also simultaneously generate different types of 
knowledge, which means that researchers are responsible for assessing, 
criticising and restricting the generalisability of their findings (Lewis et al., 
2003; Schwartz-Shea  & Yanow,  2012). 

As stated in previous chapters, different stages of qualitative research— 
such as data gathering and data coding—may be conducted at the level 
of the broader research project or at the level of research articles. In that 
sense, Chapter 4 showed that the document data was mainly selected to 
match the research design and questions of specific research articles, whilst 
interview and ethnographic data was gathered according to the broader 
objectives of the project. Similarly, Chapter 5 explained how we coded the 
interview and ethnographic data collaboratively using a coding strategy 
designed for the whole project, whereas document data was coded with 
a coding scheme designed for research articles. This chapter is exclusively 
attentive to the interpretation of data relative to research questions devel-
oped for the purpose of research articles, some as single-authored and 
others with up to six co-authors.1 

1 Forming part of the broader research project, all research articles had a research design 
consistent with the project objectives.
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Qualitative research is often based on analyses that are driven by 
research questions (Blaikie, 2010; Schwartz-Shea  & Yanow,  2012). We 
applied this approach so that all the questions asked in individual 
research articles matched the broader questions of the project. Like-
wise, all research articles contributed to the empirical, theoretical, and 
methodological findings of the broader project. The broad initial research 
questions of the project were: ‘how does gender create fault lines between 
and within political groups?’; ‘how do gendered norms impact formal and 
informal practices in the EP?’; and  ‘how are gendered policies and practices 
in the EP and the political groups shaped by political ideologies?’ Whilst 
these research questions informed particular articles (as overall research 
aims or goals), we sometimes had different—narrower or broader—aims 
and objectives in other publications. 

Some research articles focused on the interpretation of frames and 
discourses used by political groups on specific policies. For example, when 
considering sexuality and human rights we asked, ‘how do the political 
groups in the EP understand and (re)frame human rights?’ (Ahrens et al., 
2022); on social and economic policies we asked, ‘how is gender equality 
sidelined in the EP on EU economic governance’ (Elomäki,  2021); and ‘how 
do dominant ideas in the EU’s economic governance shape the constructions 
and frames of economic and social issues?’ (Elomäki & Gaweda, 2022); and 
on gendered violence we asked, ‘how are sexual harassment, and solutions 
to it, discursively constructed in the EP by the political groups?’ (Berthet &  
Kantola, 2021); and ‘how are support and opposition to the EU’s ratifica-
tion of the Istanbul Convention on violence against women and domestic 
violence constructed in the EP by the political groups?’ (Berthet,  2022a). 

Other publications, however, focused on interpreting the formal and 
informal practices of the political groups. For example, in relation to the 
formation of political groups we asked, ‘how are the formal and informal 
practices of political group formation gendered in the EP and what does it 
mean for democracy?’ (Ahrens & Kantola, 2022); in relation to Brexit we 
asked, ‘how was the impact of Brexit constructed in the EP, and how did it 
affect UK MEPs’ parliamentary work?’ (Kantola & Miller, 2023). When 
we considered the dynamics of intra-group policy formation, we asked, 
‘how do political groups formulate group lines on policies and how does 
it impact democratic decision-making in the EP and intra-group democ-
racy?’ (Elomäki et al., 2022); and in relation to national party delegations 
(NPDs) we asked, ‘how is the role of NPDs constructed within the polit-
ical groups and what differences does this elicit between them? What formal
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and informal institutions are at play?’ (Elomäki et al., 2023). Finally, 
some research articles used the data in a different way, namely, not to 
interpret constructions, but rather to trace the development of a specific 
policy within the parliament. Good examples of this were the enquiry 
into the parliamentary process of the European Semester policy develop-
ments (Elomäki, 2021) and into those that led to the adoption of the 
Matić resolution on sexual and reproductive health and rights in Europe 
(Berthet, 2022b). 

The Role of Code Reports 

in Interpretation and Analysis 

The first step towards interpretation was to export the code report from 
ATLAS.ti. The previous chapter covered the details of coding qualitative 
data in ATLAS.ti, the different tools and functions offered by the soft-
ware to code and become familiar with the data and to begin analysing it 
by employing labels, categories and revealing patterns. We regarded the 
step of exporting code reports as the first step of interpretation. As we 
explained in Chapter 5, a code report can retrieve all quotations from 
one code or several codes, or all quotations at the intersection of one 
or more code(s) and of one or more document(s). Once retrieved, the 
reports consist of pages of quotations from interviews or ethnographic 
notes; its length will depend on the total amount of data and the level of 
fine-grained analysis the researcher exporting the report is seeking. 

First, we began by reading the code report, either as a whole or by 
dividing it amongst co-authors. If the publication is to be co-authored, 
the reports can be divided either by categories (e.g., team A reads political 
groups X; team B reads political groups Y; or team A reads female respon-
dents; team B reads male respondents), or by sections of analysis planned 
in the research article (e.g., team A is assigned the part on informal prac-
tices and will read the data through that lens). Whilst reading the report 
is an individual task, it is imperative that regular meetings are scheduled 
to fully discuss this first stage of analysing the data with all co-authors. 

Even if we divided the analytical work between team members, we 
often read whole interviews to ensure we did not ‘take things out of 
context’ or mistake the participants’ meaning. This also depended on 
the research questions and led us to reflect on the limitations of team 
coding. With qualitative research, context and subtext are key for mean-
ingful interpretation of the data and at times, limited quotations (coded
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by someone else) could be confusing. Our solution was for each team 
member to be as familiar as possible with all the relevant data that was 
used for any particular publication. We also used different types of data 
side-by-side (see Box 6.1 for an example), reinforcing our interpreta-
tion by using videos, debate transcripts and parliamentary documents. 
Depending on the type of article being produced, we could change the 
significance or weight of data we relied upon. 

Box 6.1 Triangulating different data sources and using a different 
coding scheme 
Elomäki and Gaweda (2022) developed a new coding scheme that 
corresponded to their specific research questions, because they used 
data that mostly consisted of EP committee documents. They trian-
gulated the research material to juxtapose, compare and contrast 
the data from EP documents, debates and interviews, to enhance 
credibility and increase the validity of their interpretive outcomes. 
Specifically, they coded the document material in ATLAS.ti to 
structure the extensive data for discursive and interpretive textual 
analysis, and to allow for comparisons between committees and 
groups. 

The coding system was developed deductively and inductively 
based on the literature attentive to the hierarchy between social 
and economic goals. They designed and discussed it in multiple 
meetings to ensure consistency and coherence between the coders. 
The coding system aimed to identify discursive constructions of the 
social-economic relationship (for example economy prioritised over 
social goals or the reverse), the specific social policy issues discussed 
(for example poverty, different care services, etc.) and discursive 
constructions of these issues (for example, as a cost, an investment, 
valuable in itself, applying labour market logic). In the case of this 
article, the authors also analysed videos of 20 committee debates 
corresponding to the reports, following a schedule of sensitising 
questions on political conflicts and policy content. The committee 
debates provided interpretive material for the analysis of the political 
and ideological context of the discourses. Finally, they only used the 
project interviews dataset to contextualise, explore meta-narratives
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and nuance within political group positions, and to gain insights 
into the policy-making processes (Elomäki & Gaweda, 2022). 

Several factors combine to justify the need to co-author articles in qual-
itative research. Two of our research articles were co-authored by all six 
researchers involved in the project. One consisted of analysing the norma-
tive whiteness and racism in the European Parliament using the code 
‘Racism’, and generated unforeseen research findings that exceeded the 
initial objectives of the project (Kantola et al., 2023). The other article 
involved the analysis of the power dynamics between national party dele-
gations in the European Parliament. Co-authoring it as a whole team 
made sense, as the code ‘National Party Delegations’ was the biggest 
we had returning over 490 quotations. Thus, it was more efficient and 
logical to analyse the code with more researchers. For the latter publica-
tion, each researcher or group of two researchers was in charge of reading 
the ‘National Party Delegation’ code report for one big political group or 
two small political groups. After reading and extracting important parts of 
the text, joint discussions of findings (including patterns and differences) 
amongst all researchers were key to systematise and remain consistent with 
the analysis. 

Interpreting Frames and Discourses 

The analysis of qualitative data may involve the interpretation of frames 
and discourses prior to analysing policies and policy developments, formal 
and informal practices, and parliamentary processes. Epistemologically, we 
approached knowledge as constructed (Yanow, 2006a), thus the method-
ologies relevant to us were interpretivist and constructivist. The former 
relies on the belief that the analysis of human actions and practices is 
possible by interpreting the meanings that actors attribute to actions, 
practices, and the institutional environment in which they operate (Bevir, 
2006: 283). Put simply, interpretative qualitative research is typically 
unconcerned with inferring or hypothesising the ‘one and only’ truth 
from the data, rather it is focused on analysing and attempting to under-
stand the variant constructions that emerge from the data. For instance, 
when analysing the role and meaning of expertise in the European Parlia-
ment, researchers may not be interested in the subject and the object
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(i.e., the expert and the expertise), instead they will be attentive to who 
is constructed as an expert, what is constructed as expertise and how 
does it impact policy developments in parliaments (for an example of 
constructing expertise in the EP, see Elomäki & Haapala, 2023). 

Similarly, when analysing the role and power of national delegations in 
the EP, our team was not interested in quantifying the power of national 
delegations, but rather in analysing which delegations were constructed 
as powerful and why (Elomäki et al., 2023). Thus, constructive and 
interpretative methodologies may involve questioning which discursive 
constructions are dominant, and which are silenced, in order to look 
for hegemonies, power dynamics and omissions. Rather than ‘truths’ or 
objective facts, interpretivist scholars tease out textual substance to be 
interpreted. With that in mind, scholars have argued that the attribution 
of meaning to actions, practices and to their institutional environment is 
best explored through an analysis of frames and discourses (Lindekilde, 
2014)—which, in turn, are best understood using a qualitative toolkit 
(Bevir, 2006). 

Although there exist a variety of ways to interpret frames and 
discourses, they are all concerned with how language (i.e., talk or text) 
constructs social realities (Willig, 2014), or to assert that discourses are 
socially constructed, and consequently play a predominant role in consti-
tuting the social (Blommaert & Bulcaen, 2000: 448). Interpretivist and 
constructivist methodologies acknowledge the constraints that broader 
discursive environments impose on individual discursive practices (Ferree 
et al., 2002). Language or discourse are not ‘transparent tools’ and thus 
require a significant degree of interpretation as to what is constructed 
and how (Bacchi, 1999). Therefore, one key site of analysis is the discur-
sive battles over meanings that are played out between various actors, and 
the consideration of the constraints imposed by their institutional discur-
sive environments (Lindekilde, 2014). In our case, this has meant, for 
instance, studying the discursive constructions around gendered policy 
issues, the differences and similarities between political groups, the fault 
lines within the groups and to embed/contrast those within broader 
discursive frames, such as the self-promoted narrative of championing 
gender equality in the European Parliament. 

In our epistemological approach—which is interpretivist, constructivist 
but also often post-structural and feminist—we understand discourse as 
that which is infiltrated by power relations, because power is omnipresent 
and performative (Foucault, 1972, 1980). The post-structuralist approach
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in terms of discourse analysis emphasises both discursive and non-
discursive elements of social reality, such as institutional practices and 
norms guiding behaviour (Panizza & Miorelli, 2013). Importantly, these 
are mutually constitutive, which allows for a fuller understanding of the 
role of discourse in creating power (and inequality). From this point of 
view, the social orders we observed in institutions were never fully struc-
tured, but they were open to political interventions and dislocations that 
made it possible to ground or subvert them (Panizza & Miorelli, 2013: 
302). From our standpoint, social phenomena are not purely discursive or 
linguistic, but for things to be intelligible they must exist as part of a wider 
framework of meaning and discourse (cf. Fairclough, 1995; Jorgensen & 
Phillips, 2002; Panizza & Miorelli, 2013). 

This reasoning is especially important when feminist methodology is an 
‘epistemology in action’ (Weldon, 2006). Typically, a feminist perspec-
tive implies a critical approach, one aimed at creating social change or 
exposing social injustice and inequality. The position of the researcher, 
and individual choices in terms of methods whilst reflecting one’s onto-
logical and epistemological commitments, have implications in feminist 
research that differ markedly from traditional positivist social science. The 
approach moves beyond a determinist and traditionally positivist concept 
of causality, providing instead a reflexive perspective and a contextualised 
and dynamic way of interpreting meaning (Kulawik, 2009: 263). When 
combined, different forms of knowledge will arguably produce, not a 
claim to universal understanding, but rather a broader, albeit contingent, 
understanding of the nexus of gender, institutions, power and discourse 
in legislatures (Jorgensen & Phillips, 2002: 155). 

In other words, making sense of how discourses maintain, challenge 
and transform (unequal) power relations within a given institution (Fair-
clough, 1995; Wodak, 1996), is a critical approach to the analysis of 
discourse (Willig, 2014). Discourse can be seen as a form of social practice 
that both constitutes the social world and is constituted by other social 
practices. ‘[T]he discursive constitution of society does not emanate from 
a free play of ideas in people’s heads, but from social practice which is 
firmly rooted in and oriented in real, material and social structures’ (Fair-
clough, 1992: 66). Thus, the ability to define social realities by making 
one discourse or frame dominant ‘is an act of power with important 
consequences for social practices’ (Lindekilde, 2014: 199). 

In gender and politics scholarship, this has meant conceptualising social 
structures, such as gendered inequalities, as cemented by power relations
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(Kantola & Lombardo, 2017). A feminist approach to (critical) discourse 
analysis cannot remain descriptive and neutral, since the interests guiding 
it aim to uncover or make transparent processes and mechanisms that 
perpetuate injustice, inequality, manipulation, sexual discrimination in 
both overt and subtle, pernicious forms (Sunderland & Litosseliti, 2002: 
20). Therefore, analysing the discursive layers embedded in institutions 
can help understand the processes through which power moulds these 
institutions in the form they take (Sunderland & Litosseliti, 2002). In 
this regard, discursive practices influence what can be said, achieved and 
reformed in an institution (Bacchi, 2009; Lombardo et al., 2009). Crit-
ical frame analysis is an additional tool for analysing discourses. It calls 
for reflection on both the discourses within which actors operate, and 
the active deployment of concepts and categories for political purposes 
(Verloo, 2005; Verloo & Lombardo, 2007). A framing methodology 
shows the ways in which the framing of a concept or policy affects how 
policymakers and legislators think about an issue (Forest & Lombardo, 
2012). Such methodologies are useful for interpreting the discourses and 
frames around policies or policy developments in parliaments. 

Whilst there are similarities between discourse and frame analysis, they 
can be used to answer different research questions by identifying the 
different meanings a concept holds (Bacchi, 2009; Lindekilde, 2014; 
Lombardo & Meier, 2008; Lombardo et al., 2009; Roggeband & 
Verloo, 2006; Verloo & Lombardo,  2007). This is best illustrated for 
our purposes, through the ways in which gender equality is a disputed 
concept. Born out of social movement studies, frame analysis seeks to 
identify ‘how particular ideas/ideology are used deliberately to mobilise 
supporters and demobilise adversaries vis-à-vis a particular goal’ (Lindek-
ilde, 2014: 200; Snow & Benford, 1988). It is used in other scholarship 
to analyse the strategic framings of a particular problem. For Bacchi 
(2009), problematising a policy issue leads neither to an objective descrip-
tion of it, nor to objective solutions for solving it. Rather, it is part of 
creating the problem. A framing methodology shows the ways in which 
the framing of a concept affects how policymakers and legislators think 
about an issue. 

Previous research on the European Parliament uses interviews as data 
to gain ‘objective’ information (as insights or direct records) on what had 
happened behind closed doors, such as in committee negotiations or in 
trilogues (Bressanelli & Chelotti, 2018; Ripoll Servant & Panning, 2019). 
Whilst our main focus was on discourses and framings, we also used the
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qualitative data to trace policy processes, analyse policy-making practices 
and identify obstacles for the promotion of gender equality within the 
political groups and in the European Parliament. For instance, some of 
our research was driven by the question why pro-gender-equality amend-
ments made by progressive political groups and MEPs often disappeared 
throughout the committee negotiation process? Interviews with MEPs and 
staff from different political groups who were involved in negotiations 
about the specific reports, helped us to identify some of the dynamics that 
led to the sidelining of gender equality. Gender equality was not neces-
sarily a priority for pro-equality groups in the negotiations, and it was 
opposed by some groups. Moreover, some of the political groups that 
made amendments about gender equality did not have enough leverage 
in the negotiations to push their views through, or may not have invested 
their resources on negotiation about reports they know will be voted 
against (Elomäki, 2021). 

Policy and Process Tracing 

In the policy-focused articles, we used the interview data as informa-
tion to trace policy processes and policy-making practices. Whilst not 
looking for causality, or indeed to make claims about it, we used policy 
process tracing as a complementary method, or an additional level, to 
fully understand and interpret the discursive and non-discursive elements. 
As such we traced, outlined and connected the stages of a particular 
process, which enabled us to identify the power hierarchies, interplay 
of different formal and informal norms and the contingent reasons for 
the emergence of gendered inequalities in both institutional policy and 
practice. For instance, since some interview participants were experts 
on economic issues, either as MEPs, political group staff or committee 
staff and represented a fair balance of political groups, we used this 
approach to study the development of economic policies in the parlia-
ment. For those experts, the interview questions were highly specific 
and delved deeper into the specificities of some policy processes. This 
approach elicited rich and multifaceted knowledge about parliamentary 
processes, boosting our within-case analysis. However, we also experi-
enced the well-documented difficulties of using interviews as sources of 
‘objective’ information. Indeed, in an interview narrative the unfolding 
of events may be influenced by memory effects, unwillingness to answer 
questions, strategic misrepresentation of events and the tendency of actors
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to under—or over-represent some events or their own role in them (e.g., 
Berry, 2002; Beyers et al., 2014; Fowler et al., 2011). 

Not surprisingly, it became evident that most of our interviewees 
wanted to present themselves and their political groups in a favourable 
light. Concomitantly, they were not necessarily ready to provide sensi-
tive information. For instance, our data related to the moment when 
two MEPs had come to an agreement for a committee position on a 
specific file and represented themselves as winners of negotiations. They 
omitted to mention, however, the dissatisfaction of the coordinators in 
the outcome—as stressed by other interviewees who took part in the 
policy process. Similarly, our data stressed a number of contradictory 
accounts amongst interviewees in relation to policy-making processes at 
play in the political groups, with some interviewees describing how every-
one’s opinion is allowed, whilst others from the same group stressed the 
silencing of dissenting voices. Such contradictions show the difficulty of 
using interviews as accurate evidence about the unfolding of events. 

Therefore, even when asking research questions about processes and 
practices, we acknowledge that interviews do not provide access to an 
‘objective’ reality, but are always a construction based on perceptions. 
Interview data can certainly point one in a certain direction to find 
out more, but it needs to be complemented with other sources to 
obtain a fuller picture whilst simultaneously addressing possible biases in 
the data (Natow, 2020). At the same time, our commitment to inter-
pretivist, constructivist and feminist qualitative epistemological research, 
ensured that claims or assumptions of reaching ‘objective’ truths or deter-
mining causality, were never made (Yanow, 2006b). Unlike positivist 
empirical methods designed to generate results that can be replicated 
by different scholars, interpretivist, constructivist and feminist can yield 
different outcomes in the hands of different researchers. This highlights 
the collective self-reflective and deliberative nature of such approaches 
(Ackerly et al., 2006: 7).  

To counterbalance the limitations of interview data, we triangulated 
it with document data, such as parliamentary debates, amendments and 
political group documents—thus providing a more complete grasp on 
specific policy processes (see Box 6.1 above for an example; for more on 
triangulation, see Natow, 2020). This helped with cross-validating and 
interpreting the evidence obtained through interviews, and allowed for 
the integration of additional information (Beyers et al., 2014). In turn, 
ethnographic data provided an additional important tool to analyse the
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practices of political groups, enriching our knowledge of parliamentary 
practices and policy processes. 

Interpreting Ethnographic Data 

Because ethnographic fieldnotes are subjective, even personal, and some-
times written down in conditions not always conducive to note-taking, 
the generated data is by its nature difficult to share with other researchers 
for analysis. For the ethnographer, this meant several difficult and thor-
ough rounds of rewriting fieldnotes to make them intelligible to others 
(Jarzabkowski et al., 2014). In this respect, it was important to establish a 
protocol, shared with all other researchers in the team, that structured the 
process of taking field notes (see Chapter 3 for the template), and which 
allowed us to co-author research articles with our ethnographer. Overall, 
we took a structured approach to the analysis of fieldnotes. 

There are different ways of interpreting and presenting evidence from 
ethnographic data (Cerwonka & Malkki, 2007; Schatz, 2009; Shore 
et al., 2011), and this is further reflected in the variant scholarship that 
employs parliamentary ethnography (Abélès, 1993; Crewe, 2018; Miller, 
2022). Like interview data, the analysis of ethnographic data occurs across 
different research stages and is influenced by decisions made at various 
moments. For example, designing the research idea, formulating the ques-
tions, deciding on a protocol to record fieldwork interactions and writing 
down fieldnotes. Whilst it is important to avoid making ‘instant interpre-
tations’ in order ‘to remain as reflexive as possible’ (Niemi, 2010: 89), 
Ackerly and True note that the process of ethnographic data production 
and analysis are inextricably linked (2020: 190). Sometimes, the goal is 
to open up the black boxes of what is little known or understudied to 
produce a thick description. 

In our case, the analysis of ethnographic data was abductive and 
nonlinear. It can be referred to as both a formal and an informal process. 
The process was formal because it took shape in analytic notes and memo-
randa, and it was informal because it was embodied in the ethnographer’s 
‘ideas and hunches’ (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2019: 167). For instance, 
we used informal strategies, such as ‘hanging around’ with research partic-
ipants, to discuss research ideas and test whether they resonated with 
them. Such informality can generate shared understandings with research 
participants, bring about new perspectives, or be shut down at once.
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We included ethnographic analytic notes or memos into the fieldnotes, 
either as appendages at the bottom, or weaved them through the text 
when writing them up, but we acknowledge that they can be written in a 
separate document. In terms of the formal placing of the analysis amongst 
the fieldnotes, we eventually wrote the analytic notes and fieldwork diary 
in conjunction and merged them as ‘raw’ data. The observation protocol 
included a section for ‘reflections’, in which the ethnographer reflected on 
the observation just made (see Box 6.2 for examples). The ethnographer 
noted their positionality in the observation protocol, though they were 
inevitably present in the whole field note as they were noting the dynamics 
that they saw as relevant. In other political ethnographies, ethnographers 
have one column of ‘raw’ fieldnotes and then an analysis column, or if 
handwritten they write with a different pen. 

Box 6.2 Ideas for prompts in analytical ethnographic notes 

(1) Using references to literature and ideas from the ‘raw’ data: 
for instance when a participant mentions topics that make the 
researcher think, or academic literature they read on the issue, 
even using random associations. 

(2) Discussing emerging interpretative ideas with research 
participants, for instance ‘running them by’ field members to 
see if they resonate in informal conversations or settings. 

(3) Documenting one’s own surprises about observations in the 
field: noting down researcher’s own emotional reactions and 
reflecting later why that happened. 

(4) Documenting the research process in terms of theoret-
ical sampling: for instance, trying to get an interview with 
interpreters or other field participants, who might other-
wise be seen as ‘bystanders’ in the political processes. This is 
useful to discuss affective dynamics, since the interpreters, for 
example, implied to us that they sensed the mood of group 
meetings. Interestingly, some interpreters interpret empathet-
ically, becoming key agents in palpably gauging the mood in 
the room, which is valuable when looking into affects and 
affective atmospheres.
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(5) Comparing shadowing experiences from the locations of 
two differently situated participants that might be working 
within the same group and committee to discern patterns and 
divergences. 

(6) Marking links to other sources to triangulate ethnographic 
fieldnotes, either using the interview dataset or own obser-
vations in the field—notes, for example, about the location, 
posters, images and embodiment. 

(7) Comparing unusual (crisis) situational contexts with ‘nor-
mal’ contexts: for instance, when unexpected circumstances 
affect regular institutional procedures. In our case, it was the 
onset of the Covid-19 pandemic and announced restrictions 
to the EP President’s conference. We noted how exception-
ally open Sassoli’s press conference was for ordinary people 
in the parliament. 

(8) Situating parliamentary powers: in the notes it is useful to 
reflect on the institutional context the researcher is studying, 
and to compare it with other political institutions they know 
along power relationship lines, especially in similar circum-
stances—how, for example, does the president of the EP 
behave relative to a national parliamentary speaker? 

As mentioned previously, ethnographic scholars debate the possibility 
of sharing ethnographic data with other researchers for interpretation 
(Murphy et al., 2021; Reyes, 2018; Tsai et al.,  2016). When ethnogra-
phers of parliaments consider sharing their fieldnotes data, two difficulties 
are often raised: (1) the long-standing feeling that data is ‘hard won 
and the result of personal, trusting relationships’ built over years—which 
requires time away from the desk and less opportunities to craft find-
ings into publications; and (2) the lack of full control over confidentiality 
and anonymity required when citing ethnographic data in research arti-
cles, when this was key to the trust built with participants (Murphy et al., 
2021; Tsai et al.,  2016). For this reason, our ethical statement specifically 
included the requirement to not harm research participants—which in 
ethnography with elite participants may mean not harming their polit-
ical career. Furthermore, although metadata about the fieldnotes was 
included, we shared the fieldnotes with the team and co-authors, though
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not more widely. Murphy et al. (2021) do offer practical solutions, such 
as placing an embargo on data, and going back to subjects to ask them if 
they consent to archiving their stories. 

With regard to the practicalities of presenting ethnographic data, we 
often used it as ‘raw data’ in research articles, but other ways of presenting 
ethnographic evidence that conveys dynamics of parliamentary worlds 
include vignettes, composite narratives that link together several actors 
and interactions from the field, and more temporal ‘process’ narratives 
(Jarzabkowski et al., 2014). In the course of our analyses, we also searched 
the ethnographic field notes for dissenting voices. This was especially 
important in the case of publications on more ‘invisible’ and problem-
atic issues, like the article on institutional racism and normative whiteness 
in the European Parliament (Kantola et al., 2023). 

Ethnographic data allowed us also to interpret wider facets of parlia-
mentary institutional behaviour and norms than documents or interviews 
alone would have permitted. Thanks to specific codes we developed 
to capture affects and emotions, we were able to interpret the use of 
strong language and figures, ‘affective atmospheres’ (as more collec-
tive emotional entities rather than just a person expressing a feeling), 
as well as the observation of ‘tense’ or ‘businesslike’ interactions in 
meeting or encounters in our research articles (Kantola & Miller, 2021: 
788). For instance, in their article on the affective impact of Brexit 
in the EP, Kantola and Miller (2023) did not measure the effective-
ness of parliamentary work or politicians’ motivations and performance, 
but rather analysed its dimensions. Specifically, they covered the influ-
ence of emotion and affect on the constructions of parliamentary work, 
finding that these constructions were charged with emotions including 
sadness, joy, hope, civilised jubilation, relief, resolve and vigilance and 
that these were expressed and controlled (Kantola & Miller, 2023). The 
findings were largely based on the ethnographic material and contribute 
to studies on parliamentary work by moving away from more positivist 
and rational choice versions of role theory and categorising the roles of 
parliamentarians, to mapping how they construct different dimensions of 
parliamentary work (Kantola & Miller, 2023), thereby demonstrating the 
‘added value’ of utilising ethnographic data.
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Conclusion 

This chapter finalised our section on analysing qualitative data by casting 
a critical eye over the epistemological and methodological steps of inter-
pretation. Whilst many different ways to analyse qualitative material exist, 
we were attentive to the important aspects involved with the inter-
pretation of qualitative data, in particular, how it is shaped by the 
researcher’s own positionality and epistemological and ontological dispo-
sition. These factors serve to generate different types of knowledge, 
meaning that qualitative researchers are required to assess, criticise and 
restrict the generalisability of their findings. The interpretation of quali-
tative data is typically driven by research questions. In our case, this has 
meant interpreting frames and discourses, analysing formal and informal 
practices, tracing policy processes and policy-making practices and inter-
preting ethnographic data. Whilst interpreting frames and discourses 
involved identifying different constructions that emerged from the data, 
and analysing them via interpretivist, constructivist, post-structuralist and 
feminist methodologies, tracing policy processes and policy-making prac-
tices significantly helped to identify power hierarchies, the interplay of 
different formal and informal norms as well as the emergence of gendered 
inequalities both in policies and practices. Finally, we have discussed 
the benefits and limitations of sharing ethnographic material and inter-
preting it for analysis. A difficult process eased by the use of ethnographic 
analytic notes or memos, fieldwork diaries and an observation protocol 
that reflected on the ethnographer’s positionality. 
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Conclusions 

Abstract Beyond summarising the core themes of the book, namely that 
of reflecting on qualitative research in parliament; research collaboration, 
expertise-sharing and project management; as well as assessing the prac-
tices to make qualitative research known to and accessible to actors in the 
European Parliament, the concluding chapter is an open-ended discus-
sion on the future venues for qualitative research in political institutions 
generally and the European Parliament more specifically. We discuss the 
epistemic benefits of how our research adds to and/or challenges the 
‘traditional’ political science approaches. In conclusion, we also provide 
a thorough and transparent discussion of what we would do differently 
from the perspective of time. We conclude by proposing what could be 
next for qualitative research in the European Parliament. For instance, we 
debate both the potential for new legislative and institutional powers as 
well as future crises inevitably bringing issues in terms of research topics 
and access. Finally, we stress the informality of many procedures, practices 
and mechanisms we witnessed and discuss its meaning for transparency 
and democracy. 
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Introduction 

This volume has provided a hands-on, step-by-step guide on doing quali-
tative research in parliaments. The discussion has been based on our own 
experiences of conducting a large-scale qualitative study in one suprana-
tional parliament—the European Parliament. Based on that experience, 
we formulated concrete pointers to overcoming obstacles and challenges 
faced by qualitative researchers studying parliaments. For us, the Euro-
pean Parliament constituted a unique environment and a larger field in 
which the gendered practices, processes and policy outputs of the polit-
ical groups were situated. Throughout the book, we have explored the 
practical achievements and drawbacks that relate to the collaborative gath-
ering and analysis of dense qualitative data (interviews, ethnography and 
documents) with an international team of six researchers at various career 
stages. 

As a guide, this book has provided approaches and unique insights 
to conducting qualitative methodologies in the form of seven chapters 
each tailored to deal with a specific step of the research process. Its prac-
tical and illustrative approach answers questions such as how to gather a 
large-scale qualitative data-set of interview, ethnographic, and document 
data in a parliamentary environment? How to handle raw data through 
storing and coding? How to make sense of coded data? How to transform 
qualitative data gathered and coded collectively into findings for single- or 
co-authored articles? In this concluding chapter, we provide an overview 
of the main points developed in the book. We reflect on our methodolog-
ical choices, on what we would do differently, and finally we discuss the 
potential trajectory of qualitative research in the study of parliaments. 

Reflections on Qualitative 

Research in Parliaments 

In comparison to other methodologies, qualitative approaches pose 
different research questions about parliaments and their activities than 
positivist and quantitative studies do. This book has presented the main 
advantages of conducting qualitative research in parliaments. It high-
lighted the usefulness of such an approach for the better understanding of 
the everyday dimensions shaping democratic practices and policy-making 
in parliaments, whilst also providing concrete, user-friendly advice on how 
to conduct such research in practical terms. For example, rather than
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asking and measuring what impact far-right groups have had in parlia-
ments; it might ask: how do parliamentary actors experience the impact of 
far-right groups in parliaments? Likewise, enquiring how sexual harass-
ment in parliaments is understood by parliamentary actors and what they 
understand as best ways of preventing it may replace or coincide with 
measuring its frequency and impact. Thus, applying qualitative research 
to the study of parliaments advances knowledge on policy constructions, 
internal practices and processes that shape parliamentary work; whilst 
quantitative analyses of roll-call voting typically overlook relevant aspects 
about interpreting these votes, such as analysing how they are under-
stood, and exploring the processes and informal dimensions that led to 
them. Interpretive research questions, as shown in this book, provide 
thicker descriptions and investigate how parliamentary actors make sense 
of parliamentary activity. 

When it comes to assessing parliaments with regard to their gender 
equality policies and practices (understood intersectionally), the use of 
dichotomous or binary variables measured in formal indicators (such as 
sex or age seen as not interrelated categories) as is often the case in 
quantitative research, does not capture complexity and can often create 
progress bias. Qualitative research, on the other hand, challenges the 
illusion of progress in relation to equalities, and highlights the practices 
and processes that reproduce gendered and racialised inequalities. Mean-
while, interview environments can be overly controlled and unnatural, not 
capturing everyday factors affecting parliamentary actors’ constructions, 
behaviours, or experiences. As shown in this guide, qualitative research 
is typically designed to capture the complexity of parliamentary life and 
work whilst reflecting on the nuances and limitations of the methodology 
itself. 

Rather than measuring variables, we captured affective atmospheres 
in parliaments, and rather than measuring frequencies, we explored the 
variant discursive constructions of policy issues by parliamentary actors 
and analysed them through interpretive methodologies. This required 
solid and transparent strategies, but also constant reflection on what 
conditioned that knowledge and the replicability and generalisation possi-
bilities of it. For instance, insights gained from ethnography allowed us 
to question the specifics of parliamentary activity, which generated actual 
concrete examples, rather than generalised statements. 

Whilst qualitative methodologies tend to provide rich and varied 
datasets, the gathering and analysis of them can be immensely time and
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resource consuming. We have given this book a strong focus on collab-
orations and sharing expertise because we believe it is what made the 
handling of dense qualitative data possible. Sharing the expertise and 
burden of data gathering, coding and of data interpretation can be a key 
strategy to handle big qualitative datasets in a timely fashion, and geared 
towards publication outputs. 

However, as we consistently mentioned throughout the book, such 
a collaborative approach demands strict organisation and a high level of 
transparency and trust between the researchers. For instance, we found 
that clear and standardised labelling of data and formally designated 
people overseeing each task was a good organisational strategy. Further-
more, sharing the workload sometimes included outsourcing different 
tasks, such as interview transcriptions, which was only possible thanks 
to generous funding. Rather than listing instructions on how to conduct 
qualitative research in parliaments, this book, as suggested in the title, has 
offered some ideas to guide other researchers in this endeavour. Without 
doubt, there are things we would do differently. 

Hindsight: What Would We Do Differently? 

When conducting qualitative research, one of the main concerns involves 
gathering data that is sufficiently representative of the field. In our case, a 
better cross-section of nationality representation mattered as our field was 
a multi-national parliament. On this aspect, we could have had a stronger 
representation of some nationalities, which was often made impossible 
or difficult because of language barriers or accessibility/availability issues. 
Some of these challenges may have been resolved if we could have allo-
cated more resources to alleviate language obstacles and reach more 
non-English speakers. For instance, we could have offered an interpreter 
for participants from un(der)represented member states. Likewise, we 
could have explored ways to integrate the insights of hard to reach groups 
in parliament, such as staff hired for catering, cleaning and maintenance 
services who—in the case of the European Parliament—are contractually 
more vulnerable, French-speaking, have less flexibility with their working 
day and limited experiences of participating in research interviews. At the 
same time, this would have demanded different ethical considerations, as 
we would have asked for time and contributions from people who are 
not remunerated on a par with other employees of the European Parlia-
ment. We would also need to reflect on what use we would be to the
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more vulnerable employees and what our research could improve in a 
normative sense. 

Even though we found interview and ethnographic data to be highly 
useful in answering questions about discursive constructions as well as 
formal and informal practices of parliamentary work, we found, retro-
spectively, that a ‘solid’ pool of official documents from political groups 
helped us to cross-check the details and intricacies of processes. For 
example, guidelines for new parliamentarians and harassment policies. 
These may not be accessible online, but can be obtained through 
informal contacts in parliament. This takes time and demands a pro-active, 
reaching-out attitude and requires knowledge of who is in possession of 
such documents and might be willing to share them. 

As the discussion in Chapter 6 illustrated, there are obstacles to using 
interviews as ‘objective’ sources of information, especially when consid-
ering the risks of memory alteration when recollecting events, and the 
tendency of actors to under—or over-represent some events and/or their 
own role in them (e.g., Berry, 2002; Beyers et al., 2014; Fowler et al., 
2011). In this sense, documents can help to cross-check information gath-
ered via interviewing. Having several ethnographers in the research team 
may also be an asset, especially as it allows for a more diverse represen-
tation of activities. For example, a lot of parliamentary meetings are held 
simultaneously, which means that prioritisations have to be made when 
scheduling observing activities. 

In recent years, Twitter and other social media platforms have become 
a significant aspect of parliamentary activity and parliaments themselves 
are moving towards the idea of ‘smart parliaments’ (Fitsilis & Mikros, 
2022). Concomitantly, there is greater acknowledgement that politicians 
and parliamentarians have integrated all kinds of social media in their daily 
activities, both for sharing information and for surveying their popularity. 
In that sense, we recognise that gathering digital data has become an 
important part of research, including qualitative research, but has mostly 
remained outside the scope of our research. 

With regard to data analysis and especially coding, we could have also 
explored some innovative forms of coding, as detailed in recent textbooks 
(Saldana, 2021). For example, the analysis of ethnographic data could 
also include process codes, meaning the codes that highlight what parlia-
mentary actors were doing during observations. Furthermore, coding 
can quickly become routine and less analytical or precise. In that sense, 
even though Chapter 5 stressed the importance of communicating trans-
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parently, there are always more opportunities for team debriefing. For 
instance, interactive and collaborative platforms such as Padlet, provide a 
forum for asynchronous communication. This facilitates ways in which 
multi-member research teams could share posts as ideas arise in the 
excitable process of coding, as well as in more general periods of reflec-
tion outside the formal coding process. Such forums may be seen as more 
digital and interactive versions of the research diaries or memos presented 
in this book. 

By its nature, and epistemological orientation, qualitative research 
and especially ethnography require a large degree of improvisation, 
borne largely from the timing constraints of parliamentarians, as well 
as sometimes interpreting and exercising the autonomy provided by a 
parliamentary pass on a study visit. It is therefore important to estab-
lish a presence in the parliament. Practices to achieve this can include: an 
active project website and Twitter account; an identifiable project logo; 
clear, user-friendly documents on the research project such as information 
sheets and interview schedules, posters advertising events (displayed in the 
parliament) and roundtable co-operation from parliamentarians at events 
who might repost the details of the event for further publicity and invite 
and alert their networks to researchers’ presence. Although these tactics 
are not enough, and can be swiftly weakened by unexpected events, such 
as the Covid-19 pandemic, we also acknowledge that research findings 
remain largely disseminated in the English language, providing a de facto 
limit to the possibilities of sharing knowledge more widely. 

Knowledge exchange can also make qualitative research known to and 
accessible to actors within and without parliaments. Whilst there was 
some spillover to the practitioner world (Warasin et al., 2020), knowledge 
exchange was not a priority for our research funder. Different funders and 
universities might have different expectations, as well as the expertise and 
infrastructure for such activities. A follow-up activity is to measure any 
benefits accrue as a result of sharing research findings, such as changing 
understandings within or about parliament, or catalysing action going 
forward within parliaments. Whilst researchers in majoritarian parliaments 
are cautiously warned not to align oneself with a particular tribe (Crewe, 
2021), parliaments that are not organised along majoritarian lines might 
provide more flexible opportunities to share knowledge with different 
groups.
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Looking Ahead: Where Next 

for Qualitative Research on Parliaments? 

A future academic endeavour that promises much interest, would be 
a state-of-the-art study on the types of qualitative methods that have 
been used in parliaments, where, and with what epistemic effects. This 
would provide this exciting field of study with a synthetic and compre-
hensive perspective on ‘what’s already out there’. For instance, it might 
provide more nuanced insight into how focus groups are underrep-
resented in the methodological literature on political institutions and 
parliaments (possibly due to time and linguistic constraints). Meta-level 
academic reflections, and further debate on the types of data that quali-
tative methods produce in parliaments are needed, as well as discussions 
about what implications these have for researchers’ normative positions on 
social justice, gender equality and the fairness and equity of representation 
of own-voices. 

On a more practical level, the qualitative research of parliaments may 
be affected by emerging challenges, if not crises, within and external to 
parliaments. Parliamentary crises, and the politicisation of policy areas 
and practices, inevitably bring about topical and thematic issues in terms 
of research subjects and access to them. In the case of the European 
Parliament, examples include the ‘Qatar scandal’ that has foregrounded 
and exposed a lack of transparency in parliamentary practices (e.g. secret 
ballots and the conciliation committees), as well as the significant degree 
of informality in the parliament around lobbying. We would hope that 
academic access is not compromised or impeded due to the parliamentary 
reforms, whilst at the same time increasing the transparency obligations 
of all the staff and MEPs working both within and without the European 
Parliament premises. 

New or extended parliamentary powers and reforms may also bring 
about new analytical foci and affect the points of entry, actors and 
settings to be engaged with, as happened with the increasing powers 
of the European Parliament following the Lisbon Treaty reforms. We 
also saw with the onset of Covid-19, how we were obliged to turn 
the pandemic-related scientific and technical problems into research and 
academic opportunities. First, the technical and institutional access prob-
lems (travel restrictions and remote work modes) changed our means 
of data gathering as we conducted interviews online or via telephone.
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We also experienced new layers to data collection due to the Covid-
19 restrictions, which resulted in novel approaches and methodological 
contributions. 

Secondly, Covid-19 restrictions have yielded a new research field on the 
democratic access, transparency, and the policy content of EU responses. 
Crises often exacerbate existing inequalities, and the Covid-19 pandemic 
has been no exception: inequalities based on gender, race and ethnicity, 
disability, sexual orientation, age and class have become more marked, 
and those already vulnerable even more so. In the vein of exploring 
the new policy areas that a parliament can have influence in, Elomäki 
and Kantola (2023) in an article on ‘Feminist governance in the Euro-
pean Parliament: The political struggle over the inclusion of gender in 
the EU’s Covid-19 response’, looked at lessons learned from previous 
crises, and collaborations across political group lines in the current situ-
ation. Unexpected future developments or policy crises will undoubtedly 
provide ample material for further research along similar lines. 

The relationship(s) between the executive and parliaments may also 
bring about changes in the focus for research. As we have seen at the 
EU level, subsequent Commission Presidents led efforts to make their 
own mark on EU policy processes and reforms in different fields. We 
experienced variance in the approaches to gender equality and economic 
and social policy, amongst other things, as different levels of priority 
were placed on them by Barroso, Juncker and von der Leyen in just 
the last 15 years. We have explored these in several publications (see 
for instance, Berthet, 2022a, 2022b; Elomäki, 2021; Elomäki & Ahrens, 
2022; Elomäki & Gaweda, 2022) aiming to explore the changes, often in 
longitudinal or time—and context-specific ways. Looking forward, explo-
rations of change in the institutional and behavioural processes as well as 
in policy-making will always remain core research foci for parliamentary 
studies. 

Relatedly, future research could focus on the materialism of parlia-
ments, involving not only their physical spaces (Verge, 2022), but also the 
socio-economic organisation and their embeddedness in the locations. In 
particular, anthropological literature has been good at pursuing this angle 
(Lewicki, 2016). For example, in the case of the European Parliament, 
its surrounding infrastructure could and should be examined, extending 
the research discussion to the relationship of EU institutions with Brussels 
and Strasbourg as locations. The power hierarchies, and how they play out
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in the spaces of Brussels and Strasbourg in relation to domestic popula-
tions, should also be examined. From an intersectional gendered point of 
view, issues such as childcare and child rearing infrastructures in Belgium 
or France; racist policing; and also the Strasbourg seat and its relationship 
with the constituencies could be prime bases for future research. More-
over, parliaments have large budgets, so studies of procurement contracts 
could be conducted to ensure that they are socially just. Furthermore, 
considering the massive contemporary global challenges, future parlia-
ments should be expected to move towards greener and more sustainable 
solutions. Thus, the ways these transformations occur should also be an 
area of future enquiry. 

We conclude with the wish that this guide will be of equal help to 
those who are exploring more established agendas, as well as researchers 
who are investigating new avenues of research. As beacons of democracy 
where anti-democratic and anti-gender forces play out, parliaments will 
certainly present more, rather than less, topics to research qualitatively. 
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Consent to Participate in a Research Study 
University of Tampere, Finland 

Title of the Study: 
Gender, party politics and democracy in Europe: 
A study of European Parliament’s party groups 

Principle 
Investigator: __________ Affiliation: __________ 
Researcher: __________ Affiliation: __________
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Thank you for agreeing to be [insert interviewed/shadowed] for  the  
purposes of the research project: Gender, party politics and democracy in 
Europe: A study of European Parliament’s party groups (EUGenDem), 
University of Tampere, Finland, and funded by the European Research 
Council Consolidator Grant (2018–2023). 

We would kindly ask you to read this form and ask any questions that 
you may have before agreeing to be [insert interviewed/shadowed]. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of the study is to study European Parliament’s political 
groups’ practices and policies from a gender perspective. This means 
studying questions such as: which factors either advance and hinder 
women and men’s political careers within the political groups. 

Ultimately, this research may be presented as conference papers, or 
published academic books and journals. 

Interview Procedures and Confidentiality 

This interview will last from 30 minutes to 2 hours. It will be recorded 
with your permission and later transcribed. The interview data is fully 
confidential. We will guarantee your full anonymity. You will have the 
opportunity to see the citations we might later use in research. The inter-
views will be used only for the purposes of this research project. We will 
not include any information in any report we may publish that would 
make it possible to identify you. 

The records of this study will be kept strictly confidential. Research 
records will be kept in a locked file, and all electronic information will be 
coded and secured using a password-protected file. 

Benefits of the Study 

The benefits of participation are for the society to better understand 
how the European Parliament’s political groups potentially are shaped by 
gender relations. If these are unequal to any gender, they can be addressed 
as a result of this study.
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Payment 

Please note that there is no payment or reimbursement for this [insert 
interview/shadowing placement]. 

Right to Refuse or Withdraw 

The decision to participate in this study is entirely up to you. You may 
refuse to take part in the study at any time without affecting your rela-
tionship with the investigators of this study. You have the right not to 
answer any single question, as well as to withdraw completely from the 
[insert interview/shadowing placement] at any point during the process; 
additionally, you have the right to request that the researcher not use 
any of [insert the interview material/ the material accessed through 
shadowing placement]. 

Right to Ask Questions and Report Concerns 

You have the right to ask questions about this research study and to have 
those questions answered by us before, during or after the research. If 
you have any further questions about the study, at any time feel free to 
contact us, [insert contact details]. If you have any other concerns about 
your rights as a research participant that have not been answered by the 
investigators, you may contact [insert contact details]. 

Consent 

Your signature below indicates that you have decided to volunteer as a 
research participant for this study, and that you have read and understood 
the information provided above. You will be given a signed and dated 
copy of this form to keep, along with any other printed materials deemed 
necessary by the study investigators. 
Signature and Date
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Purpose of the Study 

Gender, party politics and democracy in Europe: A study of European 
Parliament’s party groups (EUGenDem) is an academic research project 
funded by the European Research Council (ERC) Consolidator Grant 
(2018–2023) and based at the University of Tampere, Finland. 

The purpose of the study is to study European Parliament’s polit-
ical groups’ practices and policies from a gender perspective. This means 
studying questions such as: which factors either advance and hinder 
women and men’s political careers within the political groups. 

Ultimately, this research may be presented as conference papers, or 
published academic books and journal articles. 

Benefits of the Study 

The benefits of the research are for the society to better understand 
how the European Parliament’s political groups potentially are shaped by 
gender relations. If these are unequal to any gender, they can be addressed 
as a result of this study. 

Data Collection 

Our research data involves a lot of written public documents but we also 
conduct interviews in the parliament with MEPs, their assistants and EP’s 
personnel. In addition, we undertake participant observation in public 
events and public meetings. We also undertake some participant obser-
vation in some closed meetings if we are given the permission. In these 
cases, everyone who participates in the meetings is informed beforehand. 
All the data that we collect is anonymised and no one can be recognised at 
any stage. All data is also stored securely. When making field notes during 
participant observation no personal data (such as names or nationalities) 
is recorded. 

Right to Ask Questions and Report Concerns 

You have the right to ask questions about this research study and to have 
those questions answered by us before, during or after the research. If 
you have any further questions about the study, at any time feel free to 
contact us, [insert contact details]. If you have any other concerns about
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your rights as a research participant that have not been answered by the 
investigators, you may contact [insert contact details]. 

Contact Details 

[insert contact details]. 
For more information about the research project please visit our 

website: [insert website link].
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